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ABSTRACT

Analysis of the use of educational technology in
public education reveals the following. First, technology is
generally an added-on, teacher-dependent tool, although tnere is a
trend to student-focused, individualized uses. Second, technology
does not lead to increased learning, although it can offer advantages
such as time savings and curricular enrichment. Third, edacaticnal
technology is expensive and as long as student time in school is
fixed independent of earning, less capital intensive approaches will
be more cost effective. Finally, the activities of the Federal
agencies are focused upon the newer technologies such as educational
televisioe, simulations, coxputer-assisted instruction and multimedia
systems. Thus, it is evident that technology is not about to
revolutionize education by radically lowering costs or increasing
instructional effectiveness. There is a need for both the
coordination of Federal activities in the area of educational
technology and for greater dissemination of information about
successful implementations. Finally, educational technology's
hardware needs to be standardized and more attention should be paid
to the use of technology for special applications and with special
populations, rather than as a substitute for conventional
instruction. (Author/PB)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This is a report of a policy analysis of educational technology in
public elementary and secondary schools, conducted for the Eeucation
Division of the Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The analysis
is intended to clarify a national debate of long-standing--What should
be the role of technology in public elementary and secondary schools?
Currently this debate is complicated by a thicket of more or less extravagant claims about the efficacy (or lack of it) of technology in the
service of public education. This report is meant to be useful to policy
makers and ,program planners in making more informedidecisions conccrning
the federal role in the use of technology in public elementary and secondary schools.
The analysis was baSed almost entirely on secondary sources of information, including the literature, data archives, and conversations
with authorities in the field. We were guided by a working definition
that views educational technology as priwarily consisting of instructional
media. This definition is consistent with the one used in the report of
the Commission on Instructional Technology; p. 21.1* We recognize that
technology is more than just media, a point that is dealt with in Section I.
Four questions were addressed., Each question and a summary.of the
answer folloWs:
(1)

How is education technology used in the schoqls?
Our analysis of utilization,was based on a comparison of
the definitive Godfrey2 data in the early 1960s with
data available on current usage.
In the early 1960s,
technology was used infrequently and almost always as"
an "add-on" at extra cost. ,The critical element in
technology utilization was the teacher, and in the early
1960s tae teacher was not'using much. Current information,
while provisional, suggests things are pretty much the
same today._ The teacher still determines to a great
extent the utilization of the technology.

References are listed at the end of Section VI.
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As long as student time in schools is fixed
independent of learning, other less capital-intensive
means of reducing costs, such as differentiated
staffing and year-round schooling, appear more attracIf this situation were to change
tive than technology.
(at the secondary level, for example), another look at
costs would be justified.
at all.

(4)

What have been the federal R&D activities in the recent
past in the field?
Most of the federal dollars have gone into R&D on the
newer technologies: educational television, simulation,
computer assisted instruction, and multimedia systems.
The three federal agencies primarily involved in the
field are the Department of Defense (DoD), the National
Science Foundation (NSF), and the Office of Education
(OE).
The NSF devotes most of its funds to computer
based instruction and to higher education. The DoD
has a heavy investment in simulation. The OE invests
in a wide range of technologies and forms of support,
and targets more money than the other twoto disadvantaged
and handicapped audiences.

All the foregoing suggests that technology is, not about to revolutionize
traditional public elemehtEiry and secondary education, either by making it
significantly more effective or by radically lowering costs.
It seems
likely that public schools will continue to be dominated by patterns of
instruction sanctioned by generations of use. Large scale and effective
use of technology will await fundamental changes in school organization
that seem unlikely in the hearyfuture. The most promising uses of technology might be in areas outside the one that we have'investigated, i.e.,
n higher education and in the education of specil-need groups.
Finally, several recommendations are derived from the analysis:
(1)

Claims about the power of technolOgy to reform and improve
public elementary and secondary education should be
moderated and brought into accord with the limited
knowledge of the subject.

(2)

Initiatives taken by the.Education DlAision should be
formulated in the light of other federal activities.
Investments in computer'applications are an important
case in point. Both DoDind NSF have made important
gains in computer based instruction which should be
built upon.
xi

(3)

The information about federal R&D projects in education
is inadequate. Since this type of information is essential
to policy- evaluation and reformulation, steps should be
taken to improve the appropriate federal information systems. The Project and Grants Information System (PGIS)
is the Education Division's Computerized information system. This system is apparently inadequately financed and
lacks the authority to obtain inputs from all sources.

(4)

There is no recent systematic information concerning
utilization of technology in public schools. Since
coherent federal policy should depend heavily on such
infolmation,a utilization survey along the general lines
of the Godfrey Study of the early 1960s is a high
priority.

(5)

There is a need for some form of consumer (i.e., teacher)
information on available materials (films in particular)..
Information is needed that, would enable a user to identify
materials suitable for a given instructional objective
along with an evaluation of effectiveness. The Educational
Products Information Exchange (EPIE) has made avaluable.
start in this direction for hardware. The Education Di.should explore the dimensions of the demand for this
type of information for software and means of supplying it.

.

A related problem is tiL..t hardware is often of poor quality
and durability. Incompatibility is more the rule than the
exception.
The Education Division should analyze the
interaction between the technology industries and public
education with a view to encouraging improved quality and
standardization. Examination of the incentives for industry to improve products and services seems a particularly
high priority issue.
(6)

Education Division technology R&D expenditures were taro
geted mostly on normal populations in both fiscal years
1971 and 1972. This is inconsistent with the broad
mandate for emphasis on the "disadvantaged" at the federal
level. Analyses of these expenditures should be made to
determine whether heavier investments in technology for
special problem areas, especially the disadvantaged, are
appropriate.
It

xii

(7)

Education Division policy should stress technology for
special applications and not as a substitute for conventional instruction. There are a number of promising
areas of special applications. These include:
Intensive instruction for the disadvantaged.
Technology for higher education.
New opportunities in adult and continuing education.

There is not a sufficient basis in knowledge and experience to 'ermit the development of an integrated
federal policy on such special applications. The
Education Division should explore these applications
with a view to conducting policy analyses.

I

INTRODUCTION

A recurrent theme 'in debates about American education is the potential
role of technology in educational reform. Each new device, medium, or
process that emerges is typically hailed as the solution to a variety of
pressing educational problems. This pattern has been followed with film,
radio, television, and the com^uter.

In recent years the severe financial problems of public education
have led to a search for means of reducing costs. At the same time, a
growing number of observers have been criticizing public education.
It
is' not surprising in a period of such ferment that many have seen in technology a high potential for reform in general and, more specifically, a
means of increasing productivity and improving the quality of education.
This has led to what amounts to a national debate about the proper role
of tecanology in education. There is no systematic body of evidence to
inform this debate; hence, claims and counterclaims abound. Some see in
technology the saviour of a severely malfunctioning educational system.
Others see technology as a threat to r. free democratic society. And in
between are many more moderate positions and expectations.
It is in this
context that our analysis finds its basic meaning and purpose.

Objectives and Scope
One concrete objective of our work was to develop information useful
to policymakers in the Education Division of HEW in understanding the
basic issues involved in the debate. It is hoped that more informed
decisions can be made based on this understanding concerning the federal
role in educatioi,a1 technology.
As we proceeded with the analysis we reached agreement with staff
members of the Education Division on several specific questions whose
answers seemed most critical to an informed federal perspective.
These were:
(1) How effective has the use of educational technology
been in public elementary and secondary education? (2) How much does
educational technology cost? (3) How is educational technology actually
being used in public elementary and secondary education?

To provide, hopefully, some wisdom from the past, we also agreed to
review recent federal R&D activities in educational technology. Through
such a review we hoped to identify the major federal initiatives and the
implicit or explicit theory behind those initiatives.

Method of A

roach

Primary reliance was placed on secondary sources of data and information. Prominent among these sources were (1) the research literature,
(2) various data archives and repositories (e.g., the EdUcational Resources
Information Center), and (3) conversations with authorities in the field;
and with educators. As always, we found serious limitations in the available data. In many cases, it was eZmply impossible to reach any conclusions. In others, informed speculations seemed warranted. In still
others firm conclusions were possible.

One of our early and most difficult methodological problems was to
define educational technology. While there is currently no agreement on
any single definition, there is fairly widespread acceptance of the idea
that technology is more a system or-a process than a collection of devices
and associated programs. The preferred definition of the Commission on
Instructional Te....thnology embodies most of the elements of a system
definition:

It is a systematic way of lesigning, carrying out, and evaluating
the total process of learning and teaching in terms of specific
objectives, based on research in human learning and communication,
and employing a combination of human and nonhuman resources to
bring about more effective instruction (Ref. 1, p. 21).

This definition avoids the problems inherent in viewing technology
as simply a collection of devices. It allows for technology as an integral
part of larger instructional programs, such as differentiated staffing,
peer instruction, and parent involvement. It also allows for viewing
instructional technology as a.cohere4t entity, not the adding on of a
hardware item here and there.
However, the systems definition has disadvantages as well. As the
Commission on Instructional TecIpology points out, "In nearly every case,
these media have entered educatilindependently, and still operate more
in isolatiOn than in_combination' (Ref.1, p. 21). This means that educational technology as it is used in current practice.is more educational
media and their dssociated soitwar.., than it is a systematic manner of
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creating and evaluating the entire teaching and learning process guided
by objectives. Because technology is used in this way, the Commission
adopted the following working definition of educational technology:
In its more familiar sense, it means the media born of the
communications revolution which can be used for instructional
purposes alongside the teacher, textbook, and blackboard. In
general, the Commission's report follows this usage.
In order
to reflect present-day reality, the Commission has had to look
at the pieces that make up instructional technology:
television,
films, overhead projectors, computers, and the other items of
"hardware" aud "software" (to use the convenient jargon that
_distinguishes machines from programs)--(Ref. 1, p. 21).
Howard Hitchens of the Association for Educational Communications
and' Technology (AECT) has more recently grappled with the problem of
defining the field of educational technology. He endorses the systems
definition and agrees that educational technology is more than just media.
But, he also goes on to point out that the systems definition is having
difficulty being born (Ref. 3, p. 3).
Our final resolution on the problem of defining educational technology
was to adopt the working definition of the Commission on Instructional
Technology, as noted above. This amounts to defining educational technology as essentially educational or instructional media.*
In the pages to follow, we briefly report our findings on these
four major subjects:
O

Effectiveness of educational technology in public elementary
and secondary schools.

Cost of using technology in public elementary and Secondary
instruction.
Utilization of technology 'n public elementary and secondary
schools.

Inventory of recent federal R&D activities in educational
technology.

The report concludes with a section entitled Summary Implications
and Recommendations.

We are indebted to Howard Hitchens and James Wallington of AECT for
guidance on this problem.
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II

tFFECTIVENESS

The examination of the effectiveness of educational technology was
made in light of the larger qUestion of the effectiveness of schooling
as a whole. During this century, there has been much research on the
effectiveness of schooling, but no definitive conclusions have beenf
reached.
No one pedagogical method has been cliown'io be measurably'superior to all otherS. A RAND4 review of the evidence on the effectiveness
of schooling concluded that "Research has not yet identified a variant
of the existing system that is consistently related to students' educational outcomes." A recent analysis by Jencks et al.,5 reached much the
same conclusion about effectiveness in the cognitive domain (as measured by
test scores): "We see no evidence that either school administrators or
educational experts know how to raise test scores. Certainly we do not
know how to do so." JamiSon'et alb examined many studies dealing with
the effect on educational outcomes of variables from class size to perThey conclude that "What does
pupil expenditures to teacher attitudes.
emerge from those studies, and from the tabular summary, is a striking
lack of uniformity concerning the significance of various variables."
Their overall conclusion is that "few variables consistently make a dif...
This conclusion does not, however,
ference on student performance.
imply that schools make no difference in the cognitive development of
(However) it remains to be seen
...
their students (emphasis theirs].
that variations in school inputs are consistently related to variations
in school outputs." It is in the light of these conclusions about research on the effectiveness of schooling as a whole that we examine the
effectiveness of educational technology.
The effectiveness of any educational practice can be evaluated against
IL this study, we
any of a variety of criteria, or goals of education.
confined our definition of effectiveness primarily to cognitive effectiveness as measured by standardized tests. To the extent that the literature
contained studies of the noncognitive effects of technology in education,
we looked also at this; however, this was restricted for the most part to
studies on the attitudes of students and teachers toward the technology,
and the effects cn student motivation.
Due to limitations of time and resources, our study of the effectiveness of educational technology depended on summaries, overviews, and
critiques of the existing research that have been conducted by others.
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This means that we have not done a critical review of the many studies we
looked at; rather, we have just taken our sources at face value. 'A more
penetrating look at the research on educational technology might weigh
more heavily the results of research determined to be of high quality
(i.e., characterized by careful attention to experimental method, use of
control groups, and so on). Such a study might also do an analysis of the
quality and relevance of the software used in each experiment, and the
effect of this on the learning outcome. Such analysis might well produce
a different result than this study has.
The overall conclusion to which all of the overviews of the field
came was that the use of educational technology has been shown to be as
effective as conventional instruction. As William H. Allen7 suggests,
research demonstrates that people do learn from educational media and
that this learning prevails under many different instructional conditions,
with a variety of `Subject matter contents, and with all kinds of learners.
Chu and Schramma have arrived at essentially the same conclusion.
A comment is in order regarding the nature of the effectiveness research that has been done to date. Almost all of the research hag followed one model:
the comparison of one medium, such as film (not further
specified), with conventional instruction (not further specified). The
fact that this type of research does not uncover any consistent evidence
about the superiority of any medium over conventional instruction is
ascribed by most reviewers to the poor model of research that has been
adopted. Allen (Ref. 7, p. 6) noted that this model was adopted some time
ago, and
Even though this research is of questionable value, the reasons
for conducting such studies at the time (and their counterparts
with television and programmed instruction in more recent times)
are appSrent: the educational establishment demanded proof of
the effectiveness of these innovational techniques, and the
baseline for comparison was clearly current teaching practices.
As a consequence, the general perception of instructional media
research even today is in these terms.
Bearing in mind the very limited generality of the results of most
of the research, we turned to the studies of individual media. Rather
than discuss at length the studies that have been done on each medium
here, we present some of the major studies in Table 1. Each of the
studies listed reviews one or more experiments comparing media with conventional instruction. For each study, the table shows the number of
experimental cases where (1) the medium was shown to be significantly
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176

29

24

Programmed Instruction
(Peterson)19

t

3

(Wells, Whelchel, and Jamison)"

2

26

5

46

Number of cases where medium was not more effective than conventional instruction.

A detailed discussion of these studies is incluled in Appendix A.

3

10

(Weiner)21

Computer Assisted Instruction
(Suppes and Morningstar)2°

2

7

3

55

6

9

(Wells)13

18

17

81'

4

(Lange)19

(Schramm)19
(Silberman)1'
(Zoll)19

50
82

10
24'

13

85
84

30
3

86

50

1

4

11

3

1

30

16

26

16

89

2

55

44

255

225t

0

6

than the Mediu

83

637

5

6

cant Difference
in Effectiveness

Number of Cases Where
Conventional Instruction
Was More EffeCtive

102

75

119

5

Radio (Wells)"

Number of Cases
with tic. Signifi-

Television
(Pflieger and Kelley)"
(Kelley)12
(Schramm)13
(Dubin and Hedley)14
(Schram.013
Elementary
Secondary
Higher
(Chu and Schramm)9
Elementary
Secondary
Higher/adult

6

Film (Hoban and Van Ormer)9

Medium

Number of Cases Where
Medium Was More
Effective than
Conventional Instruction

REPRESENTATIVE STUDIES ON MEDIA EFFECTIVENESS*

TaLle 1

Significant time saving

Time saving in all cases

Especially effective for
teaching concrete concepts

Comment

more effective, (2) no significant difference was found, and (3) "conventional instruction" (as defined by each author) was shown to be significantly more effective. For more information on specific studies, see
Appendix A.
One characteristic of the research that is obvious from the table is
that results from different studies are not consistent. The overall result for all media except film is that no significant difference can be
found from conventional instruction, but some studies did find that the
medium was significantly more effective than conventional instruction;
some also found that conventional instruction was significantly more
effective than the technology. This variation in results is further
complicated by the fact that few of the studies are easily replicable;
although some efforts to replicate studies have succeeded, many more have
failed.

One more interesting point illustrated by the table is that a greater
percentage of the studies of the efftectiveness of television showed a
significant difference for elementary students than for secondary students.
This is interesting, especially as it parallels the feclings of most
teachers, students, and parents that television is a medium more appropriate to elementary education than to higher grades.
For example, both
the Santa Ana Unified School District in California and Hagerstown use
TV almost exclusively for the lower grades, and though'Ilagerstown started
out with a lot of televised instruction for high school and junior high,
its use at those levelS has Sharply diminished in recent years.
.

In these studies, the things that have made the use of the technology
more effective are the same things that make conventional instruction more
effective: good organization of material, a practiced delivery, strong
student motivation, integration of knowledge of the effects of the instruction into the teaching, rest pauses at appropriate times, and cues that
direct pupils to those points essential to learn.
There is no consistent
evidence that making the media more sophisticated enhances effectiveness.
For instance, for televised instruction, there is no consistent evidence
that color, animation, humor, or dramatic rather than expository presentation improves effectiveness, although it does attract a larger audience- Sesame Street is a prime illustration of this.
Both programmed instruction and computer assisted instruction (CAI)
have often demonstrated dramatic reductions of the student time required
to complete a unit of instruction. This saving of time is not as useful
to a school as it would be to industry, or to the military, where time is
money, for public schools have a custodial function to perform that requires

8

them to keep students in school and occupied for a certain number of hours
a day and days a year. Although saving time may not save money, it can
still be of use to schools.
If a school were interested in expanding
its curriculum, or adding options like work-study programs, for instance,
this time saving might be significant and useful. Of course, adding to
the curriculum often means the expenditure of more resources, so this
It has also been suggested that
might be more expensive for the school.
this time savings means that these media are especially appropriate for
remedial instruction, since they would allow children that are far behind
to catch up before their contemporaries get too far ahead of them.
Table 1 summarizes the result of studies along cognitive dimensions.
It is interesting to look at some of the noncognitive aspects of computer
assisted instruction. Students felt that computers had greater expertise
than teachers, and were clearer in their presentation of material and
fairer in grading, since the computer graded only on task related items
while teachers often graded on other items, such as behavior in the
classroom.

The fact that the computer has been found to be mere effective than
teachers in certain dimensions, and that films have been more effective
than verbal instructions in conveying certain kinds of concepts, suggests
that if we could successfully match student characteristics, characteristics of the subject to be learned, and attributes of media, the media
might be found to be consistently more elfective. This thought has
occurred to many educational researchLirs, and is the basis of the study
Allen (Ref. 7, pp. 11,
of what is called Aptitude-Treatment Interaction.
12, 14, 15) summarizes this research:
The study of this three-way interaction of stimulus, task, and
learner is extremely complex, but some evidence is building up
that could lead to a more precise understanding of the place of
media in the instructional process.
...
The time is far off,
if in fact it ever arrives, when we can identify an instructional problem and then faultlessly select the proper instructional mix to solve it.
...
There is reason to expect -.hat
the present growing attention being given to the study of the
unique attributes of instructional media and their relationships
to the characteristics of the learner and the nature of the
instructional task will be increased in the future.° The folly
of assigning generalized aid all-inclusive attributes to specific classee of media (e.g., television, film, print, computefassisted instruction) under all conditions is finally being
Ippreciated, and we should observe more intensive research
efforts to discover how to design and manipulate the media so
9
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III

BUDGETARY COSTS

The costs of,instructional technology in the sense of the "things
u23
of learning
b Instructional media were reviewed to answer two questions:
(1) what would each of several specific technologies cost a school
district to use as an integral part of instruction? and (2) how much might
the use of technology be expected to save a school district? The scope of
these questions was confined to budgeting costs as opposed to the broader
concept of social costs (e.g., the opportunity cost of student time spent
In order to answer each of these questions realisticall, we
in school).
made a detailed specification of the ways in which a school district
would employ an educational technology--the number of pupil-hours per
that the technology is used, the number of subjects that are taught
using the technology, the number of classrooms that would share the use
of any piece of equipment, and, most importantly, the flexibility of
scheduling needed to fit each medium into instructional procedures of
schools.*

Present Budgetary Costs of Selected Instructional Technologies
The most gatural source of budgetary cost estimates would be school
district budgets. Unfortunately, the accounting and record-keeping systems of the nation's schools do not provide adequate cost information,
since these systems are neither complete in themselves nor comparable
across schools.24 Cost estimates already available in the educational
literature, on the other hand, vary widely both in dollar amounts and in
the care and completeness with which they were determined. Some are
ballpark estimates, offering only a very rough approximation of the cost
per student-hour and including no description of the conditions under
which they were obtained. A few sources supplied timely detailed. and
reasonably complete cost breakdowns, specifying prices for each piece of
equipment, salaries of personnel, and operational and maintenance costs.
For these few, costs per student -hour are calculated through a series of
assumptions about every aspect of use: the expected life of hardware and
courseware, the number of students that use it and over what periods of

*

Thus explicitly, this study was oriented toward hypothetical reconstruc
tions of public education around the use of different technologies.

the Ticlinalogiee-Exetained

The;limitetionft

of time permitted stU4Ying only a few.tech44/4J0
Tboge
selectedyere (1)-broadensf; cable-end,vidiO;.
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include several different delivery systems for the msjor technologies
(such as videoc..,qsette television systems), although reports from suppliers of expected sharp reductions in the cost of color television equipment caused us to eoncentrate on monochrome television in this study.
The
intent here was to desribe the current cost situation rather than to
forecast future developments. For computer based instruction this meant
attention was paid to systems that hive actually been employed in elementary and secondary schools for simple drill-and-practice and tutorial instruction, rather than the more advanced systems such as PLATO IV and
TICCIT that are under development.26'27 Neither costs nor patterns of utilization have been established for these systems in enough pretisi-n ancl
detail to permit cost estimation on a comparable basis with the other
technologies (media) considered.

Method of Approach*

In brief, for all the media examined, a set of common instructional
tasks for each media system to perform and a set of environments (numbers
of students and geographical areas containing them) over which to perform
those tasks were defined. Three instructional tasks were chosen to cover
Tasks are ex17
different intensities with which a medium might be used.
pressed in terms of an average number of contact minutes (per student)
with a media system per week or. per day. The values selected were 20
minutes per week, 20 minutes per day, and 60 minutes per day.- This dimension is called the intensity of media use. The 20-minute unit was
chosen because it approximates the average length of films and is reasonable for other media.
To limit the size of the modeling effort, the number of environments
was limited to four, designated Local District I, Local District II, City,
and Metro:
(1)

Local DistrictI--An ex-urbali local district of 10,000
students spread over an irregularly shaped 53 square miles
in ten elementary schools and three secondary schools.

(2)

Local District II--A suburban district or pair of districts
having 30,000 pupils in a rectangular area of 50 square
miles housed in 34 elementary schools and seven secondary
schools.,

The basic framework of analysis is an extension of that employed by the
2e
More details
0E-sponsoredOeneralLearning Corporation study of 1968.
on methodology are Included in Appendix B.
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(3)

City--A city-wide district or c,,nsortium of districts
having 150,000 pupils over a rectangular area of 70
square miles, housed in 169 elementary schools and
35 secondary schools.

(4)

Metro--A metropolitan area consortium of. districts
having 600,000 students contained in an irregularly
shaped area of 1,500 square miles in 677 elementary
schools and 139 secondary schools.

The dimension described in the above categories is called. the extensivea
ness of m6dia-use. These specifications of intensiveness and extensive-ness cover a sufficiently broad range to permit examination of different
media systems over, the same but widely varying set of circumstances.
So that th cost estimates incorporate all factors for which school
districts must realisticalAy budget in the adoption and effective use of
media instructional systems, each element of cost was categori--d as
direct or support, and estimated separately. They were then crosscategorized as either one-time costs (applicable to items having a useful,"
life of more than a year) or recurrent costs (items used up within a year,'
or purchased annuany).29 Initial planning; administration, and testing
and evaluation for system improvement compose the support costs.
The
direct cost elements included were:

Initial teacher and'administrator training
Facilities
Initial equipment and courseware
Operation of equipment

Maintenance of equipment and facilities
Continuing teacher planning_and training
Related classroom taterials for planning and scheduling.

To compare instructional systems having different proportions of
one-time and recurrent costs, each one-time cost uas amortized over its
*
useful lifes at 10 percent interest and added to the costs to form an

In general, the,liie of locally produced courseware was taken to be three
years, purchased-courseware and some equipment five years, other equipment ten yeara, and buildings 25 years. Each media system was assumed
to be used 'Zoo- ton years with the exception of computer based instruction
where rapid technological advance was assumed to render current systems
obsolete in five years. Annual costs were then derived from these values.
14

equivalent annual cost. The resulting single figures can then be examined
across technologies and across changes in intensiveness and extensiveness
of use.

The cost figures obtained reflect the purchase of all hardware and
the purchase or (for television and computer-based systems) the lease of
alsl courseware needed by the school district or consortium of districts
Thus the figures represent full costs, the
to implement a technology.
costs of starting from zero inventory, 'rather than the incremental costs
of adding4to whatever inventory of equipment, materials, facilities, and
specific training that the school district(s) might already possess. For
the audiovisual media and programmee, text those inventories can be substantial, although some of the material might be obsolete or in bad
repair and thus not suitable for regular use in instruction.
r- The costs of classroom personnel (other than training costs) are not
included as instructional systems costs, because deployment of classroom
'personnel is quite flexible and not closely coupled to the technology in
use.
Indeed, various technologies may be used as elements of a given
team teaching or differentiated staffing plan that reduces instructional
staff costs. However, one would be hard put to determine how essential
the technologies afone are to such a plan.
Instead, the consideratiOn of
how much media instructional systems might save a district will deal with
straight substitution of media instruction for classroom teachers, the
most radical use contemplated, with differentiated staffing (possibly
Meanwhile, estiinvolving media use) viewed as an alternative approach.
mates obtained in this part of the study essentially represent the costs
.of adding-each system to present school expenditures.

Some Caveats on the Present Methodology

The patterns of utilization for ewri technology are specified on
the common basis of full integration into each school's curriculum as a
means of direct instruction rather than as a supplement to traditional.
activities. This is not necessarily the way each is used, and this
specification can have a significant Impact on costs per student-hour.
Thus 16mm film is represented, riot in its usual role as a medium on
call by each teacher for supplementation, but as a means of direct instruction used by many schools simultaneously during-a-given period each
Integration into the curricuThm is represented by the requirement
year.
that each film title be seen at the appropriate point of the school year
by all intended student viewers in all schools during,a single three-week
period of instructional relevance. During the rest of the school year the
film is unused. .Most of the costs reported here /or 16mm film sure ar,
es%
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result of the large number of prints of each title that are required to
fulfill this task in this fashion. This is the most extreme example of
the impact of scheduling and the role of technology on its costs, but
the lesson it teaches about the need for careful specification and full
explanation of procedures extends to all other technologies considered.
For this reason, Appendix B contains a complete explication of the

methodology, and the design specifications for each technology (including
the several television and computer based systems examined).

One additivaal general point is that the estimates for the life
of the courseware used in each system(three years for internally produced
courseware, five years far courseware from commercial or nonprofit national
sources) reflects the time that the materials couid be expected to be
"current" in terms of curriculum revision and pedagogical quality in a
district. These figures do not reflect the time that it actually might
be physically possible to use the courseware without regard to instructional utility (e.g., films tend to become obiolete before they are worn
out).

Both these caveats reflect the consequences of the choice made in
this study to obtain costs for technologies used as integral, constantly
updated direct instructional delivery systems that could potentially substitute for teachers. The study of the costs of audiovisual aides, occasional television use, or small-scale, less frequently updatec: instructional materials might obtain different resu2ts, but these latter could
not be extrapolated to the higher intensities of use or integral instructional roles considered here.

Results of the Calculations*
The direct costs for each technology are shown in the bar charts of
Figures 1 and 2. These charts allow the reader to see how economies of
scale depend on student user population (extensiveness of use) and on
minutes per day of instruction (intensiveness of use). Each bar shows
an aggregate of production, distribution, presentation, and support costs,
as indicated by the letters P, D, R, and S; the total height of a bar

The reader who is interested in more details than can be given here or
in Appendix B concerning the methods used to reach the cost estimates
may write to SRI, 333 Ravenswood Ave., Menlo Park, California 94025,
Attn: Mr. Norman B. McEachron.
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shows the cost of one technology in. tevIls of dollars per student-hour
(left scale) and the equivalent annual cost (right scale).
The calculations are based on 20-minute units of instruction in both elementary
and secondary schools.
Figure 1 shows the data for all four environments
at one level o intensiveness (20 min/day).
Figure 2 shows one environment (Local District II, 30,000 pupils) at three levels of intensiveness.
The left scales are kept the same among the charts; the reader should
be alert to the changes in the right scales of Figure 2 with changes in
intensiveness. All production cost estimates reflect the increased
quantity (and estimated quality, if internally produced) required at
city and metropolitan levels.

Explanation of Abbreviations

Production Costs--Production includes all costs of design and
production by the school district or consortium, or acquisition by purchase or lease, of the instructional content or courseware from which
the student will eventually learn. For 16mm film, sound-filmstrip,
and programmed text, this consists entirely of selection and purchasing
P:

costs.

D:
Distribution Costs--Distribution includes all costs of content
to the learning site (school), its reception there, and the return of
any learner feedback essential to subse4uent instruction.
For computerbased instruction, this includes costs of data transmission to and from
student terminals.

Presentation Costs--Presentation represents all costs of processing the instructional content to a form suitable for learning, displaying
it to the student at the learning site, and obtaining any essential feedback.
It includes not only purchase and operation of necessary hardware
(e.g., computers) but also teacher training; however, it exdludes the
salary costs of classroom personnel.
R:

Support Costs--Support costs (initial planning, administration,
and evaluation) were estimated for each system as a whole.
S:

Group Instruction--The group mode of presentation encompasses four
technologies.
These ar3 listed below, under ITV:

20

Instructional television systems with a mixture of
local production, film, and national television agency
rentals as sources for programming (all rentals taken at
20 min/wk). Quality of local production increases with
the viewing audience.
ITV:

Instructional Television Fixed Service as the
distribution system, with videotape recording and
playback in local schools (none at 20 min/wk, high
schools only at 20 min/day, elementary and secondary
at 60 min/day) as required to meet scheduling requirements.
Videotaping costs are allocated to
the presentation function (R above).
ITFS:

Leased cable distribution system (Pacific
Telephone Company rates) of up to six channels (at
20 min/day and 60 min/day) with high school videotape recording and playback at 60 min/day.
CTV:

Rented broadcast time from one to two local UHF
educational broadcasting stations, with in-school
videotape recording and playback facilities at
20 min/day. Channel capacity is insufficient to
carry the 60 min/day programming requirement.
UHF:

School-level video cassette playback centers,
each supplied with tape duplicates of required programming stored in school libraries for three years'
use before recycling.
VT:

Sixteen-millimeter film distributed from central
film libraries having enough prints to show a given
program to all students within a three-week "window"
of instructional relevance. (A wider window would
lower the production or film print costs.)
16mm:

SF-Group:

Sound-filmstrip (cassette format) shown by
teachers to individual classrooms in groups, with
filmstrip libraries maintained at each school.

Individual Instruction--The individual mode of presentation encompasses
the technologies listed below:

21

Sound-filmstrips viewed by students in an
individualized instruction format in carrels, with
sufficient courseware provided to permit every student to
view a given title within three school weeks.
SF-Indiv:

Prog. Text:
Programmed text used individually by students
at home or in school.

Drill-And-practice and simple tutorial instruction
administered by computer. Distribution costs refer to
data transmission between school site and computers.
Presentation costs include the items shown.

CBI:

Minicomputer systems designed to use only
commercially available courseware, not useroriginated programs or general-purpose problem
solving.
Production costs indicate lease costs of
courseware. All computers are located within
schools. At 20 min/wk and 20 min/day, some terminals.
are operated by computers located in other nearby
DMC:

schools.
KSR.

Terminals are Teletypeachines, Model 33

Minicomputer systems designed to permit generation and operation of teacher-produced couseware
as well as general problem solving using available
computer languages (BASIC). Production costs are a
mixture of internal production teams (expenditures
and quality assumed to increase with student user.
population in a fashion similar to ITV) and commercial rentals. Distribution and presentation
are similar,to the DMC systems.
TSM:

Large, centralized computer facilities, each
operating up to 1,000 student terminals on a variety
of instructional programs, including problem solving
as well as commercially available materials. Substantial operating costs are incurred for central
Terminals are again Teletype
staff.
Model 33 KSR.
CTMP:

Large centralized computer facilities, each
operating up to 500 terminals located in different
schools, linked by leased phone lines. Systems use
only the leased courseware also employed by the DMC
systems. Terminals are CRT (cathode ray tube) type
having more flexibility than Teletypes, but at higher
Production costs are courseware lease costs.
cost.

DCCP:
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Discussion of Results
The results indicate that costs of technology currently available
fit into a general ordering across different environments and intensities.
General-purpose computer based systems are more expensive than the
specialized drill-and-practice systems, followed by 16mm film (with the
caveat previously mentioned), various forms of television (including
videotape replay facilities in schools where necessary), sound-filmstrip,
and finally a very small unit cost ($0,05 per student-hour) for programmed
text.

The bar charts of Figure 1 show that significant economies of scale
over variations in extensiveness occur only for various forms of broadcast television and the large computer systems. The estimated cost of
instructional television using ITFS and recording and playback facilities
in the high schools at 20 min/day declines from about $0.80 per studenthour to almost $0.30 per student-hour as the student population increases
Economies of scale are limited by the
fror.i 10,000 to 600,000 pupils.
expense of the playback facility, since the cost is proportional to the
number of schools; thus, the cost per student for the facility does not
decline as the number of schools, and the number of students, increases.
The reader will note that the bars dealing with computer systems
show more detail than the other bars; in the CBI cate-,-.:Nry, the presentation

costs (R) are broken down into four subcosts--Proces3ing and Memory,
Terminals, Facilities and Supplies, and Proctors. Iresmtation costs
dominate, he total costs of computer based systems in the models of this
report. The cost of student terminals forms a significant element of
presentation costs, especially for the DCCP system in which cathode ray
terminals (visual displays similar to television) are employed in place
of the teletypewriters of the other three systems.

Intensiveness is measured in terms of the amount of instruction per
Unit time received 'by each student in a district of given characteristics.
Figure 2 displays the scale economies-for. a 30,000-pupil district, grades
1 through 12, or about two suburban districts operating a joint system.
When a pupil receives instructional television via .ITFS for 20 min/wk,
the cost is about $0.60 per student-hour. When intensiveness increases,
there is an increased need for in-school recording and playback facilities,
and thus no economies of scale are observed. On the other hand, such
economies are quite significant for the larger computer systems, the
capacity of which to supply student terminals is more efficiently utilized
as the total number of student terminals increases, both from increases
in extensiveness (Figure 1) and intensiveness (Figure 2).
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Potential Budgetary Savings from the Use of
Instructional Technologies
The preceding cost estimates reflect the current (1973-74) capabilities
and price structures of technologies, some of which--particular computers
and television production and presentation--are ehanging rapidly. Thus
current estimates may not accurately represent future possibilities.
Furthermore, the-costs of the instructional personnel required to be
present during use of the media were excluded, on the grounds that local
practice varies widely on this point. Yet the possibilities of cost
savings through the use of an instructional technology depends on its
potential for reducing classroom personnel costs.
Because of such uncertainties, these cost estimates are insufficient
to determine the unique possibilities that instructional technOlogies may
offer to reduce the costs of elementary and secondary education as currently organized. An alternative approach has therefore been developed.
The thrust of this approach is to obtain an upper bound on potential cost
savings attainable ander current knowledge based on.the substitution of
media instruction for classroom teaching within schools. This is the
role that technology must play if it is to be essential to cost savings,
rather than occupy a supportive role. The approach is limited in that
it assumes the continuation of instruction at designated learning sites
(schools) rather than at homes or other locations.
In this sense it
represents possibilities for savings and redeployment of resources short
of major redefinition and reorganization of elementary education; thus,
the approach represents possibilities for the near term future.
An upper limit on potential cost savings within the bounds of
present knowledge and organization can,be evaluated if it is assumed
that the technological system itself costs nothing and that no classroom
personnel are required during its use. This means that the use of technology for an instructional task is assumed to reduce to zero the budgetary
costs of that activity.
The following examples indicate that the upper limit of experience
with various forms of instructional technology in current institutional
settings is almost certainly less than 25 percent of instructional time:
The elementary school systems in both Washington County,
Maryland, and Anaheim, California, (the Ford Fou.idationsponsored pioneer' systems) use television to carry between
11 and 13 percent of total instruction. Other ETV systems
provide less intensive use.3°
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Computer assisthq instruction in elementary and secondary
education rarely rises above 20 minutes per day per'pupil,
less than seven percent of the instructional time.a
The Carnegie Commission has suggested as'a reasonable expectation for the year 2000 that between 10 and 20 percent
of on-campus instruction be carried out usingsome form of
instructional technology .31
University-level multimedia approaches to instruction
(including slide or filmstrip plus audiotape, and
videotape) rarely entail more than 20 percent of total
time being spent using technological aids."
Adult enrollees in the British Open University spend only
about five percent of their learning time occupied with
television and radio presentations.32
Thus we conclude that the upper limit of budgetary cost savings to be
anticipatee using forms of instructional technology now envisaged is
from 10 percent to less than 25 percent of total instructional costs,
even if the technology (including equipment, supplies, and furniture)
is costless and requires no classroom personnel whatever. In contrast,
the Anaheim Elementary School District has claimed savings corresponding
to approximately three percent of instructional expenditures in comparison to the cost of presenting their television-augmented curriculum
by traditional means.*
To express these cost savings in terms of overall costs of elementary
and secondary education, we.examined the program budgets for typical U. S.
elementary and secondary grades as prepared by Education Turnkey 6ystems.32
Excluding, as we have previously, the expense of buildings to house
students as a'constant (this presumes zero cost
alterations required
to use another, technological system for instruction), the instructional

This was calculated on the basis of the typical program budget reported
in the next paragraph. Annual savings of $152,000 reported in Teaching
with Television (see Ref. 30) were compared with 44 percent of the 1971-72
total district expenditures of $13,221,000 (obtained from Assistant
Superintendent Franzon). The former is 2.6 percept of the latter,
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function takes up 44 percent of total costs, including supplies, equipment, and furniture.* A 10 to 25 percent savings in these costs would
then amount to 4.5 to 11 percent of the total costs of instruction. We
conclude that even by.the most optimistic estimates cost savings from the
use of technology would not be more than 11 percent of the total cost of
elementary and secondary education, using any technology now envisaged
and the highest levels of ugle that have been sustained in practice in
developed countries. While not negligible, these'savings do not represent
the kinds of radical cost reductions that technology has attained in
industrial applidations.

To further evaluate the attractiveness of these coat savings to
school districts, we must consider alternative ways to reduce costs.
Typical means employed by districts to cut expenses include eliminating
courses or activities of lesser priority, cutting back on the use of
Media (including subsidies to ETV stations that typically carry courses
of lower priority), increasing,the pupil-staff or pupil-teacher ratio,
and increasing clans Arlie which has been shown not to affect cognitive
achievment). These approaches can easily match the savings to be expecte even from costless instructional technologies. More systematic',
means of reducing costs have been described by Cresip,:McCormick, and
',Paget Inc.34 They indicated that the most snbstantial cost
derived from redeployment of instructional personnel using
entiated staffing. The overall cost reductions indicated over
five size categories of school districts correspond to about 8.5 percent
of t tal costs, in the mid-range of savings using a costless technology,
and ell above the savings on total (instructional plus custodial) costs
of t e teleision-expanded curriculum reported by the Anaheim instructional
tele ision system--alut 1.5 percent. The comments of the MP staff concernIng instructional technology are intersting in this regard:

,

A review was made of research findings on opportunities to
lessen educational costs through greater use of television,
computers, and other technological developients.
Definitive,
cost data are lacking, but it does not appear that the use of

This estimate includes only the costs actually incurred in classroom
instruction and preparation for instruction; it excludes all custodial
and staff.serVices--such.as recess, physical education,junch; homeroom,
transportation, principal and staffservices, and district administrat
tioW-7that would not be replaced by technology.
.
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instructional technology in itself holds promise for cost
reduction ;unless a massive restructuring of the form of
education -is hypothesized).
(Ref. 34, p. 12.)
Other cost savings of approximately four percent in the pbrchase of
supplies and equipment and the furnishing of support services were suggested,by CMP. The total savings potential estimated by CMP, without
the major capital investment that would be required for most schools to
employ,technology intensively, would exceed the maximum possible savings
from such a major capital investment.
Finally, Education Turnkey Systems as (on the basis of a pilot program
of a 45:15 plan* instituted in four schools of Prince William County,
Virginia), estimates overall savings in the 1971-72 per pupil cost of
education of 4.9 percent from more intensive use of staff and 4.7 percent
from more intensive use of capital facilities. The.Xotal cost savings
of 9.6 percent is at the upper end of the range for a Costless instrucAgain, this approach requires no capital investment
tional technology.'
beyond planning expenses.
We are therefore forced to conclude that, for the kinds and levels
of use of instructional technology with which researchers to date are
familiar, the cost savings obtainable are not large, and at present are
simply not as attractive as other, more immediate and less capitalintensiv'e. means of reducing costs, no matter how inexpensive the technology
may be. The promise of technology in elementary and Secondary education,
within the confines of present kn.y..ledge ana organization,' lies not in
directly substituting for classroom teachers, but in aiding their instructional activities.
This can be done by improving the capability of
a differentiated teaching staff to individualize instruction (Ref. 34,
p. 15) and by performing tasks that classroom ieachers cannot do well
(which may include some aspects of instruction for the disadvantaged and
handicapped). The possibilities of significant cost savings, on the other
hand, depend more on social policy decisions' concerning the custodial
functions of schools--the length of time students are required to spend
there--than they do on technological variations within the school.

A 45-15 plan is a scheme for.year-round school attendance. "This plan
calls for each of four student groups to spend.nine weeks (45 days) in
`school) four times .a year, with three-week-(15-dey) vacations between
This means that, at any one time, only three of
in- school ses4ons.
the four student groups Ere in school" (Ref: 36, p. 5).
to

year-around operation can also reduce by Elmost 25 percent the equipthent costs of-most of the technologies examined.
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IV

UTILIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

The basic goal of our ork in utilization is to understand how various
technologies are used in public elementary and secondary schools by
analyzing data on what hardwfwe and software is now in place, and by
analyzing the patterns of its use in the past, in the, present, and in
the future. We have used a study conducted in the early 1960s as a
benchmark. This. study, by Eleanor Godfrey, is the latest'comprehensive
survey of public, elementary, and secondary school utilization of technology.2
The conclusions suggest that, although technology was relatively
plentiful in most schools, it was used infrequently and almost always at
additional cost. We presume, therefore, that there is no urgent need to
review empirical evidence on utilization before the Godfrey study.
As a supplement to the available literature on utilization, we did
a limited resurvey based on the Godfrey Rudy.* To this end we revisited
ten school districts that were included in the earlier study and asked
several of the same questions, as well as others, in the light of the
new technologies. The original survey included:
An inventory:of equipment and materials.
Patterns of utilization of equipment and materials.
The climate of opinion of school personnel concerning technology.
Changes in inventories from,1981 to 1963 and projections
into the
ture.
The SRI resurvey covered most of these issues and in addition covered:
The present potential of the new technologies (e.g., computers, cable TV).
New development in old technologies (e.g., cassette tape
recorders, 8mm projectors).

*

Appendix- C is a separate de,:ailed report on the resurvey prepared by
Eleanor Godfrey. The main points of her report are included in this
section.
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The potential of technology in an era of accountability and
financial stress.
At the time of the Godfrey Study in 1961-63, there was a fairly
standard stable of workhorse technology, which included the 16mm projector,
slide-filmstrip projector, record players, and tape recorders. These
devices were quite generally available, even in small districts, although
the materials to use on the devices were often difficult to obtain and of
poor quality and quantity. Godfrey concluded that the technologies were
used infrequently and almost always as "add-ons" at extra cost. However,
there was general verbal acceptance of the idea of educational' technology.
Godfrey concluded therefore that the tochnical or machinery problem was
closer to solution than the instructional problem for each grade and for
each subject. Godfrey also concluded that the critical element in
utilization is the teacher. Our society places high premium on autonomy.
If the technology is not compatible with the teacher's philosophy, it
will not be used. Godfrey said that in the early sixties the teacher
was unconvinced.
The evidence is not available to make such unequivocal statements
about utilzation today. While all of the districts we talked to had
increased tneir inventories, the patterns of utilization-do not seem to
have changed greatly over the decade since the Godfrey study. There was
a notable decrease in the variability among large and small districts in
the type and amount of media and materials in their inventories; the
small districts now tend to have the same range of equipment as the large
ones.

The inventories of all equipment except radios increased in the
echools we resurveyed. The individual filmstrip projector came into
common use. Very few of these single purpose machines were reported in
the-1963 national survey. By 1973, however, the ten di:Aricts we revisited reported over 1,700 units, or enough to provide, on the average,
one for every 1.6 teachers. Also, the overhead projector grew very
rapidly and virtually replaced the opaque projector. Ten years ago the
work horses of educational technology were the record player, 16mm
projector, slide-filmstrip projector, and tape recorder. In 1973, the
individual filmstrip viewer and overhead projector had joined this stable.
The newer technologies have been uneven in their growth since the
early sixties. In 1960 the language laboratory was considered a glamorous
innovation, and 45 percent of the districts in the first study planned to
develop the use of this medium in the next few years. In 1973 enthusiasm
for the language laboratory had declined drastically; no one interviewed
at at all optimistic abcut its educational potential.
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Another inflexible system, the teaching machine, has apparently met
a similar fate.
Broadcast educational television was in its infancy in 1961. Today
our respondents in the resurvey uniformly complained of poor reception,
inadequate programming, inflexible s2heduling. Yet five of the eleven
districts plan to increase their use of television. This seeming contradiction is resolved when we look at how the medium is used.
Direct
broadcast television is still the unchallenged instant medium for events
of national or local significance, and the increasing availability of
cable hookups makes local reception less problematic.
But the most
promising future for television seems to lie in its adaptability for
local production through the use of videotape. Quality programs can be
taped off the air,and can be used at the teacher's convenience, although
copyright problems are beginning to loom large.
The increasing portability
of television equipment and the use of erasable tapes makes for a very
flexible system. Seven of the eleven districts have used video tape
recording equipment, and.all are enthusiastic about thz/ potential of
such use in the future.
A recent survey by NCES of the Office of Education38 showed apparently
remarkable television coverage in public elementary and secondary schools.
A' few results:

Eighty-two percent of all students are in schools having TV
receivers.
Ninety percent of public schools in large cities have TV
television receivers.
In suburban areas around large cities, about 50 percent of
secondary schools have videotape recorders.
Only. 13 percent of the schools have neither of these forms
Of TV.

More than 70 percent of schools having TV receivers use
educational TV.
However, only a few schools have enough receivers to permit
simultaneous use of TV by different classes--the median
.number of receivers is 2.8 per school., This is a very
serious limitation. Large scale use of educational TV
in the classroom awaits the acquisition by the schools
of large numbers of receivers.
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It should be observed that the data in the NCES survey was a simple audit
It is dangerous to draw conclusions concerning usage
of TV equipment.
of equipment from these data. Some of the experts who reviewed this
report in draft were critical of the NCES survey and concerned that misletding inferences concerning utilization would be made.
The data from our small resurvey indicate that computers are used
mainly as an administrative tool rather than as a medium of instruction.
More light is shed on this by a recent national survey sponsored by NSW
which is consistent with our own data.
The NSF study, based on a national sample of secondary_ schools, shows
that computers are used for instructional purposes by about 13 percent
of secondary schools. The bulk of instructional usage (about two-thirds)
is for electronic data processing training and for math course problem
solving. It should be noted that this study is about four years old.
There are indications that there have been substantial increases in computer assisted instruction (CAI) since then.

Direct CAI applications were much less frequent, about 20 percent
The study
of the schools making instructional use of the computer.
reaches three major conclusions:
(1)

Use of the computer for instructional purposes is growing
rapidly.

(2)

Schools must share information or there will be too much
repetition of costly mistakes.

(3)

Evaluations should be made of experiments so future
applications can be based on a cumulative experience.

The climate of opinion in 1973 is much the same as in the early.
Educational technology
sixties. The teacher is primary and essential.

wisely used could improve the auality of education, but only at extra
In a budget squeeze, administrators contacted in our resurvey said
cost.
The first cut would
technology would be one of the first things to go.
be new equipment, next media center staff and materials, and next new
programs such as cable television or CAI.
In the early sixties Godfrey wrote that "educators at all levels
encounter problems that hamper the effective use of audiovisual materials.
There is never enough money; projection conditions are far from ideal;
films do not arrive on schedule; some teachers fail to see the value of
"gadiovisual technology; or the added burden of preparing materials for
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classroom use is just too much to fit into an already crowded schedule"
(Ref. 2, p. 67). According to our respondents on the resurvey these
problems still plague the local district. Compounding the situation today
are the more frequent breakdown of sophisticated equipment, lack of local
production facilities, lack of technical expertise, and the possibility
of copyright infringement in reproducing material locally. Apparently
things have not changed very much since the early 1960s.
However, the
resurvey identified several trends which, if confirmed by a full scale
study, have important policy implications:
The apparent turning away from complicated, prepackaged
systems in favor of simple devices suited for local production and student manipulation.
The emphasis on individualized media tailored to the instructional needs of a group of students seen as heterogeneous
in talents, interests, and knowledge, rather than as a "fourth
grade" of "freshman English class."
fa' A counter trend toward accountability for the achievement of
some minimum standard of proficiency by all, or nearly all of
a "class."
The trend, toward individual school autonomy in curriculum
and budgeting. This decentralization, coupled with rising
taxpayer resistance to continually rising school costs,
despite' eclining enrollments, does not presage a receptive
climate for the rapid development of sophisticated technology. Even with massive outside support, such development
might be counter to the educational mission as seen at the
local level.
The extension :If the concept of autonomy in the teacher's
demand to be recognied as a professional capable of
directing his own work, without interference from district,
state, or federal administrative personnel. Almost all of
the respondents alluded to the final decision making power
of the teacher in whether and how educational technolOgy
will be used. You can "make the bait available," but
whether or not it is accepted/Xs up to the individual
teacher.

We repeat that the evidence on present day utilization is scarce.
A systematic large-scale study of utilization along the lines of the
early Godfrey study is needed in order to permit-accurate estimates of
current utilization and of changes since that,; Study. We strongly recommend that such a study be conducted. Federal technology policy designed
to aid public schools will almost certainly be flawed without such upto-date information.
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V

INVENTORY OF FEDERAL ACTIVITIES AND EXPENDITURES IN
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT*

Introduction
One of the early efforts on this project was an inventory of recent
(fiscal years 1971 and 1972) federal R&D activities in educational technology.t This information provides a backdrop for the analysis of forward
looking federal policy, since past R&D activities reflect implicit or
explicit strategies and emphases. Of course, it is evident that much
federal activity is in response to a wide variety of influences (legislation, 7ressure from constituencies, and so on).and does not necessarily,
or even probably, reflect calculated programmatic R&D strategies. Nonetheless, patterns of R&D do indeed amount to a federal policy, intentional
or not.
For this inventory we relied primarily on the information services
of the various agencies concerned with educational technology. In our
initial analysis of Smithsonian Science Information Exchange material
we discovered that by far the bulk of the R&D activity ,
-ducational
technology was carried out by three agencies: the Nati
Science
Foundation, the Office of Education, and the Department
Defense (see
Appendix D). Our analysis is limited to these three agencies. We think
we have a reasonably good picture of the R&D activities of these three
agencies which, when aggregated, reflect to a reasonable extent the activities of the government as a whole.
Appendix D contains a detailed descri tion of the methodology and
procedures used in conducting the invento . This methodology will be
summarized here in order Lop provide perspective for the analysis of
findings and conclusions to follow.

Appendix D contains a detailed description of the methodology of the
R&D inventory.
tThe inventory was limited to R&D funded by "discretionary" federal money.
This eliminates R&D funding allocated on a block grant basis.
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OE and DoD have computerized systems that accept detailed lists of
descriptors or key words and produce output list of ongoing projects
tagged with those descriptors.
(These descriptors are listed in
AppendixD.) In a very real sense, then, the information on R&D activities
is conditioned by the descriptors, whic are largely oriented to instructional devices or materials.
For the OE we used the Projects and Grants Information System (PGIS),
for DoD the Defense Documentation Center (DDC), and for NSF the annual
NSF publication listing grants and awards.' We performed checks of completeness'and accuracy for each of their sources (these checks' are reported in more detail in Appendix D). In the case of PGIS, fairly
careful checks (in two bureaus) indicated the coverage of R&D projects
was about SO percent complete. Our best information from DDC indicated
that its coverage is at least this Complete. The NSF data (which is not
computerized) is reasonably complete also.
A word is in order concerning our experience with these computerized
systems. These systems may be useful for some purposes, but they have
serious drawbacks as sources for inventories of educational R&D. Some
of these drawbacks are noted here for the benefit of future users of
this t
e of information system.
First, the data obtained from the computerized systems must be carefully checked. Such checks inevitably reveal errors, inconsistencies,
incompleteness, or all of these. In such cases, another pass through a
system may be necessary. In our project, several passes were required.
In some cases this led to very long waits--our record on some of these
experiences is very nearly a chronicle of despair.
Second, each information system has a somewhat different method of
obtaining the stored information. Key words and descriptors are not
interchangeable. Hence, entry into each system is unique.
This leads,
of course, to uncertainties concerning the comparability of data between
information systems, which can only be resolved by independent checks.
Third, the information systems are not kept up-to-date. Each R&D
project'is, in some sense, unique and, typically, goes through a complex
evolution. As a project nears the contractual stage, changes can be
made in problem, scope, approach, timing, and funding; similar changes
can be made after the contract is signed. These changes, if reported,
find their way into the system sooner or later.
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In trying to cope with these and other problems, we arrived at the
conclusion that computerized information systems are not suitable for
inventory studies like ours. Our experience suggests that telephone
surveys of principal investigators or project leaders may be the most
effective and inexpensive means of collecting inventory data (assuming
a complete list of such persons is available). Such persons seem delighted to discuss their work. They are almost always locatable, though
in some cases it is necessary to make several calls. And most importantly,
data from the investigator is probably more valid and reliable than from
the computerized information systems. This is particularly important on
the duration and funding of research, which are highly variable over time.

Findings
Over $44 million was invested 'ral educational technology R&D for the
two fiscal years 1971 and 1972. The NSF contribution was largest, at
over $17 million. DoD and OE added $15 million and $12 million respectively. This represents about 20 percent of the total federal investment
in educational R&D for the same period (about $240 million). Ok:r guess
is that $44 million is probably an underestimate of the amount spent on
technology, since the inaccuracies found thus far show that we are more
liable to miss projects than include inappropriate ones

What did the three agencies do with this R&D money? NSF's main
activity was R&D in computers in education.* Nearly $9 million, or about
50 percent of the total, was spent on computer based instruction. (This
includes a variety of computer projects.)
Nearly another quarter of the total, about $4 million, was invested
in networks of university based groups to study the applications of computers to instruction. Typically, these networks included a large number
of institutions of higher education,. led by a few universities or :".olleges
with special computer expertise and hardware. The networks are designed
to provide leadership, inspiration, and guidance from centers of excellence
to a regional or state group of smaller colleges and universities.

*

The information on NSF's R&D is derived from the annual report on contracts and grants. This report simply lists the investigator, title of
project, and level of funding.
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NSF's remaining investments (over $3 million) wore devoted to a
variety of technologies, over ten percent, or nearly $2 million, of
which was in films. The remaining Investments, all under $0.5 million,
ranged\over ETV, programmed instruction, simulation and gaming, and so
on.

\

NSF relies largely on universities to perform its R&D, which is
oriented primarily to a normal population. Little else can be 'said about
NSF due\to the scanty amount of information on each R&D project. More
complete' data is available for DoD and OE.
\

Thefollowing analysis of DoD and OE activities is based on these

variables*
Type of tcchnology.

Type of project (e.g., development, evaluation,
demonstration).
Target audience.
Performer of R&D.
Grade level.

Public law (for OE only).

Doi; preeents a different pattern of activities, on which it spent
a total of nearly $13 million. Almost $6.5 million, or over 40 percent,
was devoted to simulation and gaming. The primary focus of this type
of R&D was on devices and procedures for military training designed
primarily'to avoid direct use of actual equipment.
These projects ranged
from very large simulations of nuclear war to small arms combat situations.
About $3.75 million, or 25 percent of the total DoD funds, went into CAI.
Two million dollars was devoted tb multimedia systems. The remaining
funds, all under four percent of the total DoD R&D funds went to ETV,
films, programmed instruction, recorders, and the like.

DoD R&D was heavily oriented to development type projects-over
75 percent ($11.5 million) was devoted to this type of, activity. Research
(11.8 percent) and evaluation (11.8 percent) made up the remaining activities of significance. None of the other types of projects (demonstration and literature review) exceeded one percent of the total.

See Appendix D for a detailed description of the variables.
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The DoD target audience was overwhelmingly normal (i.e., not handicapped, mentally retarded, or the like)--99.1 percent, a pattern DoD has
in common with NSF but, as we shall point-out, quite different from OE.
DoD performs nearly 60 percent of its R&D in DoD installations.
Universities (17.2 percent), private profit making companies (16.6 percent), and private nonprofit organizations are the other frequent performerS.

All of the DoD R&D is focused on the'postsecondaryHgrade level, as
might be expected of a military organization with a total population of
adults.

The Office of Education pattern of R&D activity diffets substantially
from DoD and NSF. Whereas DoD and NSF were focused narrowly, OE is much
more diversified and clearly lese concerned with computers. Multimedia
Systems is OE's single biggest commitment--almost $3 million, or nearly
one-quarter of its total. budget. This activity entail's the use of two
or more media (including computers) for specific instructional purposes,
where the various elements are conceived as a system of instruction. OE
is also the biggest federal investor in ETV, which took nearly $1.5
million (11.5 percent) of the total OE budget.
OE has a significant amount devoted to computers--over 18 percent
($2.3 million) to CAI and over 6.0 percent (about $0.75 million) devoted
to the noninstructional use of computers. The projects involved include
pure CAI development as well as the use of computers for the direct and,
indirect support of instruction.
As with DoD and NSF, OE has small investments in a variety of technologies. These include programmed instruction, film, recorders, radio,
and the like. The total amounts for each of these are,all under $0.5
million for the two year period.
1

OE devotes over 50 percent of its R&D to development-type R&D. Other
R&D orientations of signlfiPance are demonstrations (About 20 percent),
research (8.9 percent), literature review (7 percent), and evaluation
(5.9 percent). The remainder are "miscellaneous" or "not applicable."
Performers of OE's R&D are highly diversified compared to DoD and
NSF. About a third of the projects are performed by universities and a
third by public schools. Nonprofits (15.5 percent) and private profits
(8.8 percent) account for nearly all the remaining performers.
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OE, in contrast to DoD, has a widely varied target audience, with
normal being the largest (31.4 percent); bilingual (24.5 percent),
handicapped (22.9 percent), disadvantaged (6.4 percent), and retarded
(14.2 percent
(0.6 percent) account for the remaining target audiences.
were "miscellaneous" or not applicable.)
In terms of grade level, OE devOtes 34 percent to the postsecondary
level, in sharp contrast to DoD and NSF, both-of which devote nearly 100
percent to this level. OE has 25 percent directed to elementary grades,
9 percent to general audiences (all levels), over 8 percent to preschool,
5 percent to combined elementary and secondary, and 244 percent to sec\ondary levels. "Miscellaneous" and "not applicable" make up the remainder.
OE R&D activities are funded under various pieces of legislation.
Prominent among them are the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(54.5 percent), Cooperative Research (24.4.percent), Higher Education
Act (11.8 percent), and National Defense Education Act (4.2 percent).
A variety of -.egiblation accounts for the remainder, which is under onehalf million dollars in all.

Conclusions
One of the most clearcut patterns emerging from the inventory is the
high level of investment in the "newer" technologies: For NSF, DoD, and
OE aggregated, 76.8 percent (almost 35 million) is devoted to such technologies as computerW, television, simulation and games, and multimedia
systems. In DoD the newer technologies account for 84 percent, in NSF
over 80 percent (all but a fraction in computers), and in WI over 60 percent. This is impressive evidence of a broad federal tendency to stress
R&D on the newer aspects of the field.

,

It is not possible to say definitively whether or not this emphasis
on the newer technologies is appropriate, or if more or less R&D funds
should be so invested. Certainly one of the important federal roles in
technology is to do pioneering RisDrthat is too risky for, or beyond the
resources of, the private sector or of state and local governments. In
this sense it seems reasonable that a high proportion of federal R&D
funds be devoted to newer aspects of the field.
R&D on the newer technologies varies substantially between the three
agencies. NSF's stress on computers is of long standing. NSF is recognized
as one of the centers that consistently pushes the computer based instruction state-of-the-art. While its R&D budget for computer based instruction
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has been declining in recent years, NSF will no doubt continue to be
highly influential. NSF is moving out of operational support and more
into advanced systems:* The PLATO (programmed logic for automatic
teaching operations). system is an example of this trend as is the TICCIT
System (time-shared'inieractive computer-controlled information system).
Both-of these are advanced systems using computer based instruction.
NSF is currently evaluating both systems.
DoD is heavily invested in R&D on simulation and gaming (over 40 percent). This is cleari*-a-military training issue where the simulation
affords savings of money, trainee time, and wear and tear on actual
equipment. DoD also has significant R&D activities in CAI and in multimedia systems;'some of the CAI work now underway at Fort Monmouth is
highly advanced.
The OE R&D investments in the newer technologies center around multimedia systems (23.1 percent), CAI (18.1 percent), and ETV'(11.5 percent).
OE also has very large investments in operational support of ETV. For
example, in fiscal years 1971 and 1972 OE invested over $8 million on
ETV operations, a large proportion of which went to the well. known
Sesame Street and Electric Company. While this support is currently
rapidly declining, OE has gained important experience 4 supporting the
creation of high quality instructional TV for mass use.

Personal communication from Dr. Andrew Molnar of NSF.
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VI' SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In each of the preceding sections we have examined the evidence on
the four key questions that we-set out to answer.
In this section we
Attempt to answer the question, "What does all of this mean?" and, more
specifically, "What implications does this have for federal pOlicy?"
Let us first quickly review the conclusions of each of the sections.
brief, the answers to each of the four questions were:
(1)

How is educational technology used in public elementary
and secondary schools?
Educational technology -is used for the most part as an
addition to, rather than as an integral part of the
instructional process, and is almost always an added
cost to instruction. Also, high quality up-to-date
software is not always available, and local production
is expensive and time consuming.

( )

How effective is educational technology?
Virtually all of the educational research on the
effectiveness of technology in education finds that
technology is not significantly more or less effective
than conventional instruction. Generally, technology
that is wisely used is effective for almost any instructional task.

(3)

How much does educational technology cost?
Adding technology to the present program of a school can
cost anywhere rom $0.05 per student-hour (tor printed
programmed instruction) to $4.00 per student-hour (for
computer assisted instruction). With present knowledge,
even a. zero-cost technology might save a school system
at most 11 percent of the total budget, and current uses
of technologies would save considerably less, if anything
at all.
Otherless capital-intenbive means of reducing
costs appear more attractive than technology.
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(4)

What have been the federal activities in the field in the
recent pant (fiscal 1971 and 1972)?
The three federal agencies primarily involved in the field
are DoD, NSF, and OE. Most of the fec:eral dollars have
gone into R&D on television based instruction, computer
based instruction, and simulation. NSF has invested
heavily In computer based instruction. DeD has a heavy
investment in simulation. OE invests in a wide range
of technologies and forms of support, with the largest
amount going to multimedia systems.

How'does all of this diverse evidence ampere with the claims being
made for educational technology? Table 2 is a short list of some of those
claims and of the evidence concerning them that we have accumulated.

Table 2
CLAIMS FOR EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY

Claim

Counter Evidence

M.1=11.0

Technology can radically reduce the,.
cost of education.

Technology, at least in uses currently suggested for it, can
theoretically save at most 11
percent of the total school budget, and probably less. In no
actual case has technology alone
reduced the cost of education.

Technology can dramatically increase the effectiveness of edu-

The effectiveness of technology
has not been shown to be significantly different from that
of conventional instruction.

cation.

Technology can replace the

.While some redeployment of
teachers has accompanied.the use
Of technology, any significant,
replacement of teachers'in public
elementary and-secondary schools
is still a long time in the
future. ,CUrrentiy, technology
requires more teachers.

teacher.
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Given these doubtful claims, what can we say about the role that
technology can, does, and will play in public elementary and secondary
education? There are some functions that technology has traditionally
performed, and which evidence suggests it can perform effectively; these
include
Bringing to he limited classroom environment the sights and
sounds of the world outside of the classroom. Research shows
that a picture is indeed worth a thousand words in making
some points; subjects such as art and music are taught mud}
more effectively with th'c:aid uf audiovisuals.
Bringing formal education to an audience that would not
otherwise have access to it. The great usefulness and
cost-effectiveness of technology in reaching people that
would nototherwise be students has been demonstrated by
such institutions as Britain's Open University and
Australia's correspondence schools that use radio.
Making available programs of study that are tailored to
the learning speed and sometimes the learning style of an
individual. Reading laboratories have been used very
effectively to tailor the speed, of progressica through a
reading sequence to the abilities of the individual.
Adding subjects to the curriculum for which specialized
teachers are not available. Technology can present a
sequence of lessons on any topic, so that any teacher
can presen
.hem.
Sating time. Some technologies, notably programmed instruction and computer assisted instruction, nave demonstrated significant time saving over conventional
instruction.

Teaching Students about technology. Technology has been
shown to be effective in teaching about technology. For
instance, computer assisted instruction has been shown
to be very effective in teaching computer programming.

These are some of the functions that our study showed technology can
and does perform effectively. However, our study was limited to the core
curriculum of elementary and secondary education. Some of the research
that we examined suggests that the most fruitful applications for technology lie outside of this area.
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We now turn to the policy recommendations emerging from our'analyses.
We have been careful to formulate these rocommendatione with the peripective provided by other studies in the field. The 1970 report of the
Commission on Instructional Technology) is the most important recent
attempt to analyze ...he federal role in instructional technology. The
Commission concluded that technology had an important contribution to
make in education which was not being currently "realized. It made a
series of recommendations designed to lead to more effective use of technology. These were oriented primarily to massive support of research,
development, and demonstration, and seem to have been overtaken by reductions in federal R&D support in education. Only one of the Commission's
six recommendations has been implemented--the creation of the National
Institute of Education.*
Our recommendations, listed below, differ from those of the Commission. Whereas the Commission was primarily concerned with R&D mechanisms, our concern is with substantive policy recommendations that can
be addressed immediately by the Education Division ef HEW.
(1)

Claims
public
erated
of the

about the power of technology to reform and improve
elementary and secondary education should be modand. brought into accord with the limited knowledge
subject.

(2)

Initiatives taken by the Education Division should be
formulated in the light of other federal activities.
Investments in computer applications are an important
case in .point.
Both DoD and NSF have made important
gains in computer based instruction which should be
built upon.

(3)

The information about federal R&D projects in education
is inadequate. Since this type of informationis essential
to policy evaluation and reformulation, steps should be
taken to improve the appropriate federal inform Lion systems.
The Project and Grants Information System (PGIS)
is the Education Division's Computerized information sysThis system is apparently inadequately financed
tem.
and lacks the authority to obtain inputs from all sources.

(4)

There is no recent systematic information concerning
utilization of technology in public schools. Since
coherent federal policy should depend heavily on such
information, a utilization survey along the general lines
of the Godfrey Stude of the early 1980s is a high
priority.

*

Personal communication from Dr. Sidney Tickton.
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(5)

There is a need for some form of consumer (i.e., teacher)
information on available materials (films in particular).
Information is needed that would enable a-ueer-to identify
materials suitable for a given-instructional objective
along with an evaluation of effectiveness. The Educational
Products Information Exchange (EPIE) has made a valuable
start in this direction for hardware. The Education Division should explore the dimensions of the demand for this
type of information for software and means of supplying it.
A related problem is that hardware is often of poor quality
and durability.
Incompatibility is more the rule than the
exception. The Education Division should analyze the interaction between the technology industries and public education with a view to encouraging improved quality and
standardization. Examination of the incentives for industry to improve products and services seems a particularly
high priority issue.

(6)

Education Division technology R&D expenditures were targeted mostly on "normal" populations in both fiscal years
1971 and 1972. This is inconsistent with the broad mandate
for emphasis on the "disadvantaged" at the federal level.
Analyses of these expenditures should be made to determine
whether heavier investments in technology for special
problem areas, especially the disadvantaged, are appropriate.

(7)

Education Division policy should stress technology for
special applications and not as a substitute for conventional instruction. There are a number of promising
areas of special applications. These include;
Intensive instruction for the disadvantaged
Technology for higher education
New opportunities in adult and continuing education.
There is not a sufficient basis in knowledge and experience to permit the development of an integrated
federal policy on such special applications. The
Education Division should explore these applications
with a view to conducting policy analyses.
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Appendix A, Part 1
AN EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY

Introduction
The emphasis in this discussion on the effectiveness of instructional technology is on the use of four different media forms: radio,
television, programmed instruction, and computer assisted instruction.
These technologies have been widely used in many countries at all .educational levels, including the use for continuing education. Useful information may be obtained from studies of all educational levels, but the
major concentration will be on the use of technology for primary and
secondary education in the United States. The research in this field
has been voluminous, and the conclusions discussed in this paper will
draw heavily on the conclusions of many surveys of this literature and
some selected studies.
To determine the cognitive effectiveness of instructional technology,
comparisons are usually made with conventional instruction. Unfortunately,
there is no clear definition of the components of conventional instrucIt is also difficult to specify precise experimental controls for
tion.
the studies. For example, in a comparison of televised instruction,
should we use the same instructor with the same materials in both media?
Or, should we allow total flexibility in course construction in order to
utilize the differences in the media? As a broad overview of the effects
of the various media on cognitive measures, one is struck with a general
finding of "no significant differences." Or, as Chu and Schramm (1967)*
have stated:
Given favorable conditions, pupils can learn from any instructional media now available.
What are some of these favorable conditions? Armsey and Dahl (1973)
stressed organizational variables to help insure the success of a techthe existence
nology project. These organizational objectives include:

References are listed at the end of Part 1 of this Appendix.
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of a recognized and generally agreed upon need and the desire to meet the
need through the use of technology, the participation and support of
teachers in the project, and adequate resources for the duration of the
project.
The project must also be analyzed to determine the best form of
technology to use and the manner in which to use it. Forsythe (1970),
mentioned a highly successful creative arts program that was originally
broadcast on radio and later transferred to television. The program was
returned to radio when it was discovered that its effectiveness had
diminished, since students were copying the artist. Chu and Schramm
(1967) concluded:
The use of visual images will improve learning of manual tasks,
as well as other learning where visual images can facilitate
the association process. Otherwise, visual images may cause
distraction and interfere with learning.
It is possible that the technologies must be adaptable to particular
abilities, knowledge bases, or personalities of the students. There is
little evidence in the literature to draw any firm conclusions on this
basis. The one possible exception is the high degree of success of
computer assisted instruction for compensatory education (e.g., Wells,
Whelchel, and Jamison).
One might feel that a successful use of technology would take advantage of the unique capabilities of the various media (e.g., color television, animation). Chu and Schramm analyzed a variety of program formats
for instructional television and generally concluded that
.. effective use of television grows out of attention to the
basic requirements of good teaching, rather than to any
fanciness that might be peculiar to television.
Chu and Schramm also suggest that good use of television depends, like all
instruction, on
... qualities like simplicity, good organization, motivation,
practice, knowledge of results, rest pauses at appropriate
points, cues that direct the pupil to the essential things he
is to learn.

These general considerations can probably be applied to the other media
forms.
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However, this does not mean that there are no unique advantages
to the use of technologies. Radio and television can extend schooling
to areas that receive no schooling and can provide a wide variety of
auditory and visual experiences and demonstrations that might otherwise
be unavailable. Programmed and computer assisted instruction allow for
scheduling flexibility and individuality in progression to specified
goals. Several studies have demonstrated the savings in time resulting
from programmed and computer assisted instruction, even when there are
no significant differences in cognitive performance on a comparison with
conventional instruction.
Time is a scarce economic resource, and the possibility of time
savings should be considered in an anlysis of the relative effectiveness
of the media. The analysis of the costs of the instructional technologies is an obvious part of the process of assessing the relative effectiveness of the technologies.
The attitudes of students and teachers toward the various media seem
to be favorable. Although as Dubin and Hedley (19()9) found, the students
are more interested in the quality of instruction rather than in the form
of instruction. They found that college students tended to prefer small
discussion classes to television classes, and television classes to large
lecture classes. Dubin and Hedley also concluded that the students would
choose a televised course with the guarantee of a superior instructor
rather than face the uncertainties in registering for a conventional
class.

Zoll (1969) and Schramm (1962a) reported that students were generally
favorable to programmed instruction, although they became bored w:.th long
programs and programs that continually used short steps.
The Wisconsin Research Project in School Broadcasting (1942) did not
find any differences in interest or appreciation of students who received
a course over radio and students who received the course without radio.
However, the investigators did find significant effects on social attitude
changes in a curriculum on community living.
Willis (1940) also uncovered
significant changes in attitudes of high school and college students as a
result of short (15 minute) radio programs.
Wells, Wheichel, and Jamison did not find any differences in selfexpectation between students who received computer assisted instruction
(CAI) and students who did not, although they did uncover an association
between self-expectation and increased CAI use.
Smith and Hess (1972)
used a variety of measures of student attitudes and could find no differences between CAI and non-CAI groups.
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The most interesting study of attitudes of CAI students was under
taken by Hess and Tenezakis (1970). They attempted to measure the students' attitudes toward the computer and the classroom teacher to assess
the use of the computer as a socializing agent. The students seemed to
have realistic attitudes about the capabilities of the computer. They
felt that the computer had more expertise than the teacher and would be
more neutral:in evaluating the students.
They also felt that the computer
was more responsive to student abilities but less responsive to student
desires.
The four media :forms are discussed separately in the next four secIn each section there is an attempt to assess the effects of the
media on cognitive outputs, effects of alternative program formats, and
changes in student social attitudes and attitudes toward the media. The
section on television also contains a discussion of the evaluation of
SeSame Street. This well publicized project has attracted vociferous
acclaim and criticism. The statistical evidence on one.of thr major
program goals--to increase the readiness of poverty children entering the
first grade - -has been mixed (Ball and Bogatz, 1970; Bogatz and Ball,
1971; and Sprigle, 1971, 1972). There is also widespread criticism on
program content:
wrong directions for reading and mathematics readiness
(Holt, 1971), adult dominated discussions (Sprigle, 1972), and the lack
of appropriate learning models (Meichenbaum and Turk, 1972).
tions.

Radio

Instructional radio has declined in use in the United States since
the 1930s and '40s. However, radio has not completely disappeared from
,American education; Forsythe (1970) mentions several projects in Portland,
St. Louis,. Deo Moines, Newark, and Washington providing compensatory
education for disadvantaged children. For the St. Louis project, Kottmeyer
(1970) reported substantial gains in IQ and spelling for students who
listened to the broadcasts. as a supplement to regular instruction.as
compared to students in previous years who did not hive access to the
radio programs.
The attraction of the newer and more glamorous media may have Contributed to the decline in interest in radio in the United States, but the
,=effectiveness of instructional radio is amply demonstrated by the widespread use of radio in many other countries and by the results of the
early studies in the united States. Forsythe (1970) mentions the use of
radici in Sweden (166 hours of instruction per year to 12,000 participating
Jamison,
schools), Korea, England, Canada, Cameroon, Sudan, and Nigeria.
Suppes, and Wells disaussed the use of radio in England (63 radio series
'
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with illustrated pupil pamphlets and coordination between classroom
and radio teachers), Australia (6,000 students enrolled at the Radio
University of New South Wales in 1965), Japan (47 percent of the primary
schools, 37 percent of the lover secondary schools, and 27 percent of the
upper secondary schools used radio in 1958), and Thailand (students received instruction in English, social studies, and music between 1957
and 1965). Chu and Schramm (1967) mentioned the effectiveness of radio
in teaching literacy to villagers in Malaya (see Entwisle, 1955), in
teaching English to elementary school children in Ghana (see)Kinross,
1961), and in teaching French to elementary school children in Tahiti
(see Medard, 1962).
Xoomsai and Ratamangkala (1960) compared radio instruction with conventional instruction in music for grades two and three and in English for
grades six and seven in Thailand. For the music lessons, the radio group
performed significantly better than the control group. The radio groups
scored significantly higher ih reading and writing tests for English, but
did not score higher on the'aural tests". The results on the aural tests
eke surprising, since one knight expect radio to be advantageous in areas
requiring only auditory stimulation.
,

Examples of Learning from Instructional Radio
Carpenter (1937) used radio for science for students in the fourth
through the twelfth grades and found that these students performed as
well as conventionally taught students.
Brewer (1939) used radio for teaching science to elementary school
children and concluded that the radio group performed significantly
better than the neinradio group and had more favorable attitudes and a
higher interest in science.
Miles (1940) also used radio for teaching elementary science and
concluded that the radio group performed significantly better than conventionally taught students.

/

Constantine (1964) in a more recent evaluation of the effectiveness
of radio for science instruction of elementary school children demonstrated a gain of 14 months on a _standardized test of science information
and a gain of 15 months in work study skills in one school year (the norm
gain is 12 months).
Lumley (1933) investigated the use of radio for high school foreign
language instruction. The radio students excelled in pronunciation over
nonradio students.
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Wiles (1940) compared the performance of junior high school students
listening to news broadcasts with the performance of nonradio students
and found that the radio students learned more.
Nelson (1957) found no significant differences in the performance of
groups listening to an interview program on radio with groups watching the
interview on television.
Barrow and Westley (1959) also compared the effectiveness of radio
and television for.news broadcasts. The programs were used for sixth
oracle students.
The television group performed better on a test of immediate recall, but there was no difference in a test of retcrtion six
weeks later.
The Wisconsin Research Project in School Broadcasting (1942) provides one of the more extensive analyses of the'use of instructional
radio.
Programs were produced for music, nature studies;. geography,
social studies, English, the encouragement of reading goon books, and
the improvement of speaking ability. A wide variety of tests were used
for assessing the performance of the students inlhe various programs.
The music course was the most' successful. Radio students scored significantly higher than control groups on several tests of music ability. For
most of
othercourseinosignificant differences were reported between
control aic1 radio groups. The researchers attributed this negligible
effebt to the possibility that teachers of the control groups were'stimulated to their best efforts; all teachers had received course outlines and
lesson materials for the radio courses. Since the radio students outperformed the control students in music and tended to do .better (although
not significantly) in English and speech, the researchers also concluded
that radio lessons might have an advantage in those areas where auditory
illustrations were important.

Noncognitive Effects of Instructional Radio,

The report of the WisconsinResearch Prcject
information about student interest, organization,
Information on teacher reaction was obtained tram
to questionnaires (approximately one-third of the

also provides useful
and attitude change.
voluntary responses
teachers responded).

Generally, there were no significant differendes in interest or
appreciation between radio and control groups for most of the courses.
The most interesting result was the change in student attitudes in the
social studies curriculum. The radio groups had significantly higher
changes in the direction of the program goals; the goals were to increase
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(1)

Tolerance toward the interests of various economic groups.

(2)

Cooperation with the members of one's own group in solving
common problems.

(3)

Cooperation with other groups in solving common problems.

(4)

A sense of responsibility in furtherirg the interests of
one's own group.

In related work on attitude change, a study by Willis (1940) was
Willis compared the relative effectiveness of three forms of
radio presentations: straight talk, complete dramatization, and a combination of talk and dramatization. The subject areas treated were:
the treatment of criminals, freedom of speech and press, and the attitudes students should hold toward the German people. An attitude test
was administered to high school and college students before the program,
at the conclusion of the program, and after two weeks. There were nonlistening control groups for each education level.
The following general
conclusions were noted.
cited.

A 15-minute radio program significantly shifted the attitudes of high school and college students.
The attitude changes were still significant after two weeks,
although there was more of a tendency for the attitudes of
the high school Students to return to original attitudes.
For high school students, the dramatization was most effective, the combined form next, and the talk the least
effective in changing attitudes (all methods produced
significant attitude changes).
For college students all three methods were equally
effective.
In terms of preference the high school students ranked the
combined form first, the dramatization second, and the
College students ranked the combined form
talk third.
first, the talk second, and the dramatization third.
The use of radio for producing changes in attitudes seems to be
highlyef-P-ctive. Radio has also been successfully used to inculcate
socially desired values in Thailand (Jamison, Suppes, and Wells) and
Korea (Forsythe, 1970).
In terms of organization, the Wisconsin Research Project reported
the following conclusions from the teacher responses.
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(1)

Wisconsin teachers think that all of the programs make
valuable contributions to school curricula.

(2)

Teachers need less help in. teaching fundamental school
subjects than in teaching enrichment subjects.

(3)

Curriculum content in some schools was affected by the
radio program.

(4)

Most teachers used the materials supplied for the radio
programs and found them useful.

(5)

More use should be made of teachers in planning the radio
programs.

(6)

The use of radio programs for high school subjects
presented a greater scheduling problem at the high school
level than at other levels.

Televised Instruction
The research into the use of television for educational purposes has
been voluminous. There have been several excellent surveys of this
literature (Schramm, 1926; Stickell, 1963; Chu and Schramm, 1967; and
Dubin and Hedley, 1969) and large scale experiments (Pfliegerand Kelly,
1961; and Kelley, 1964). This section will draw heavily on the results
of these studies. The major conclusion that one reaches is that educe=
tional television is as effective as conventional instruction.
As Chu and Schramm point out, the advantages of television'include:
the possibility of using a good teacher for many students, the accessibility of a variety of experiences and demonstrations, the extension of
schooling to areas that receive no, schooling, and the freeing,of time for
classroom teachers. The disadvantages include:
the Lack of adequate
two-way communication and feedbac'.z channels, and a difficultrin merging
the television program with regular work.
The general conclusions regarding the effectiveness of televised
instruction as derived from the survey papers will be diacu Sed in the
next section. This will be followed by (1) a discussion of some of the
fl
conclusions reached by Chu and Schramm regarding program format, 0) an
in-depth discussion of a long-term, extensive local use of television
(Hagerstown) and a nationally broadcast educational series:(Sesame
Street), and (3) a. brief discussion of some of the conclusions regarding
student attitudes toward television.
.
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The Effectiveness of Educational Television
Pflieger and Kelly (1961) reported the results of a three year study
that involved over 200,000 students in 300 public schools.
Most of the
comparitons resulted in no significant differences; there were significant differences favoring the TV-taught students in 119 cases and the
conventionally taught students in 44 cases.
-Kelley (1964) evaluated over 300 matched achievement test comparisons
from 1956 to 1961. He found significant differences in favor of television in 25 percent of th cases.
Schramm (1962b) evaluated 393 studies and found no significant differences in 255 of the studies, significant differences favoring television
in 83 cases, and significant differences favoring conventional instruction
in 55 cases.
Chu. and Schramm (1967) evaluated 207 studies that involved 421 separate comparisons. Of these comparisons there vere no significant differences in 308 instances.
Significant differences favoring televised
instruction were found :in 63 comparison and 50 cases favored conventional
instruction.
Stickell (1963) analyzed 250 comparisons.
He applied strict restrictions on experimental design and determined that 217 were not interpretable.
Of these 217, significant differences occurred in 59 cases and
were evenly divided between televised instruction and conventional instruction.
Twenty-three studies were only partially acceptable (usuv.11y because
of nonrandom assignment) and of these there were significant differences
in favor of television in three cases.

Ten acceptable studies were all undertaken by Carpenter and Greenhill
(1955, 1958) at Pennsylvania State University and resulted in no significant differences. The restrictions were:
Experimental and control groups consisted of at least
25 students.
The students had been randomly assigned from the same
population.
The students were taught by the same instructors, either by
two instructors exchanging classes in the middle of the term
or by seatilg one group in the room from which the class
was being televised to the other group.
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The results were measured by a testing instrument judged
to be valid and reliable.
The results were evaluated by acceptable statistical
procedures.
Dubin and Hedley (1969) surveyed research in college instruction by
In order to be included in their.survey the study (1) had to
television.
be of an American college course for credit of at least one term duration
and (2) had to include a report of group mean scores on identical tests
for students in a televised course compared with students in a conventional course. On this basis they found 102 studies that favored televised instruction, 89 that favored conventional instruction, 'and two with
no significant differences. Dubin and Hedley felt that a more accurate
conclusion could be obtained by using a "t- value" for the statistical
comparison of mean scores. Positive values were assigned to "t-values"
that favored televised instruction, and negative values were assigned
when conventional instruction was favored. The distribution of "t-values"
was then analyzed to determine if the mean of the distribution was significantly different from zero. Ninety-three studies were included in
this analysis, and conventional instruction was favored over televised
instruction. When experiments using two-way television (systems employ
ing audio feedback to the television studio) were excluded there were no
significant differences.
Dubin and Hedley used this result to conclude that two-way television
However, in their survey 25 of
was a particularly poor use of technology.
the 26 studies in two-way television came from the same college.
This
might be indicative of poor organization in this particular college rather
Wolgamuth (1961) found
than a deficiency in the use of two-way television.
no significant differences on attitudes, learning, or retention (after
four weeks) for college students divided into four groups:
(1) a studio
class, (2) a class with talk -back facility, (3) a class that could signal
Almatead and
for pace of instruction, and (4) a class with no feedback.
Graf (1960) found two-way televised instruction to be superior for reading
for 4th and 6th grade students.
With respect to two-way television, Chu and Schramm (1967) concluded
that student learning was not impaired by the lack of .wo -way communication, although a talk-back facility might be more important for more
complex subject matter. They also concluded (on the basis of research
by Gropper and Lumsdaine, 1961, and Gropper, Lumsdaine, and Shipman, 1961)
that showing, testing, and revising an instructional program might help
substitute for the lack of feedback facilities.
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Television was also demonstrated to have a differential impact by
grade level. Schramm (1962b) and Chu and Schramm (1967) stratified the
studies in their respective surveys by grade levels. Table A-1 shows
that television tends to be more effective at lower grade levels. At
upper grade levels there is more of a tendency for the finding of "no
significant difference."

Table A71

COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF TELEVISION INSTRUCTION VERSUS TRADITIONAL
INSTRUCTION AS 4 FUNCTION OF GRADE LEVEL

Grade Level

Number of Studies
Showing that TV
is Superior

Number of Studies
Showing that
Conventional
Instruction
is Superior

Number of Studies
Showing
No Significant

Differen4

According to
Schramm (1962b)
3rd to 6th
7th to 9th
10th to 12th
College

50
18

5

12

21

3

13

86
28
57
84

10

4

50

24
22

16

82

28

152

7

2

24

16

According to
Chu and Schramm
(1967)

Elementary
Secondary
College
Adults

Program Format

The conclusions drawn by Chu and Schramm (1967) regarding program
format are often based on the results of very few studies.
However,
these results do provide some insight into successful program format.
Chu and Schramm's numbered conclusions with respect to programming are
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follow-up, where available, is more effective than a
second showing of the same program.
19.

There is no clear evidence to suggest whether eyecontact in television instruction will affect the
amount of learning.

21.

The students are likely to acquire the same amount of
learning from instructional television whether the materials are presented as a lecture, or in an interview, or
in a panel discussion.

25.

Instructional television appears to be equally effective
with small and large viewing groups.

35.

Practice, whether by overt or covert response, will
improve learning from instructional television if the
practice is appropriate to the learning task, and if
the practice does not constitute an interference.

36.

Note-taking while viewing instructional television is
likely to interfere with learning if time for it is not
provided.

These conclusions indicate precisely the general findings of Chu
and Schramm; that effective teaching on television is more a result of
attention to the basic requirements of good teaching than the use of
fancy production techniques. Of the-numbered conclusions, there seems
to be an inconsistency between 15 and 35.
However, conclusion 15 is
based on experiments that inserted questions before or after a program
segment, but did not allow for time for considering responses. The rest
pause experiments frequently instructed the students to consider the
facts that were presented (a form of covert response).

Hagerstown and Sesame Street

Television has Llen in use in the Washington County Schools System
in Hagerstown, Maryland, for over ten years and is used for teaching core
courses at all grade levels. Wade (1967) discussed some of the successes
of the curriculum as measured by standardized tests.
These results indicate the reasons for the continued use of television in Hagerstown:
(1)

Classes at all elementary grade levels using television
for mathematics improved.

(2)

Junior high school students in urban schools moved from
the 31st percentile to the 84th percentile on concepts
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after four years of televised instruction. For problem
solving abilities the increase was from the 33rd percentile to the 68th. On the same test, rural students
moved from the 14th to the 38th percentile on concepts,
but gained very little in problem solving abilities.
(3)

Significant gains were also reported for 10th grade
mathematics, 6th grade science, 8th grade science,
United States history, and 12th grade English.

Sesame Street was probably the most publicized nationwide experiment in the use of educational television in many years. As a result of
the publicity and the large expenditure of funds ($8 million for two
years from the Carnegie Corporation, the Ford and Markle Foundations,
Operation Headstart, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, and the
U.S. Office of Education) a great deal of analysis and criticism has
been directed at the programs. Meichenbaum and Turk (1972) reviewed the
literature on teaching disadvantaged children end suggested several
methods for improving the programs.
Holt (1971) and Sprigle (1971) had
criticized the program for having the children in a passive learning
environment and giving children an answer rather than having them figure
it out.
Meichenbaum and Turk concluded from their research that models
could be used to stimulate attention and scanning activities and to
influence the manner in which a child would act on his environment. They
also suggested that children on the program think "out loud" to demonstrate the steps by which a problem is solved rather than being given
answers by adults.
Holt's (1971) criticisms were more extensive. He felt that the
program reinf3rced the belief that all learning must be deliberately
He also
taught, and that condescending tones were used to the children.
suggested that the program should emphasize (1) writing as an extension
of speech and (2) the use and properties of number rather than simply
counting.

Rogers (1972) in a summary of literature on Sesame Street also mentioned several criticisms aimed at the noncognit, ive aspects of the show.
However, all of the criticism seems to be directed at program content
rather than the usefulness of television as an educational medium.
A statistical evaluation of Sesame Street was conducted by Ball and
Bogatz (1970) for the first year of Sesame Street and by Bogatz and Ball
(1971) for the second year of production. The evaluations were undertaken
under the auspices of the Educational Testing Service. The sample for the
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The ,results also indicated larger_ gains for disadvantaged ttidents
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SPrigle I 0 (1971, 1972) criticism of Sesame Street i-s on more
scientific grounds than other critics. He conducted several tests to,
determine the abilities of Sesame Street graduates compared with other
students. He generally concluded that th(vprograms failed to prepare.
poverty children for the first grade and failed to narrow the gap in
achievement between poverty and middle-income children.
In his first
study, he-compared the scores on varibus subtests of the Metropolitan'
Headiness Test and found significant differences favoring middlelincome
children for each. test as !compared with children who had watched SesaMe
Street and attended a class where the teacher made use Of all materi'als,
suggested by the Children's Television Workshop (the, coordinators of
Elmira° Street). There were no significant differences reported between
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the Sesame Street students and students who attended a kindergarten
where instruction was undertaken in groups of four using the game format
and where a high emphasis was placed on emotional and social development.
Sprigle's second study was more extensive and equally critical.
The same groups were compared at the end of the first grade on several
subtests of the Stanford Achievement Test. As in the first study, there
were significant differences favoring the middle class children over the
poverty children who viewed Sesame Street and no significant differences
between the two groups of poverty children.
The Metropolitan Readiness Test was again used to compare new groups
of students; in this instance the experimental groups had viewed Sesame
Street for two years. There were no significant differences in any of
the subtests for the students who had viewed Sesame Street for two years
compared with students in the previous study who had viewed the program
for only one year. The students who viewed the program for two years
scored significantly lower than middle-income children and poverty children who attended a well organized Head Start kindergarten.
Sprigle also attempted to obtain evidence on the relationships of
adults and children on the program to determine the types of interactions
that occur on the program. Fifty programs were viewed from October, 1971
to January, 1972. From these programs there were 36 small group activities between an adult and a child that were recorded.
Of these, 12 were
randomly selected for further analysis. Adults spoke'for 90 percent of
the time in these groups. Of the conversations, all were initiated by
adults, 88 percent were controlled by adults, and 12 percent were dominated by adults.
Of the 21 child-initiated comments that involved either
the use of the pronoun "I,- a personal reference, a spontaneous comment,
or a-"why" or "how" question, the pronounced tendency of the adult was
to ignore or interrupt the statement.
This type of behavior is the antithesis of the suggestions made by
Meichenbaum and Turk (1972) to improve the learning of disadvantaged
children. The sharp contrast between this study and the results reported
by Ball and Bogatz points to the need for further research in this area.

Attitudes Toward Instructional Television
Attitudes of students and teachers are generally favorable to the
uae of instructional television, and become more favorable with increased
The attitudes of upper education levels are less favorable.
experience.
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In a survey of attitudes of teachers in the Hagerstown (1965) project
attitudes were decreasingly favorable from primary to intermediate to
junior high to senior high school teachers.
Dubin and Hedley (1969) listed army studies that reported an increased favorability toward television after experience with it. They
also reported that students at the college level preferred small discussion classes to television classes and television classes to large
lecture classes.
In an interesting study, Carpenter and Grzenhill (1958) compared
students' stated preference for television with their actual preference
when given a choice. For business law students, 42 percent claimed a
preference for televised courses, although 47 percent went to a televised course when the choice was available. The difference was even
more pronounced for political science students. Of these students,
51 percent stated a preference but 70 percent chose the televised
course.

Chu and Schramm (1967) summarized the conditions that affect student and teacher attitudes toward television.
44.

Among the factors that determine teachers' attitudes
toward instructional television are (a) how they
perceive the degree of threat to the classroom;
(b) how they estimate the likelihood of mechanized
instruction replacing direct contact with ptudents;
(c) how they estimate the effectiveness off instructional television; (d) the difficulties they see in
the way of using modern techniques; (e) how conservative they are, and whether they trust or distrust
experimentation.

45.

Among the factors that determine students' attitudes
toward instructional television are (a) how much con(b) how
tact they .61hink they will have with a teacher;
they compare the relative abilities of the studio and
classroom teachers; (c) whether they find instructional
television boring or interesting; (d) the nature of the
televised programs they have seen; (e) the conditions
of viewing.
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Along related lines, Gagne (1965) haag theorized that 1earnit plo"
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students with the programmed books spent only three weeks (an average of
12 study hours) compared to seven weeks in the lecture.
Schramm's (1962b) annotated bibliography also included 36 studies
that compared programmed and conventional instruction.
He reported no
significant differences in 18 studies, 17 differences significantly
favoring programmed instruction, and only one favoring traditional instruction.
Silberman (1962) reviewed 15 experiments in programmed instruction
and found significant differences in nine of the cases for programmed
instruction and no significant differences in the remaining six cases.
He also reported a time saving in each of the experiments with the use
of programmed materials.
Lnhge (1972) reported the results of 112'studies of programmed
instrdetion that were undertaken between 1960 and 1964. No significant,
differences were reported in 49 percent of the cases, significant differences favoring programmed instruction were reported in 40 percent of the
studies, and the remaining 10 percent .f the cases favored traditional
instruction.
Zoll (1969) reviewed the use of programmed instruction for mathematics instruction in 35 studies (mostly doctoral dissertations). Thirteen of the studies compared programmed and traditional instruction, with
no significant differences in seven of the studies. Of the remaining
six, three favored programmed instruction and three favored traditionalinstruction.
Wells (1973) surveyed the use of technology in economics education
(mostly at the college level).
Of the 36 studies included in his survey,
seven analyzed the use of programmed instruction.
Programmed instruction
provided :significantly higher performance in two of the cases, and there'
were no significant differences in the remaining five studies.

Examples of Specific Studies in Programmed Instruction
Attiyeh and Lumsden (1965) analyzed the performance of students in
high school economics on a standard economics examination. On the pretest,
the students ranked in the 62nd percentile of the national norm (students
without economics).
On the posttest (after using programmed materials for
ten weeks) the students ranked in the 82nd percentile of the national norm
(students with economics).
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In studies of mathematics for different student ability levels, no
significant differences were reported by Tanner (1966) for seventh grade
low achievers, Bobier (1965)
twelfth grade low achievers, and Meadowcraft (1966; for seventh graders at all ability levels.
Barcus, Hayman, and Johnson (1962) used programmed instruction for
reading and writing Spanish for sixth grade students.
When the programmed
material was introduced after a year of conventional instruction, the
students in the control group performed significantly better.
When the
programmed material was introduced after one-and-a-half year.4 of conventional instruction, there were no significant differences, indicatirg
that the time of introduction might significantly affect performance.
Reed and Hayman (1962) found no significant d: ierences between
control and experimental groups in tenth grade English grammar and usage.
However, when students were subdivided by ability groups it was found that
high-ability students did significantly better with programmed instruction,
and low ability students performed significantly better with conventional
instruction.

Attitudes and Program Construction
The surveys and studies analyzed did not contain any information on
social attitude changes. Att:tude data in these studies only measured
Zoll (1969) reported
student attitudes toward programmed instruction.
that ten of the mathematic studies he surveyed reported favorable attitudes toward programmed instruction, and in three of the studies icterest
decreased with time spent on tie program. Schramm (1962b) reported that
students were generailly favorable, although they were more often bored
with long programs than with short ones and with programs that used short
steps than with programs that increased step size or used longer steps.
While little information was obtained on the coordination of piagrammed materials with conventional instruction, the value of improving
the quality of the material is evidenced in two of the studies surveyed
by Wells (1973). Fels and Starleaf (1963) reported significant differences favoring the lecture students in their first experiment but no
significant differences in the second experiment when the materials were
revised. Altiyeh, Bach, and Lumaden (1969) conducted'One of the largest
studies of programmed instruction to date, covering over 4,100 students
at 48 colleges. Two different programmed books were used, and the students were divided into three groups: programmed book only, conventional
instruction supplemented by the programmed book, and conventional instrucStudents using one of the programmed books as the only source
tion only.
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OrdiredOffirsus Random Sequence
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LeOin and baker (1903),tested the differences between ordered and,
serambled_Oe'quencing of orb -third of the frames in a 180 frame ,geometry
program for second graders. They found no differences in acquisition orretention of knowledge. .However, the program was rather short.and it is
reasonable to Allsunie that longer programs would require more ,oider.,
1
.

Size of

.

btep

Size of step is measured' in three forms: the reciprocal of the number of at9pa, the amount of material covered in a frame, and the number
. of errora.
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MoCre and,Smith (1081) found,no siitnifiCAnt OifferenCeS'between-.'
.,;,groups of sixth graders (1) who received immediate knowledge of results
dnalhose'who did'aot and (2) wholistIrkedat their own'pace and those who
.completed'a fixed amount of material'esch"Week.,

-,-:6onfiimultion'and Prompting.

-.10-ne.egnfirmation format, the Otudent\responds whenapproPrit6--and is then told if the response is Correct.:,In'ths-promptinglorMat the
stimulus and response are presented Simultaneously and _the 0400ni then
repeats'the response. Most of the studies-have-Shown 0.superickitY:fei,
prompting formats
It should be emphasized that the studies where'prOopt-J
ing was'successful-usually'did not deal with :concepts ii*'proVlSra solvini+
.

Briggs (1961) found 'prompting
I(;;rthe learning of m40 orm..,,
bOls by high school students. Campbell (1961) ien00:nP;eienii*OPI,
differences -for prompting-or' iindirect-.cueing'in a short.Orograil on atatiC

-

-electricity for junior high sch6ol students. Angell and Lumsdain01901)'
found prompt,ing'to-be adyantageOus for :high school studentvin pairing'
English words with digits and English and French words. -

Computer Assisted Instruction
0

Computer assisted instruction is a relatively new and expensive:tech.:.
nology,that allows for more individuality in,progression toward program
goals than other technologies. Research into'the effectivenes4vof,CA
is recent and has amply demonstrated its effectiveness,' The CAI programs,
for elementary students have usually been drill -and- practice matheMstiCsor reading programs and have been supplemental to regular instruction,
The'strentreceives several semi/ohs per week on a computer terminal.
(Wells, Whelchel, and Jamison, to appear, found a range of'3 to 159 pesslops,' with a mean of 80 sessions, on a yearly basis for students in, theirs

4sihdy.)

At the college level,' CAI has been used as s-a substitute for con -

ventional instruction and the'results have been favorable.

Jamison, SuPpei, and Wells (to appear) have provided an extensive
analysis of CAf experiments at the elementary and college level, and the
discussions on-the effectivenpss of CAI in this section closely follows
The discussion of the-effectiveness of CAI for cogni.
their distussion
tive outputs will be followecOby an analysis of noncognitive effects of
CAI presented by Hess and Tenezakis (1970) and Smith and Hess (1972).
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Suppes and Morningstar (1969) reported the results of the evaluation
of a drill-and-practice program in mathematics, which was used at our
CAI programs were
schools in California and 12 schools in Mississippi.
used for-all grade levels. To evaluate the effectiveness of the programs,
they administered the Stanford Achievement Test (SAT) using different
forms for the pretest and posttest examinations.
The four California schools were matched in two pairs according to
school district, and in each case one school used CAI and the other did
For schools A (experimental) and B (control) there was a signifinot.
cant advantage for CAI students in grade 3 but a significant disadvantage
in grades 4 and 5 (there were no significant differences in grade 6).
For schools C (experimental) and D (control) CAI students were favored in
At the end of the
grades 4 and 6 with no differences in the grade 5.
school year, '.e investigators learned that the teacher] said administrators at school B had added 25 minutes per day to mathematics instruction
This increase in instruction caused the apfo the 4th and 5th grades.
parent disadvantage for CAI and demonstrated that aa increased effort
along other dimensions could be as effective as CAI in supplemental
instructir-1.

The 12 Mississippi sch,ois were divided into eight schools with CAI
and non-CAI students, three schools with (77 students only, and one school
with non-CAI students only. The CAI students performed significantly
better for all grades (1-6), and in most cases gained. one-half grade or
more above the gain of non-CAI students.
In a further study Suppes and Morningstar (1972) analyzed the performance of students according to subtests of the SAT. The subtests were:
computation (grades 1-6), concepts (grades 2-6), and applications (grades
Mean gain scores were compared for students in seven California
4-6).
schools and for two groups of students: mixed classes (CAI and non-CAI
s (CAI and non-CAI stustudents in the same class) and separat
dents in different classes). Of the 0 test comparisons, CAI students
The difference was signifioutperformed non-CAI students in 29 cases.
cant in only 10 cases listed below:

Mixed classes
Computation: grades 3, 4, and 5
grade 3
Concept:
Applications: grades 4 and 5
Separated classes
Computation: grades 2, 3, and 5
Applications: grade 6
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Non-CAI students had significantly higher scores in grade 4 in the separated classes for the concepts mid applications subtests.
Weiner (1969) evaluated the use of CAI for mathematics in New York
City schools and used the Metropolitan Achievement Tests for measurement
of CAI effectiveness. In grades 3, 4, and 5 the CAI students scored
significantly higher gains, even though they had significantly lower pretest scores.
In grade 2 the pretest score was higher (insignificantly)
for the non-CAI students and higher (significantly) for the CAI students.
In grade 6 the gains were insignificantly higher for CA1 students.
Atkinson (1968) reported on an experiment in CAI for reading. Students in the experimental group received CAI for remedial reading, while
students in the control group received CAI for remedial mathematics. The
experimental and control groups had similar characteristics and were all
in the 1st grade.
Scores were significantly higher for the experimenta'
group on the Hartley Reading Test and all subtests of the California
Achievement Test, with the exception of the comprehension test. The :-omputer system used in this experiment was an expensive one; each student
station had not only a cathode-ray tube and a keyboard terminal, but also
an audio and visual display unit and a light pen for the cathode-ray
tube,

Wells, Whelchel, and Jamison (to appear) evaluated the effectiveness
of a mathematics program in CAI for grade 5 and 6 in California schools.
The students were stratified by grade and sex for the statistical analysis.
Although the non-CAI students had higher scores on the pretest of the
Californih Test of Basic Skills, the CAI students had significantly higher
gains in three out of four cases.
Interestingly enough CAI students in
two of the groups also scored significantly higher on reading tests. The
result for the reading test should eliminate any concern with decreasing
performance in other subject areas when CAI is introduced fo:r supplementary work in one subject area. A regression analysis was also used to
determine the amount of the effect and to control for variations in individual abilities and teacher characteristics.
For 5th grade boys, an
additional session of CAI resulted in an increase of 0.004 grade equivalents on the test. This result seems numerically small, but if linearity
was
for 100 sessions of CAI the gain would be 0.4 grade equivalents.

Noncognitive Effects of CAI
Two of the studies reported below analyzed the effects of CAI on the
attitudes of students toward themselves, and the third study....attemw:ed to
measure the use of the computer as a socializing agent.
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More research. has been. done on fi.lni 'thin' an't,Any other Si41e r,40.1,Azi

Instructional fibs research began in the .Vnited, States`- neci':'#0 `*4 :41 :
.World-war I. Sincethen. r10.0rCh hae:bein:ouppottei,biralisectbrso
from commercial concerns to_ universities end foubdationAi to_ various '.
branches of 'government.- The research :evaluates' the effectiVeness cl,tilm
in meeting many diverse ethICaliOria 1. objectivesisuch as
-',2

Motivating the student to leorni
Imparting factual knowledge.
Teaching perceptual motol. Skills.

Stimulating Student participation, in the leatning*Ocesjs.
Changing student attitudes, opinions; and behavior.
Reinforoing-(orirewarding) the atudent's.acquisition and
use of knowledge.
.

a

a

fdakveness of instructional films relies almost'
This review
i
the
exclusively'on three 'Other. reviews of the litOrature; Hoban edl,van:Ormer
..

..

(poo),t tionberger (1960)1and gaettler:(106). .All_ef the-specific ''
studies to be'cited here are also Cited in those -sources.` ,*
t

,

1nthin review we are primarily interested in the effactivenesi oft::_

instructional:1m along cognitiveAlMensioni4

For thi8 reason,* will

fiot discuss the effectiveneqs of fiim,inteachingtacta,:.conoppia..91-10.
skill's.

.

We will then briOtly.0amine' he evidence .on 1:1009.0ini,tiya,gogla I

such as motivation and attitude:change.' InatruetiobalAiti research goes
'beyend the model foratosespareli:On the effectiveness Of oduCational-technolOgy; since -the model-'is,
0
.
I,

.

N

i

.

-

1

Vt

,-

oniy,tho'cOmPariSon-ef_One'meditim'.0Urther,

1
3

3

'k

This analysis of film research was yrepared by sAI,Jo.Ougmebt
.
sis by Wells in Part 1 a ibis AppeAdix.
tReferences are 'listed afithe end olithis Appendix.
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analy-

-

unspecified) to,,convehilonelinStrubtion (iurther uniPegified): -However,,
nk,,Very sOphistiedted. 'Tor instance,
instructional film reiearch
in lookIng at-film effec4Venesa in conveying fectUalAnowledge, little

distinctiokis made 1;66e40.00ring -facts and accePtiWthem, or ateuiring'/acte!and using them; The-le044 suer' dietfnction'auiy.account'for
the'variation in results of'different studies.
-

Stuaiesof Cognitive Effectiveness
One-of the.best.khown,studievdealinewith the teaching of facts with
filre was done,bY'HOladSy shd,Stodde'd (1933). They concluded that the
general ,information of-both children,and'adults'ii, increased byr:informetion
shown id-motion-pictures, and'that retention of specific: incidents 10 high.
They, also concluded/that-incorveat information presented _in 61014,is-Usum
ally accepted as valid unless the errors contained are glaring.
Three studies of the Army orientation' films Why We Figh,t done by.
Novlan41;omodaine, and Sheffield (1949)-showed thi_t these fi:lms:had
sizeabWeftoot on'increesing.thelettual knowledge of trainees on' the
,-psmVeots,Covered.group of trainees shown the film learned:from,,14 0),
22 perc4nt more than the control-group,* the averege. WheOhe-reSults.,Were coApered3on the basis Of the years of education of the treinee8,r1he
education- learned signifiCantlSr.
studies concluded that trainees with mo
More from the

Two studies of the Yale Chronicles of American Photoplays,'Wia0
(1039)' and Knowlton and Tilton (1029), showed that film plus conventiona
inetruction,is more effective in teaching historical facts than convehKnowlton and Tilton found, however,' that the
tional instruction alone.
Photoplays interfered with, or at least did not faqifitate the teaching.'n
of time relationShips.
Two reports on the Nebraska study of-the enrichment effects of motion
picturep, Wise (1949) and Scott (1949), suggest that film's are very spelt.,
cific'in their effects._ The superiority of film - ,supplemented' instruction
in the specific areas covered by the films was reliable and appreciable. On the other hand,°. on standardized tests administered before and after the

semester, no such uniformreliable'effect was found
The conclusions reached by gobah and van Ormer (195Q) on tbe effectiveness of films in imparting cognitive knowledge were:
Films-can be good communicators of information that carp be
presented visually, but film presentation may sometimes

A -4 4

_

t

4

40041C::r.n: 0:4. 4i Si'biti 014.0,t Some

tion0401:40Ingjearlingt,f
yolk 040

4opettd4

Ittpckit40t*V000,00,10t

tort is,- related to the inotrupon41 otWpfiy4:,:-:1*4i4 i4

nothing 0-the-motion Pidture-PreSentatioh, per 44Ttbat
guarante48 *otter learningr

,

,Reseerch does not bearout'thS notion Oat film:learhing'-SoMeStudi,es_shOw that th4,contriblItiob'bil,
10 pas live,
goodinstrOtienal films to the comprehension OfmuUdet
standing of facts is greater thin their contribution to
the rote memory of details presented in the
.

4 The force, :of mottAon'pictures in communidation.seems to be
Of such a%fiature that the influence of certain films on

factual knowledge may peiteist over a long period'oetime.

's
Caparison, Between

-

:

Films and Other Mediarand-Methodo of Instruction.

Although the result of'bll the research, is not consistent, most,
studies suggest that the addition of films to conventional4netruction
increases the amount learned'. 'This effect seems contistentwh'en the
tilhi and-the other. instruction are designed to reinforce each other.
Studies that'compare the use of film alone to conventionai'instruction

suggest that for certain topics and for ,limitelobjectives:inteadhing
information and concepts, suitable instructional films may be,mOre ef6ctilt° in theinatructional process!than poor instructors, and atjeaSt as
effective' as averagelnstructors. ' In many studies comparing filSOveSen~.
`Cation with lecture or demOnstration,the films reduced the-isstruCtiehil,
time requiredsometimes as much as one -halt to 07o-thirds) With little'
Or no bacTiiive of instructional results.

Noncognitive Effects of Film
0

The motivational effectiveness:of films-ha s no t de n Well r.eseO, ched:,
pic9resrreduce academic Mcti-.
ReSearch presents nd:eVidenbe that-motion
.
result, in logs voluntary reading`' leSsOroluntary'',
vatielq that is, .that
participatiOn'in clasSroom recitation, or greator avoidatiee ,f-a specific
course of study. The `scanty experimental results, 44,0100gg.st hat audioyisual demoustratiObsin ge4ral.illay'have somO. faifily lopglas\itig mOttvai=
-tional effects;" but we know too' little about motivation, in AiS\areir-te\
-., ,
use it with consistent eff4ctiveness.
'

,
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We d o ,lsnavi,-some ,taaterkAhat do not increase 00,

t

by iTanderMeerr 0650 'AcUnd.Zthat'
alO'h*Opi,v0C4o7#0,(4iiii

study

0',i401.04:41iO4,r".'ye01-64'i;f
no'

,:',otb'Eit,s_o.f(pte'itl-e-

title cb>rr ale ion bate

bo* much student .liked,

alai` :arid how much;

-

ttipf Cattle li.Vlearnad freia it. AttemPts:ta
sicu'encete;04*'11.eratfaat1VOS are not ouaaegioful; ''StO4iee, by 114141-Van

orrn

and:BOusaar.OW:1,984)'*bear thief
by
ni (1951): thi) ftij, that fii'6d cad
the htghait'-degree of ,anxiety about ,dentalheal01 a'actua/kly;c0nter
productive;
viewers fOund'that ignoring the issue of dentairheal:ttgtatl;
a much 'faster way of ;relieving the anxiety than iektnit

Oct. Cierbatir..,(1954)::and I bY

In

one .experiment

togetberioak

better care of tbeirteeth.
"I`heevidenCook the effects of
Hoban and van Ormer(1-950):i-

SPeelfie:,attitilde

films

at

specific

summtrite
,,

,

changea can yesuit'-from,Certeinm<ii`kon"
closely
010:0t3P§t:ot,--

related':t

pictures whose content
the,

on attituaes, -JO

attitude.

The 'effedt

specific

attitudes can beiniia.latiC)e,

for'two,or,more pictures of the dame tieoiWthiet111'0':
in. the
`cumulative effect may result even, though_ some films
sequence may be ind'ii4dually:Aneffeotcve, in reliably inflU»
encing a'specific attitude'.

When the

initial.

influence of one or more films an a '0130+

°Ma attitude is large, it May persist'

r

monthse-r-.

for--.v
%

r

generally with soave diminution.

-Pow, if any, specificatti,tude changes W41 result When the.-

film bias is strongly contradictory to:Tihe tiocia),,norMs

e

the' case of contradictory -influences, film.bias 'may:actually'

reinforce the existing attitude, rather than medify,it.

Films-may not exert the same attitudinal influence within
a nonuniform-opulationt such as one in which. different
occupational, social,- or educational backgrounds are
represented,

V

O
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JWDOETA8Y, CoST6ESTIMATioS"KO
INSTRUCTIONAL TECtoOl030110

*

IntensiVeness and'Extensiimness
'Details,Of the cast estimates Summarized in Saption.II4.4:the.1004
.body,of thd text of this report are preanted heroin.- The;e4tt4teS'are%
for five lnstructlonal technologies; di medial (1)-6roadasst)::0414),ind
video cassette instrugtional television; (2) xi* film' ; - k3ik041**4.:
.

.

text;

4) ,domPuter'based inaquotion; and (6).audio,cassettOC84004;._
-The approach het,-isjo Ofina twoVlqia!ales, andoto comfit

the cC)stS,of Using Oftc104,the-above'liVO,iechnolOgiese0000;
those_variableend variable) whiWi

era will :414.1k1fitOfi00001110;";;*:.-

latex to the number 'of Minutes pOrdax'or perweektthainSt:O

is given;''tge ottier4ariable) vihiCh.we!All efii§tiO°041.,
to the number of etuderits°and the 'geographical area 0600400i 'Chang

consideration of

atodia,u0e i01044Y.,40;et9hV,,,,
circumstandesOvhile Maintaining comparability
the estimates.
the reader should be aware that,the normal-Uses ofja4gtViin;m4diuM,mig4r,noigd Compatible,airer*the entire tongialwsigned'(04.;* SoUnd*fi*Oltik,
ifi,a0,04.varioble,permit

.**00

tt,od

one hour /day by each Atuddlii); or the_student'00010.460 14iiit:AtO
;- too-large or too smalllor,the cost - effective operation of Ihel0A4i*
since inforMation one the effectiveness of, different:spiteMit in,diflhdr

.

.
.

instructional or orgsquitional terms wad'not,inclUdedAg the' Copt Stidy);
the ,effectpeness dimensions of different system scales will not 4
evident tn.the cost'figures obtained: here: -What will be determined is
the; extent
Cdst.advantages.or'dioadvantages at different levels of
usd) both in the amount ,of time each student uses-the i4edia systen'per'
week and the number
,
of'studentusers,
'

,

.

,

.

.

In addition, the lack of empirically based evaluation, standards for
.learning materials means that the costs of suchosaterialS for'each #ystom
cannot be developed in referenceto precise spOdifieations ofedMparatile
learning tasks across'the media. In some .ways thislmakes a coat ,study
in-that inStructional."tasks4 will haye'to be,neutral with respect

to subjeCt material; the "tasks" will ratate,onWto One,Comon Aimenaiop,
intensiveness.

1).1 this study the single "task" dimensicdused is simply

8-3

the amount of time per week, on the average, that a student would receive
instruction from the media system. This means that the real differences
among the media and their relative appropriateness for different tasks
and the different instructional results obtained will be masked in the
cost figures.

Instructional Tasks and Environments
General expressions for three instructional tasks were chosen that
would provide to each student, on the average, sufficient material to
occupy different amounts of his total instructional time, as shown below:

Task
I

II

III

Intensiveness
20 min/week/p,:pil

20 min/day/pupil
60 min/day/pupil

If the total instructional time (excluding lunch periods, recess or exercise periods, and study halls) of each student is five hours per day,
Tasks I, II, and III correspond to 1.3, 6.7, and 20 percent of the
In reality, some
student's total instructional time, respectively.
students will use only a few of the media and not others; some will use
no media; still others may use a given medium more than these percentages
of instructional time. The instructional task is general in nature so
that it may be applied to any media system. Twenty-minute segments were
chtisen because this corresponds ,to (1) the average length of films,
sound-filmstrips, 7.Ad instructional television'programs and (2) two
10-minute or one 20-minute lesson on a computer based systeM. The range
(
times chosen is sufficient to cover the spectrum from typical present
uses of film to extremely intense uses of each medium. The reader
familiar with the General Learning Corporation study,;* from which the
basic approach described here is derived, will note that it used only one

*

References are listed at the end of this Appendix.
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instructional task, which corresponds roughly to Task II above. Variations
in cost with extensiveness and intensiveness of use will yield a measure
of the economies of scale of each of 'he:edia examined.*
Four environments were chosen to represent a variety of geographical
areas and population densities actually found in urbanized parts of, the
United States. State and regional areas wre omitted from the calculations
to make the task more manageable; interested readers can find a discussion.
of the costs of instructional television systems at the state and regional
level in Linvill et al.3 The characteristics of the four environments
are summarized in Table B-1.
Local District I represents an exurban area having an enrollment
slightly under the 1971 national median.
71.e district has an irregular
shape, but all schools lie within a circle whose radius is five miles:
In Table B-1, this is called the radius of the smallest encompassing
circle. The area and population may actually be made up of two or more
smaller administrative units joined in a cooperative effort to share the
costs of some of the more elaborate media systems (e.g., television).
Local District II represents a joint undertaking by two adjacent, developed
suburban school districts, each approximately the size of the Palo Alto
Unified School District in California. The City and Metropolitan models
are modified to fit a K-8/9-12 configuration from the General Learning
Corporation's 1968 study (Ref. 1, pp. 5-7, summarized in Ref. 4, pp. 3-4).
In the Metrot model it is assumed that school districts in the area would
cooperate on large media projects where economies of scale of operation
could be achieved.
The elementary schools in each configuration are intended to repre
sent a K-8 configuration, and the secondary schools include senior and
vocational high schools. Throughout the modeling process, an elementary
school will have between 500 and 700 students (with a mean of 600) and
20 or more classrooms. The secondary schools will have between 1,000
and 1,503 students and 50 or more classrooms. The totals for each configuration are rounded to form convenient numbers.

*

Schramm (Ref. 2, p. 79) has termed media use of the order of Task II
"a very heavy Use of instructional media, not ... [the use of] a few
films in a course or presenting supplementary materials by filmstrip
or tape." Task III, three times this level, was included to represent
the upper boundary on media use with present knowledge.

tIn this report, the words "metro" and "metropolitan" are synonymous.
B-5

Table B-1
ENVIRONMENTS, OR EXTENSIVENESS OF MEDIA USE

Local District I model parameters
Student population (K-12)*
Total population (approximate)
Area
Population density (average)
Approximate shape
Radius of smallest encompassing circle
Number of elementary schools
Number of secondary schools
Local District II model parameter;
Student population (K-12)
Total population (approximate)
Area
Population density (average)
Approximate shape
Radius of smallest encompassing circle
Number of elementary schools
Number of secondary schools

City model parameters
Student population (K-12)
Total population (approximate)
Area
Population density (average)
Approximate shape
Radius of smallest encompassing circle
Number of elementary schools
Number of secondary schools
Metropolitan Area model parameters
Student population (K-12)
Total population (approximate)
Area
Population density (average)
Approximate shape
Radius of smallest encompassing circle
Number of elementary schools
Number of secondary schools

10,000
40,000
53 square miles
750/square mile
irregular
5 miles
10
3

50,000
110,000
50 square miles
2,200/square mile
rectangular
5 miles
34
7

150,000
800,000
70 square miles
11,500/square mile
rectangular
6 miles
169
35

600,000
2,100,000
1,500 square miles
1,400/square mile
irregular
30 miles
677
139

*

(K-12) = kindergarten to 12th grade.
B-6

N.

Courseware Time Requirements
The three tasks must be treated further in order to determine the
number of hours of unique programming required of the instructional
courseware. The most critical factor affecting the amount of unique
programming required is the number of students who use (or in'eract with)
a specific instructional sequence in any given year. A convenient descriptor of such patterns of use is in t,:rms of joint use among grade
levels in an elementary setting- or among different courses in a grade
level in a secondary school setting. Since the trend in education is
strongly away from such rigid organization, this description is somewhat
archaic. For the purposes of this cost study, on the other hand, what
matters is the requirement for courseware and the scheduling of courseware distribution, rather'than the particular mode of use in the learning
setting. Thus if the term "grade level" is used, it can equally well be
interpreted as the equivalent number of students at the equivalent learning
level, while allowing flexibility in the organization of learning at each
specific site.
With this understanding, the number of hours of unique programming
required for the two local district environments can be selected. Guidance
in these decisions was obtained from the 1972-73 instructional television
schedules for schools in (1) the Anaheim City Elementary District,6 (2)
the Santa Ana Unified School Districts (both in California) and (3)
Washington County (Hagerstown, Maryland).? The final form of the programming types at the secondary level was developed from Arnendix'C of
Ref. 3, with a substantial reduction in the number of vocational education
The resulting programming requirements are shown in
options offered.
Table B-2 for an intensiveness of 20 min/day for each pupil.
If one proceeds sequentially'through the various grade levels in
Table B-2, .it will be evident that this configuration implies a significant use of media techniques in delivering core instrupVion,to each
student. More importantly, the intensiveness of use is designed to be
the same for each student over all twelve grade levcla. An increasing
number'of options is available in the higher grades to satisfy the
student's more heterogeneous subject and treatment requirements, especially
as between academic and vocational preparation.
Generally speaking, programming is represented as common to all
students in each of the first six grades, with options available at the
seventh and eighth grades for one-third (20 hours) of total programming
received by each student. In grades 9-12, programming is divided for
each student into three, equal portions. One-third is common to all

B-7

TOTAL Rp2142111206 1'4% 21,1201.AlttAig; OSCO:440
,PROORAM21110 12 1000,41. 0102162
(14!teneivenestolf:20,1412/PWP4p1l):

Student
Group

.Grade
LeVol

ktbuie
2e h 8,tddaht

,,.Type °VIVO/raming

*labor oi: Proirgoliq:

Ileseatery

3-6

alai, orlid00

(An
All

2,1,2,
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students, a second third is specialized as to academic or vocational
preparation but is taken by all students in each specialization, while
the last third consists aga' of options available within each specialization.

There is nothing sacred about the structure of these programming
requirements. What is important, particularly for the costs of television
systems, is the uniformity of coverage of grade levels and the fitting
of the medium to the program of the secondary schodis, rather than trying
to fit the schools to the medium.

Programming Reqn11212212ILE?21112Z121E22211.
in Local Districts
The total unique programming requirement at 20 min/day/pupil is the
sum of the elementary and secohdary figures. As shown in Table B-2, this
is 1,200 hours.

Programming Requirements for 20 Min/Wk/Pupil and
60 Min/Day/Pupil in Local Districts
Programming requirements for 20 min/wk and 60 min/day average intensities are respectively one-fifth* and three times the 20 min/day
intensiveness. Dealing with the totals only (the reader can readily
Compute the corresponding elementary and secondary requirement:) we have:

Requirements for 20 min/wk

Requirements for 60 min/day

Assuming a five-day week.
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=

1/5 x 1,200

=

240 hours/year

=

3 x 1,200

=

3,600 hours/year.

Oo: *urn _ct-- unique, istOOttiiinineto':oifeup'yton 'perO4nI,Ot
PO 10..0
At

se city And metro;

_`qui re tinter 4w to curriculum
-44virelimentiAre,00mewh,at

_
metropolitan: area.
to represent 'tfila

di ftcarences= 4V610JOhoo1s'

tfieS0

qn1q*proi(ramOing

the ai4i

tbr.

and

a 6b pekedt increase; or `the

Attie 'summary figures are

giveri'.1,n..Table0)4.-:

Table B-3',
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50'406
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,,,

1,2:f The impicts of increased courseware -requirements at the _OA?' an# metro,

--ievels are felt principally for media having cpraliFed prodOction
broedcast'dietributIon systems, ,such, AS instructional.: television

courseware is leased or purchased in multiple coples '(e10,0er 140trUc*,
tionai 'film libraries in'large Cities), the requirements f*r en'inOreased,
range of Courseware can tie met bi,verying the mq.fliet ii'OrChesed rather)'
-.

W-1

than -'inCrea0144 the total number,

'The' Coats Examinee

Poste,Cen tie categorized along two dimensions

Adapted from Ref. 4,

7-10.

function ins) Ail,

Function

Costs can be classified in terms of production (of the instructional
content, or courseware, from which the student will eventually learn),
distribution (of the instructional content by mechanical or electrical
means to the learning site, and the return of learner feedback), and
presentation (of the instructional content to the student in a form
suitable for learning),

Production
Produc,:ion costs encompass all expenditures incur :ed to design
the media curriculum and to obtain, evaluate, and update the courseware
used in the media system. This includes costs of selecting and acuiring
courseware from external sources as well as costs of local courseware
creation. Specific examples include planning, writing scripts, and recording programs for television based systems, and writing, debugging,
and pretesting programs for computer based systems.

Distribution
Distribution costs are those incurred in converting the instructional content to a transmittable or transportable form, sending it to
the learning sites, receiving it there, and returning any learner responses
and records required for the media system to operate.
These include
duplication (if required) and transportation costs of copies of an instructional program and the communications costs of electronic systems.
Television transmitters and receiving antennas and computer two-way data
communication links between learning sites and central facilities are
specific examples.

Presentation

Presentation costs are those incurred in changing the form of
the received material to a form useful for learning by the student. For
computer based approaches, this includes the cost of processing the instructional program and student responses so as to obtain a sequence of
interactive experiences adapted to student needs.
Specific examples
include costs of computation and memory, student terminals, TV receivers,
film projectors, screens, and all communications wiring within the learning
site (schools). In- school instructional personnel costs depend on the
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deployment of staff, which can vary radically within and among districts
having otherwise the same media system. For example, Anaheim employs
television in a team teaching context,a while Santa Ana employs it in
self-contained classrooms.9
Consequently, personnel costs are considered
separate from the presentation category in the analysis.

Time

Production, distribution, and presentation costs can be further
classified as either capital or recurrent costs.
Capital costs are costs
incurred to purchase goods and services that have a useful value of
greater than one year (the usual accounting period of school systems)
or that need not be purchased every year. Recurrent costs are the operating
costs of a system, the costs incurred to purchase goods and services that
are used up within a year or are purchased every year. The following
lists encompass all the cost elements explicitly included in the modeling
exercise.

Capital Costs

The activities and facilities listed below come under the
heading of capital costs:
Initial planning--Planning extends from survey of
needs to evaluation of alternative proposals.
Initial training--Production staff and operations and
----mainUnance personnel may need training and, especially
important, classroom teachers may need training to
effectively utilize the media system. This training
depends on system size and complexity, familiarity,
intensiveness of use, and desired quality of performance. This item is too frequently oMitted in both
system adoption and cost estimation.
Facilities--Where space at least the size of an entire
roomis required to perform a media function, this
space is costed as new construction on a consistent
per square foot basis in lieu of a more precise
estimate on available space,
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Initial equipment and courseware--The courseware required to implement the system. including test equipment and an initial inventor3. of spare parts, is
included in this item.
In practice most courseware
(except live television programming) has a useful
life of more than one year and wi31 be treated as
a capital cost.

Recurrent Costs
The following activities are considered to be recurrent costs:
Operation of equipment -- Operation includes the salaries
of system operating personnel, and the cost of utilities
and recurrent supplies. This cost will vary with the
medium and the system design.
Maintenance of equipment and facilities -- Maintenance
is typically ten percent of the initial purchase price
per year, or about one percent per month of operation.
It includes replenishment of spare parts and stocks,
replacement of test and repair equipment, and prorated
building maintenance costs.

Continuing teacher planning and training--Updating of
the media system requires additional training, as does
courseware and personnel
turnover. This activity is
__,...
subject to wide vari tion in practice. and is very
frequently not under aken, to the detriment of the
system's pei4ormancei It is costed as the sum of a
courseware.prelrieylrig cost varying linearly with
intensiveness and a fixed percentage of the initial
training cost.
Administration -- Administration varies with size,
character, and use of the media system. Salary costs
increase at a diminishing rate as the system size
(as well as its extensiveness), increases. For nonelectronic systems (audiovisual'media), communication
costs such as travel, telephone charges, and mail tend
to increase rapidly with system size and complexity.
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The electronic systems, on the other hand, have the
potential to carry a large part of this burden
themselves during nonteaching hours.*
Related materials--Printed material providing
directions, schedules, guidelines, lesson plans,
and so forth is required. Sovereign, the economic
consultant on the GLC studyi notes that the cost of
this material is closely related to the number of
hours of unique programming and to the total number
of users of the system (teachers and students). A
cost for each hour of unique programming can be
assigned and then extrapolated over the number of
user-hours as the extensiveness and intensiveness
of the media system increases (Ref. 4, p. 9).
Research, testir_g, and evaluation for system
updating--Evaluative 'feedback is essential to ensure
proper operation and to guide improvements of the
system, including the courseware. For each media
system this cost increases with student user population, number of subject offerings, and intensiveness
of media use. Costs are assigned to this function
only for the two higP intensiveness tasks (20 and 60
min/day/pupil) inasmuch as few systems would engage
in more than administrative feedback at an intensiveness of only 20 min/week per pupil. Unfortunately,
none of the three district ITV systems that we
contacted--Anaheim, Santa Ana, and Washington County-carry out such an evaluation on a regular basis, even
though their programming is on the order of Task II
or greater. Only computer based instructional systems,
for which feedback and record keeping is integral to
the procedure, and for which much lower separate costs
need be assigned, appear to perform this function on
a regular basis in ongoing systems.
-

This possibility is in evidence in the Santa Ana system,6 where a staff
development informational program is broadcast once a week.
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Support Costs and Direct Costs
The various cost elements outlined above can also be classified as
either "suopor.'t costs" or direct costs." Three of those elements Will
be designated'as support costs; they are:
Initial planning

Administration,
Research, testing, and evaluation.
Support costs are incurred to initiate, sustain, and guide improvements
one function in parin a media system as a whole, rather than for
The remiining costs will be termed direct costs.
ticular.

Amortization and Equivalent Annual Costs
To compare systems having a different proportion of capital to recurrent costs, it is necessary to convert one of these to the form of
"Capitalizing" theoperating cost on
the other and then to sum them.
therlsis of some social rate of discount and then adding the initial
investment is cElled the "present value method" and is the approach
typically used f,Ir singe investment projects, such as water resource
development. On the other hand, for an ongoing activity such as education,
the natural and preferred approach, and the one used in this study, is
to convert each capital cost to an equivalent annual cost on the basis
of its 'lifetime and the. discount rate,(ten percent was used in this
study), and then to add these "annualized" costs to the recurrent costs
to obtain the equivalent annual cost.
The standard formula by which to convert an initial capital cost
to an equivalent annual cost is the following:*

annualized cost

*

=

n
r(1 + r)
n-1
(1 + r)

x initial capital cost

See Ref. 10, and also Ref. 11, pp. 160-167.
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where
r = the Cost of capital (the interest 'rate)

n = the useful life of the initial outlay.
The capital recovery factor (or "annualizing" factor) will '.e denoted
a(r,n), Thus

a(rol)

r(1 + r)

-

n

n-1
(1

r)

If Ki (ni), i = 1,
I, represents I different capital costs with
different useful lifetimes, ni, the equivalent annual cost cf the sum
is given by

I

Ea(r.n.) K.(n.)
i=1

If in addition there are J recurrent costs, R j1 j = 1,
annualized costs, TC, is given by

=

J

the total

J

I

TC

.

Ea(r,n

) K (n
i

i

)

+ ER

i

J=1

1=1

.

J

This is the general formula used in this study to obtain annual, costs
for media systems. The value of r used was ten percent. See Ref. 11,
pp. 167-173, for a discussion of factors affecting the choice of r).

The useful lifetimes of various fundamental cost components were
made compatible across the media systems. The most generally used in
the detailed calculations are listed in Table B-4. The lifetime of
three years for locally produced courseware is based on the average
practice of the major local districts using instructional tlevision;12
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Table B-4
USEFUL LIFETIMES OF STANDARD COST COMPONENTS

Lifetime
f,

Component

Comments

Variable

Film and filmstrip projectors

3

Locally produced courseware

Computer programs nay be updated at the third year without complett. rewrite and used
for three more years

5

Commercially produced courseware
and certain equipment

For example, delivery trucks,
film inspection machines, TV
sets, videotape machines

10

Initial planning

10

Initial teacher training

10

Installation costs

10

Most major equipment

25

Buildings

,

Based on hours of use

For example, computers and
outfitting of facilities
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it reflects obsoleetnce of content rather than wear and tear.* Five
jr.Nars for commercialrYproduced courseware is a reasonably, assumption
widely used and explicitly quoted for several of the media (Ref. 1,
p. 206 and Ref. 13, pp. 482 and 486)'. Ten years' lifetime for initial
planning, training, and equipping facilities reflects the commitment to
the use of media that each district is assumed to make in this :Andy.
The lifetime of buildings is based on convertibility to alternative uses,
rather than an '-assumption of duration of the media program in its original
form.

Five major types of media listed on the first page of this appendix
were examined using the above methodology. Each of the media was costed
or separate oneration. The use of two different technologies simultaneously (e.g., 20 min/week ea,h of a television based system and 16mm
film) in a specified environment would cost approximately the sum of the
separate media costs, perhaps lessened by sharing of certain initial and
recurrent costs such as planning, trainng, facilities, related materials,
'-and administration.
In contrast, savings can result from the joint use
of two systems within the same technological group. Thus, for example,
sound-filmstrip and 16mm film can share the same distribution system and
many features in product'
and presentation--instructional material
l
centers, classroom equip/71
ent, and staff training among others. Santa Ana
relays broadcasts of "S same Street" and "The Electric Company" from the
local UHF television station into the classroom via its instructional
television network.e
c.

The Sources of Data
Two principal references were used:to construct the cost estimates
for film and television. For filin the reference was the original GLC
study,' significantly updated with market data and price lists on the
costs of hardware and courseware. For television based systems, the
reference was a partially updated (to 1972) version of the GLC television
estimates contained
HEW report (Ref. 3, especially Appendix A) and.
subsequent verification of certain price estimates with equipment suppliers and manufacturers. Further efforts here were directed at improving
the estimates for instructional television production, which had not
been updated, and at obtaining comparative data and an intuitive understanding of the operation of three local district, instructional television

The importance of this point was stressed in private conversations in
November 1973%ith Mr. John M. Sweeney of Education Turnkey Systems,
Inc., Wilshington, D.C.
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networks. As stated above, these were at Anaheim and Santa Ana, California,
It was during these activities that
and in Washington County, Maryland.
the extent of districts' unwillingness or inability to spend time and
resources to keep accurate data on costs and effectiveness of instructional systems, even when such data might be favorable or lead the way
to further improvements, became fully apparent.

For the three remaining technologies (programmed text, computer
based instruction, and sound- filmstrip) no such comparable estimates
were available. Thus it was necessary to calculate them in full detail,
using a wide array of journal literature (inside and outside of education).
We used (1) market reports such as the 1972 survey of the Educational
Media Producers Council;14 (2) catalogs and directories such as the 1973-74
Audio-Visual Equipment Directo-W which was also used to update some
GLC estimates for film and television; and (3) extensive telephone and
personal discussions with media producers such as Science Research Associates, Chicago (for printed programmed instruction), Coronet Instructional
Media, Illinois, and Guidance Associates, Inc., New York (for film and
sound-filmstrip prices). Finally--and most necessary and rewarding in
that rapidly moving field--we employed telephone contacts and personal
interviews (often multiple interviews) with officials of eight computer
companies (including IBM, San Jose; Sperry, Chicago; Computer Curriculum
Corpqration, Palo Alto; and Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto) and four user
organizations (including the SRI Computer-Assisted Instruction Group).

See Re'. 15--sound-filmstrip, pp. 46-57; 16mm film, pp. 4-22.
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Appendix C

'ME USE OF EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOlk, 1973--A PILOT STUDY

No matter how revolutionary the potential of educational technology
is for the development of public education, it remains just that, a
potentially revolutionary force, until it is integrated into the philosophy and curriculum of the local school.
In a preliminary effort to
assess the impact of technological developments in the last ten years,
a small subsample of the 238 districts studied intensively from 1961 to
1963" was revisited during late August and early September by Harry
Kincaid, Norman McEachrcn, and Dorothy McKinney of SRI and Eleanor
Godfrey, formerly of the Bureau of Social Science Research (BSSR), and
now at Northern Illinois University. Eleven school systems at ten locations were visited. Because time and funds :ere short, they were all
Ten of
located in two states, seven in California and four in Illinois.
the eleven systems had participated in all three phases of the original
BSSR study; the eleventh is a sister secondary district for one of the
elementary districts in the original California sample.
The subsample
included systems that were large and small, single level or K to 12,
stable or growing, rich and not so rich, and covered the range of previous attitudes toward educational technology from indifference to innovative. A summary of district demographic characteristics is given
in Table C-1.
V

Although the districts differ widely in size, type, location, wealth,
growth, and previous experience with educational technology, there are
marked similarities in their current audiovisual programs and plans,
This similarity within diversity suggests that findings from the pilot
study may be indicative of some important general themes in public school
education. However, a full scale restudy is advisable to test our
One further caution is in order. Both California and Illinois
hunches.
are relatively wealthy states, ranking fifth and sixth in per capita
personal income in 1970. Both also have a history of strong support for
education. With the possible exception of New York and Connecticut,

'Eleanor P. Godfrey, The State of Audiovisual Technology: 1961-1966
(National Education Association, Washington, D.C., 1967).
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Table C-1
RANGE OF DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AMONG THE SAMPLE DISTRICTS

Range

Characteristic
Size

450 to 18,200 students

Number of schools

1 tc' 45

School organization

Elementary * only (5),t secondary only (2),
unified (4)

Locations

Sparsely settled mountainous county, rural farm,
small town, university city, small city, suburb,
metropolitan.

Student growth

From an 8 percent decline to an 88 percent
growth in enrollment from 1963 to 1973

Current expenditure per
pupil

$675 to'$2,100

Instructional materials
expenditure per pupil

.75.50 to $66.00

One of the original elementary districts has become a unified district
since 1963. However, for the purposes of inventory comparisons in this
study, only the current elementary figures'were used.
Numbers in parentheses indicate number of schools visited.
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interest in and use of educational technology should be greater in these
two states than in the nation as a whole.
Each of the eleven districts was visited by one or more persons.
Interviews were conducted with superintendents, assistant superintendents,
audiovisual directors, and librarians. A flexible interview guide was
used aimed at
Updating the inventory of audiovisual equipment,
materials, and facilities.

Assessing the present and potential use of the more
sophisticated educational innovations--specifically, the
language laboratory; broadcast, closed circuit, and cable
television; and computer managed, and computer assisted
instruction (CAI).
Gathering information on usage of new developments in
"older" media, particularly the cassette tape recorder,
single concept filmstrip viewer, and 8mm projector.
Ascertaining general administrative attitudes toward
the place of technology in education, the problems
encountered in media use, and the role governmental
agencies should play in the development of educational
technology.
Our findings in each of these four areas are discussed in this report.

Change in Audiovisual Resources, 1963 to 1973
Our first task was to measure inventory changes since 1963.
Before
we did this, however, it was necessary to compare the inventory holdings
of the subsample with the larger national sample studied in the sixties.
This comparison supports the caution that California and Illinois districts
may be more richly endowed than the "typical" school system. In all
instances except the opaque projector, the teacher/equipment ratios for
the subsample in 1963 were well beloW: the average for the national sample
at that time.
Our analysis of inventory change addressed itself to two questions.
Have the districts visited this summer increased the am *int of audiovisual
equipment available for classroom use? Which devices axa currently most
widely distributed? Data on these questions, as well as a comparison of
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teacher/equipment ratios for the national sample and the subsample are
summarized in Table C-2.
The answer to the first question above is clearly yes. Taking the
ten districts for which 1963 inventory figures were available as a whole,
there has been a substantial, even spectacular, reduction in the number
of teachers per unit of equipment for seven of the eight items included
in the 1963 survey.* The only exception is radio, which has virtually
disappeared as a standard educational tool. As half of the districts
did not carry radios on their inventories, no 1973 teacher/equipment
ratios were computed for this medium.
Dramatic as increases in total inventories may be, the increasing
uniformity of teacher/equipment ratios across districts has more farreaching implications for instruction.
Increasing homogeneity of holdings
was most notable for the tape recorder, overhead projector, and record
player. Another important finding was the emergence of the individual
filmstrip projector.
Very few of these single purpose machines were reported in the 1963 national survey, and only three of the sample districts
reported any of this equipment at that time.
By 1973, however, these ten
districts reported 1,765 units, or enough to provide, on the average, one
for every 1.6 teachers, with a distribt range of 1.1 to 10.0.
Further evidence of the increasing leveling out of resources is
provided by a district-by-district comparison of inventory increases.
There were 53 instances in which we had inventory figures for both 1963
and 1973. There was a decrease in teacher/equipment ratios. in 43 of
these 53 possible comparisons. The ten instances in which there was an
increase in the number of teachers served by a piece of equipment were
16mm projectors (2), combination slide-filmstrip projectors (4), radios
(2), television sets (1), and opaque projectors (1). For all other items,
each of the districts, regardless of size or organization, had been, able
to improve the relative xmount of equipment available to the teacher.
Comparison of the subsample with the national sample shows why these
districts should not be taken as representative of the "typical" school
system.
In all instances except the opaque projector, their average 1963
teacher/equipment ratios were well below the average for the national
sample.

While the term "teacher" is used throughout the report, the ratios are
computed from figures for "certified personnel" which may include principals, supervisors, librarians, and psychological and guidance personnel.
Ratios computed on this base are a conservative estimate 'of the number of
teachers served by a piece of equipment.
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Ten years ago the workhorses of educational technology were the
record player, 16mm projector, slide-filmstrip projector, and tape recorder.
In 1973 the individual filmstrip viewer and overhead projector
had joined this stable. The most popular type of tape recorder was also
changing, from the large reel-to-reel model to the small portable cassette
type.

Acceptance of More Technologically Sophisticated Media
Three of the more sophisticated technological, systems available for
educational use are the language laboratory, the television set (open
broadcast, cable, or closed circuit), and the computer. A review of the
experiences and plans of the U. districts visited this summer suggests
several common themes about the good and bad instructional points of each
of these systems.

Language Laboratories

The language laboratory was "the" educational technological innovation in 1960.
Forty-five percent of the 2,927 districts participating
in the first BSSR study planned to develop the use of this medium in the
next few years.
Respondents in our small subsample were not quite so
convinced of the potential-Value of-a-language-laboratory,_particularly
the elementary districts, but even so four of the ten districts planned
to install them, and by 1963 five districts had done so.
(Comparisoa of
the rank order of desirability for selected media for each of the three
survey years is given in Table C-3. This table will be referred to throughout the ensuring discussion.) In 1973, enthusiasm for the language laboratory had declined to the point that two of the systems had been destroyed;
three other districts were planning to deemphasize their use; and no one
interviewed was optimistic about their educational potential.
Why?
In
.klie words of one superintendent, the language laboratories had "phased
themselves out." Critical reasons given for their demise were technical
problems in operation, expense, overselling, and inflexibility.
Another inflexible, precoded system, the teaching machine, has met
a similar fate.
A third of the natilnal sample and half of the subsample
were interested in this innovation in 1961; interest held through 1963,
particularly for programmed text materials; but in 1973 the only programmed materials mentioned as desired were graded reading programs--a
very distant cousin of the original implementation of Skinnerian learning
theory.
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16mm film

Records and tapes*

Filmstrip, broadcast
television

Closed circuit television

Language lab

8mm projector

Radio

Records and tapes*

Teaching machine

Filmstrip

Broadcast television

16mm film

Closed circuit television

Radio

Opaque projector

Teaching machine

Language lab

16mm film

+

Records, radio

Closed circuit television

Opaque projector

Teaching machine

16mm film

Programmed text,
broadcast televisiont

Records, television
instructionf

Filmstrip

Overhead projector

Tapes

Subsample

Language lab

1963

instruction

ing machine, opaque
projector, language lab,
dial access, telephone

material, radio, teach-

16mm film, graded

CAI

Broadcast television

Filmstrip

Video tape

Overhead projector

Closed circuit and
cable television

Gaming

8mm Projector

Tapes

1973 Subsample Only

1961, 1963, AND 1973

Programmed text

Filmstrip

Tapes

Overhead projector

National Sample

These two materials were not separated in the 1961 survey.
These media were tied in !ank.

*

8mm projector

Teaching machine

Overhead projector

Subsample

Overhead projector

1961

Language lab

National. Sample

RANK ORDER OF DESIRABILITY OF SELECTED AUDIOVISUAL MEDIA:
For National Sample and Subsample

Table C-3

Television
Broadcast television was literally hovering over ,the educational
horizon in 1961. Midwest Program on Airborne Television Instruction
(MPATI) was about to become airborne. Educational television stations
were operating in most of the metropolitan areas.
And Hagerstown
heralded the future technological age. Today, MPATI is gone and the
Hagerstown experiment collapsed with the withdrawal of outside funds.
Respondents uniformly complained of poor reception, inadequate programming,
and inflexible scheduling on educational television; yet, five of the
eleven districts plan to increase their use of television ,n the future.
The seeming contradiction is resolved when we look at how the medium is
used.
Direct broadcast television is still the unchallenged instant
medium for events of national or local significance, and the increasing
availability of caDle_hookups makes local reception less problematic.
But the most promising future for television seems to lie in its adakAability-for local production through the use of video tape. -Quality
programs can be taped off the air to be used' at the teacher's convenience.
More il'portantly, television can be used as one respondent put it, essentia ly "as a mirror--a way of seeing ourselves." The increasing
portab lity of television equipment and the use of erasable tape means
teach rs filming thenulelves, learning from the film, and destroying the
evide ce; students filming d'play, a role-playing situation, a class
disco sicm, whatever the needs of the moment; filmed laboratory demonstrations that bring each student up to the microscope; individualized visual
tions and personalized examinations to be studied in the privacy
-inst
Seven of the eleven districts haRe used television
of aistudent carrel.
in such ways, and all are enthusiastic about the potential of such use
in the future.
.

The Computer
All of the districts, except two small single school elementary
districts,' have access to a computer. Seven have used it, with varying
degrees of satisfaction, for scheduling, printing audiovisual catalogUes,
and general bookkeeping chores. Six have experimented with computer
assisted instruction. While it is too early, and the data are too meager,
to forecast the extent to which the computer will be incorporated into
the instructional life style of the public schools, certain similarities
and disSimilarities wit'a other machine oriented learning systems should
be
CAI is a complicated system requiring elaborate supporting machinery,
highly trained personnel, and specialized materials. The drawbacks of
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cost, technical problems, inflexibility, and oversell were cited by
several of the respondents, both those who Itad and those who had not
experimented with CAI. Sequential programmed learning is currently held
in disdain as the best method to teach most subjects.
As a Director of
Curriculum Planning put it, "If the content is logical, the computer can
facilitate instruction, but much instruction is not of this character.
It is best used in special applications, such as the expansion of a
motivated gifted student's knowledge in a logically organized subject
area such as mathematics or science."
The theme that the computer is most suitable for challenging and
motivating the gifted student in mathematics and science ran throughout
the interviews. Only one administrator spoke. of its utility as a patient
tutor for the slow learner. Only one made a case for its use with the
"middle 3/4" of the student body (except.to teach them computer usage).
His district uses the computer to teach mathematics, reading, and driver
education,
The grade level at which the brilliant student should be introduced
to the computer was somewhat at issue. Some advocated CAI for the
elementary student, who could then go as far as his interest and ability
would take him, without surpassing his impersonal. "teacher."
Others
felt it was most suited to the secondary curriculum, where there is less
need for drill and practice and where the .L,L.;::Lt matter is more logically structured.
The computer has been welcomed cordially as an administrative slave,
and used as such wherevel access could be arranged without too. much
technical difficulty or cost. Some districts have experimented with the
computer as a data managing device; e.g., hooking into data retrieval
9yqterfiR or preparing a data bank of examination questiOns.from which to
draw individualized tests: They do not seem as sanguine, however, about
its'direct instructional capabilities. The computer can provide a myriad
of individualized instructional'programs, a capability not present in
previous machine systems; nevertheless, the cost, elaborate support netOnce burnt
workvand limited envisioned target audience suggest caution.
by highly touted sophisticated instruc:ional ;*.edia, twice shy.
The other trends; one related to the structure and governance of
education and the other related to instructional emphases, can seriously
influeire the developmeni.Of CAI. First, there is a groundswell for individual autonomy for each school in a system in various parts of the
country. Several of the subssmple districts have delegated, or are in
the process of delegating, curriculum and budgeting decisions to'the
individual schools. The large investment of money and personnel required
C-9
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for a viable CAI program demands a high level of commitment from all
parties to the agreement. Whether or not individual principals and
faculties, who have just begun to taste the fruits of independence, will
be willing to make any such large scale commitment to computer instruction is questionable. A case would have to be made for how such an investment, rather than one' in higher salaries or more personnel, would
benefit the teacher as well as the student. A resurrection of teacher
fear of displacement, kindled earlier by the post - Sputnik emphasis on
master television teaching, filmed courses, and expert designed sequenced
programs would be disastrous not only for CAI but other forms of educational technology. And teacher militancy has given teachers courage to
voice their opposition to any threat to their autonomy and,primacy in the
educational structure.
The second development is related to the current emphasis on teacher
accountability, but accountability for the progress of a different group
than that foreseen as the primary target population for CAI. The predicted
oversupply of scientists and college graduates and the demands of the
dis
antaged for an adequate education relevant to their life situation
have d pened the enthusiasm for special programs for the gifted, which
was ne, r as robust asethat for programs for the handicapped., 'Individualized i struction is advocated not so much for now it can challenge the
gifted, as for how it can meet the needs of the "iorgotten 20 %" who cur-.
rently find eduCation irrelevant or incomprehensible. The maxim of the
day is success for every student, meaning success fOr the student who
previously has,falled. Accountability objectives are written in terms
of minimal acceptable levels of achieVement for all or'a large portion
Perhaps there is a lesson here for these who would
of the students.
promote CAI. Currently it is viewed as an effective teaching device for
the gifted mathematician or scientist.
Unless its utility as a tool for
the masses can be demonstrated and emphasized, it may well run into both
Failing that its widest immediate
teacher and taxpayer resistance.
utilization appears to be as a data management and retrieval system for
the administrator and teacher, not
note as a medium for'direOt instruction.

Acce tance of New Develo ments in Standard Media
Comparison of equipment inventories with ear3ier °years shows substantial increases in the numbers of overhead projectors, cassette tape
recorders, individual filmstrip viewers) and 8mm projectors. What
hypotheses can our interviews suggest concerning the high popularity of
these items?

C

The Overhead Projector
This device, a spin off from-the more cumbersome and less versatile
opaque projector, proved to be the most widely accepted technological
innovation of the sixties.
In 1961, there were an estimated 14,000 in
the public schools, or one for every 107 teachers.
In 1963, the teacher/
equipment. ratio had dropped to 37.6, and the overhead projector stood
first on the list of most desired equipment.
Eighty-two percent of the
238 district administrators surveyed at that time stated that they planned
increased use of the overhead projector in the future.
Current teacher/
equipment ratios for the subsample bear out this intention.
The average
number of teachers per projector dropped from 28i9 to 3.2; and the range
by district shrank from 14.4-299.0 to an amazing 1.6-5.3. A perusal of
future plans for the eleven districts suggests that the overhead projector
may be approaching a saturation point. It was most desired in 1961,
dropped to second place in 1963, ancKto fifth place in 1973 (see Table
C-3).
Why did the overhead projector succeed so dramatically when he
teaching machfme, in second place for the subsample and in fourth place
for the national sample in 1961, did not? Differential relative cost
per unit of instruction is a facile but, I think, erroneous answer.
Teaching machines were getting cheaper and cheaper throu tout the halcyon
Both, devices were plagued
boom days of the early and middle sixties.
by a dearth.of high quality commercially prepared materials; but for one
this was a curse, for the other a blessing in disguise.
The ordinary teacher coult:i do nothing about the lack of predated
sequential learning materials for the machines, but he or 'she could make
The eleven districts have
soiethinG to show on the overhead projeCtor.
minimal or nonexistent libraries of prepared transparencies, yet they
continue to buy overhead projectors. No one apologized for the use of
the machine as a "portable blackboard;" rather, they extolled its versaIngenious minds discovered acetate rolls,
tility and individuality.
exposed x-ray film, and other inexpensive transparent materials on which
to create their own visuals. The teacher, and eventually the student,
could be creative, and an apparent anomaly is resolved.

A final note on the teaching machine that' may be instructive for
the proponents of CAT:. One of the eleven districts, a wealthy suburban
high school district, had been a demonstration school for both teaching
It found not only teacher resistance to
machines and programmed texts.
programmed learning, but a "tiring factor" for the brighter student,
particularly for linear programming. Teacher resistance and student
boredom forced them to drop both programs. This district is still antipathetic to any precoded or highly structured instructional program.
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Cassette Tape Recorders
In first place in the rank order of desirability in 1973, chosen
unanimously for increased use by all eleven districts, is the tape recorder, particularly the portable cassette type. Inventories of this
item have mushroomed until there is now an average teacher/equipment
ratio of 1.6, with a range of district ratios of 0.9-5.7, and much larger
inventories are anticipated in the future. Tapes were ranked fourth in
desirability for increased use in 1961, second in 1963, and first in 1973.
In the words of one audiovisual director, interest in tapes is "running
wild" with no apparent end in sight.
,

Several reasons were offered by the respondents for this' increasing
popularity over a ten-year period.
The cassette is ideally adapted to
individualized instruction.
The units are standardized so that a cartridge
fits many player models. Cassettes are relatively cheap, break proof,
and erasable. Ateacher or student can record a lesson, learn it, and
erase it for another. -A student can check out and use both the player
and the cartridge in the media center and, if he uses earphones, he need
not disturb his neighbor.

Talking has always been the teacher's main tool. With a cassette
tape recorder, he can record a lesson for later replay at the student's
convenience.
The fact that the teacher need not be present when the
student replays the lesson increases the number of students who can be
served in this way without a commensurate sacrifice of teacher time.
Thus, the tape recorder provides the remedial tutoring and individual
pacing for which the teaching machine was designed. With dual track tape,
it also provides the "listen-speak-compare" function of the language
laboratory at a fraction of the cost.
Indeed, the extant language
laboratories are essentially tope recorders with multiple earphone hookups, used for small group instruction.
The cassette tape recorder may well replace its-grandparent, the
record player, as the portable television camera and video tape are
replacing the radio. Most of the districts in the subsample are bUying
more tapes than records, and several are transferring their record collections to the more indestructible cassette as rapidly as resources
allow.- One district employs a technician to monitor and transfer quality
radio broadcasts to tape.
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The Individual Filmstrip Viewer
The large single purpose filmstrip projector had essentially been
replaced by the combination slide-filmstrip machine in the early 1960s.
So few filmstrip projectors were reported in 1963 that they were not
discussed Us a separate inventory item in the report of that survey.
The subsample was no exception to the general pattern at that time; only
three districts reported this equipment, and then only in token amounts.
In contrast, this summer there were enough filmstrip/projector/viewers
in the districts t provide a teacher/equipment ratio of 1.6, with a
district range of
-10.0.
The major factor in this reversal oS, a downward trend seems to be
the development of a dheap, simple, portable viewer. Again, like the
cassette recorder, we find a machine suitable for individualized learning
aped simple enough 'for a small child to operate. Filmstrips can be cnecked
out'of the media center for individual study, or children in the classroom
can pUrsue different lessons individually and silently. A reasonable
quantity of cheap acceptable materials is available and, if not found in
the district library, can be purchased by the individual school or teacher
out of discretionary funds. Combination kits of filmstrips, records;
or cassettes, and even pictures are available and purchased in increasing
numbers. The large districts produce some filmstrips tailored to an
individual teacher's needs.

Although locally produced software is not yet available in large
quantities, the filmstrip projector/viewer is portable, cheap, and easy
to operate, and is suited for small group or individualized instruction.

The 8mm Projector
Both the 8mm sound projector and the 8mm silent film loop machine
have grown in popularity since 1960. The superintendents surveyed in
1961 reported very few 8mm sound_ projectors and little interest in incorporating this projector into their-program.
The item vita carried in the
1963 survey, again with no evidence of any current or anticipated. use.
Typical of the national sample was the fact that only one 8mm sound
projector was reported by'ten subsample districts for that year. By
1973, however, there were 54 8mm sound projectors and at least 47 film
loop machines among those sample districts. Unfortunately, our interview
guide did not ask specifically for film loop machines, so the number
recorded for this equipment may underestimate the current inventories.
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Again we find, at least within this pilot study, a resurgent
interest in a previously quiescent machine. The 8mm projector now ranks
second behind the tape recorder in plans for increased use. Our interviews suggest several possible reasons for this renaissance. The single
concept film loop, like the filmstrip, is simple to handJe and tailored
for small, group and individual learning. The increased interest in the
8mm sound projector may be coupled with a similar interest in the 8mm
camera, which can be used for local production by faculty and students.
Commercially prepared films are available for courses, such as career
education and driver training.

Administrative Attitudes Toward Educational Technology
Interview Questions

A series of interview questions tried to tap administrative attitudes
about the correct use of various kinds of educational technology by
asking how and where audiovisual materials had been used most effectively
in their school systems; the problems they had encountered in using
media; which media were most valuable and which had been oversold; what
role federal, state, and county agencies should play in the field of
educational technology; and what they would drop in a "budget squeeze"
or add if they received a grant.

Productivity, Priorities, and Governmental Role
Most of the administrators and their school boards were concerned
with productivity and demands for cost effectiveness, program budgeting,
and school and teacher accountability--a concern that was perhaps particularly acute in California where the state has mandated program
budgeting and teacher accountability. With possibly one exception,
however, these administrators did not look to educational technology as
the way to raise productivity without increasing costs.
The respondents
were unanimously of the opinion that the teacher was primary and essential.
Educational technology was "supplemental, but not cheaper." Good technology, wisely used, could increase the quality of the education offered,
but not bring about a reduction of costs.
The adjunct status of educational technology was further attested
to by the answers given to the ,question, "If you were in a budget
squeeze, what items in order of priority would you drop? Would you
increase or decrease the use of instructional materials?" The answers
to this query were not as hypothetical as the question wording might
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suggest.

Districts in both Illinois and California have experienced one
or more lean years'in the recent past, and several of the suggested cuts
offered are ones that were actually made when the district was quite
literally in a budget squeeze.
Answers to the question substantiated the "add on" nature of educational technology. Noncategorical and deferrable budget items are the
fitst to go in a recession, and educational technology is clearly vulnerable on both counts. The order of priorities for cutting were capital
outlay for new equipment and expensive materials, staffing and stocking
media centers, and development of new programs such as cable or closed
circuit television and CAI.
If the'cut were deeper, some nonteaching
and marginal personnel (e.g., part-time librarians, music, and art
specialists) would be eliminated. Hopefully, instructional materials,
other than expensive outlays and duplicates, would be the last items to
be cut.
Conversely, a special grant would be used first to develop and staff
a media center and second to provide more technical support personnel and
local production capabilities. Only after these needs are met, would
most districts consider initiating expensive new programs such as cable
television hookups or CAI.
The federal government, and
-.ondarily the states, were seen as
the proper agencies to underwrite
ensive program developments like
,Vest Regional Laboratory.
PLATO and those produced by the E
The
federal government should also continue Title I and Title II grants,
but reduce the amount of busy work involved in preparing grants and the
amount of bookkeeping necessary to account for grant funds.
It was also
strongly suggested by one district director that the federal government
would be well advised to allow more personnel costs in grants and underwrite training programs for technical personnel:
"A lot of money was
wasted under the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) and Title II because there wasn't the trained personnel in many local distribts to see
that the equipment and materials purchased with federal funds were used
effectively." The desire for more trained personnel was echoed by
several district administrators who thought that federal and-state agencies would be wise to spend money on consultants, workshops, inservice
training programs, and evaluation studies of their own programs and of
new products. The respondents envisioned a kind of consumer report
service that would test technological innovations in real school settings
and report to the local district what works and why.
No one wanted direct participation by either federal or state
agencies in local school affairs. These agencies might underwrite,
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guarantee support levels, develop, test, evaluate, train, and advise as
long as "they stayed out of the curric01,41" and "allowed Ole local
districts to go off on their own." Like educational technology itself,
federal and state involvement should be supplemental.
Even less involvement was wanted from county agencies beyond the
provision of a materials library, particularly for small districts.
Most of the larger districts would rather go it alone and saw no way
in which a county or regional consortium could help them, aside from
possible cost sharing for expensive equipment and materials. And these
needs would have to be impelling to overcome the serious drawbacks of
multiple decision makers, the possibility that their requests would not
be honored, and increased bookkeeping chores. .Even small districts that
must depend on a cooperative library for most of their films complain
about inaccessibility of county facilities for preview and production
of materials, booking delays, and failure to have their own needs adequately met.
With such an emphasis on local autonomy at the district level, it
is not surprising that individual schools are seeking autonomy from
their "consortium."

Overall Assessment

Death, taxes, and problems in utilizing educational technology are
always with us.
In 1964, I wrote that "educators at all levels encounter
problems which hamper the effective use of audiovisual materials. There
is never enough money; projection conditions are far from ideal; films
do not arrive on schedule; some teachers fail to see the value of audiovisual technology (and use it inappropriately); or the added-burden of
preparing materials for classroom use is just too much to fit into an
already crowded schedule . . . and there is a shortage of relevant
materials." According to our respondents these problems still plague
the local district. Compounding the situation today are the more frequent breakdown of sophisticated equipment, lack of local produttion
facilities, lack of technical expertise, and the possibility of copyright
infringement in reproducing materials locally.
Despite these formidable obstacles, the districts are increasing
.their inventories, experimenting with new media and new uses for old
media, and encouraging local production.
A few voiced concern that
local production by nonexperts would be of inferior quality, but most
felt that the creative involvement of both teacher and student in such efforts outweighed the quality defects. They do not advocate that
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teachers go into the production of feature films, but encourage them to
make transparancies, tapes, slides, ephemeral video tapes--anything
that will "help the individual child learn." Almost all of the reported
example of effective use referred to individually created materials or
novel uses of media.
The enthusiastic see educational technology as a way to reach, the
child through many senses on many levels and as a way to free the teacher
to fulfill the professional role of a manager of learning resources and
expert tutor. The less.enthusiastic see educational technology as an
add on, most useful for supplemental enrichment or motivation, Perhaps
a general theme running throughout the interviews can be summed up in the
words. of one administrator:
"Educational technology is always supplementary to the teacher and the curriculum. Technology that is totally
preprogrammed .,eems to be overrated. You can't adapt it to your own
Good technologies include: self,/
needs and special circumstances.
instruction and individualized instruction, and those devices which are
complete within themselves, and do not have to be used with elaborate
supporting machinery equipment, and/or materials.
Also, materials and
media that allow for the creative inputs of local teachers are very good."
.

What is the state of audiovisual technology in 1973? What direction
might it take in the future? What policy implications can be drawn from
answers to these two questions? Eleven cases from two states is much too
restricted a sample for any firm conclusions about the current state of
affairs.
However, certain developments and themes, if confirmed by a
broader based study, have important implications for the future:
An apparent turning away from complicated, prepackaged
systems in favor of simple devices suited for local
production and.student manipulation.
An emphasis on individualized media tailored to the
instructional needs of a group of students seen as
heterogeneous in talents, interests, and knowledge,
rather than as a "fourth grade" or "freshmen English
claSs."
A counter trend toward accountability for the achievement or some minimum standard of proficiency by all, or
nearly all of a "class."
.

A trend toward individual school autonomy in curriculum
and budgeting. This decentralization, coupled with rising
taxpayer resistance to continually rising school costs,
despite declining enrollments, does not presage a receptive
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climate for the rapid development of sophisticated technology. Even with massive outside support, such development might-be counter to the educational mission as seen
at the local level.
An extension of a concept of autonomy is the teacher's
demand to be recognized as a professional capable of
directing his own work, without interference from
district, state, or federal administrative personnel.
Almost all of the respondents alluded to the final
decision-making power cf the teacher in whether and
how educational technology will be used.
You can
"make the bait available," but whether or not it is
accepted is up to the individual teacher.
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Appendix D

PROCEDURES FOR THE INVENTORY OF FEDERAL R&D
IN EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY
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The following tabulation indicates the number of projects sponsored by
each agency in the area of educational technology, according to the
Smithsonian Information Exchange.

,

Number
of'Projects

Agency
Office of Education
National Science Foundation
Department of Defense
National Institutes of Health and
Public Health Service
Social and Rehabilitation Service
Veterans Administration
Department of Commerce
Department of Transportation
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Department of Justice
Office of'Economic Opportunity
Executive Office of.the President
Department of-Labor
,

293

70
39

e5
6
3

2
2
2
1

1

1

446

Total'

The three major supporters of research on educational technology Were
4hosen for closer examinati4: The Office of Education, the National
While the SIE data
Science Foundation, and the Departmeitt,of Defense.
is demonstrably inpomplete, we assumed that the foregoing distribution
was sufficiently accurate for the decision on scope.

Information on the Office of Education's activities was frowthe
Projects and Grants Information System (PGIS); inforMation on the Department of Defense was from the DefenseDocumentation Center (DDC); information on NSF activities was from the Annual NSF Grants and Awards publicaThe latter contains less information on each project than does any
tion.
other source; therefore, our information of NSF activities is necessarily
However, there is reason to believe the NSF data is more
more scanty.
complete than the data available from OE and DoD.
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Prdtedures for Accessing Information Services'

In order to ask these sources for the project listings they had on
Not all of the
educational technology, we had to specify key words.
information systems use the same set of key words, so the list of key
words was necessarily different for each information service. Each set
of key words was developed in cbnsultation with specialists from the
several services.
The total list of all of the key words that we used,
classified by source, follows:
Smithsonian Information Science Exchange (SIE)--Audiovisual aids
(nonspecific), computer-assisted,instruction, films, programmed
instruction and teaching machines, television, simulation in education, training devices and aids (includes satellite and radio).
Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC)--Instructional
technology, educational technology, computer assisted instruction,
instructional television, educational television, and televised
instruction.
National Technical Information Service (NTIS)--Programmed instruction, teaching machines, computer assisted instruction, computer
aided instruction, education or educational television, (education
or educational) and television instruction satellites, satellites
-and (instruction or education or educational) individual, instruction and individual, audiovisual (library or libraries), and
(education or educatiOnal or instruction) and (library or
libraries).
Projects and Grants Information System (PGIS)---Instructional
technology, educational technology, televised instruction, programmed instruction, computer assisted instruction, autoinstruc,tiOnal .programs, electromechanical technology, telephone instruction, computer, oriented programs, multimedia instruction, media
technology, media research, telecommunication, television, radio,
educational radio, communication satellites, -telephone communica_tion systems, dial accesstinformation systems, tnstructional'television, educational television, television curriculum, telecourset,
cable television, closed circuit television, airborne television,
instructor centered television, fixed service television, video
equipment, video tape recordtngs, tilms, instructional films,
microforms, microfiche, microfilm, sound films, foreign language
films, documentaries, single concept films, projection equipment,
photographs, filmstrips, slides, transparencies, photographic
equipment, electronic classrooms, autoinstructional laboratories,
audio video laboratories, language laboratories, audio active

compare laboratories, audio active laboratories, audio passive
laboratories, language laboratory equipment, language laboratory
use, programmed units, programmed materials, programmed texts,
programmed tutoring, mechanical teaching aide, autoinstructional
aids, teaching machines, self pacing machines, autoinstructional
methods, simulators, fames, educational games, classroom games,
management games, simulation, tape recordings, phonograph recordings, phonograph records, and audio equipment.
Department, of Defense (PoD)--Computer assisted instruction,
instructional films, programmed learning, educational radio,
educational games, educational television, educational telecommunications, teaching machines, electromechanical teaching devices,
mechanical teaching aids, video instruction, audio instructicn,
programmed texts, telephone instruction, artificial satellites in
education, electronic classrooms, language laboratories, and
training.

Also, for DoD, some specific organizational names within DoD
were used to get work units from groups whose work ley largely
in the area of educational technology. These included U.S. Air
Force Human Resources Laboratories, Naval Training Device Center,
Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO), and Naval Training Equipment Center.

Procedures for Classifying Output Of Information Services
The use of'these key words gave us a batch of abstracts froM.each
information Service.
However, not all of these abstracts fell into what
we considered our scope. There were two main reasons for this: (1) the
.abstract was of a project that was not ongoing during fiscal. years '71
and '72, or (2) although the abstract-was tagged with one of our key words,
the research described was not primarily concerned with educational technology. For instance, a research project that concerned the integration"
of a school and was going to incidentally use a small portion of the grant
to buy an item of edncaticnal technology was considered:out of scope.

Once we had eliminated the abstracts that were not within the scope
of our effort, we tried to get as much information as possible from the
remaining abstracts.
To do this, we asked 4 series of questions about
each research project:
Which federal agency funded the research?
At what level of effort was the research funded?
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f.

What type of technologyWas involved?
What was the target audience of the research?
What was the grade level_ of the target audience?

Who did the research?

What type of project wasjt (e.g., research, development,
demonstration, evaluation)?
In what subject matter was the technology used?
A summary of the coding categories is presented in Table D-1.
detailed description of each code'appears below.*

A

Funding Agency
We found that the great majOrity of R&D projects on educational
technology were funded by three Agencies; we are considering only these
agencies.
01

DoD:

Department of Defense

02

OE:

Office of Education

05

NSF:

National Science Foundation

Type,of Technology
Software and hardware to. be used together are r-:ten in the sarac
category; exceptions are transparencies (07) and overhead projectors (09).

*

The following two codes -amain fairly constant across all the variables.

09

Miscellaneous/combination. In general, either something that was not
common enough to have its own category, or a combination of categories (except for type of technology) such as a project involving
both teacher in-service and teacher preservice education.
Where one
category clearly predominated--e.g., a college course with minor
-1
applications to h'.gh school students- -the projebt was coded in the
major category.

10

Either the variable was not relevant or applicable
Not applicable.
to the project, or it was in some way not codable; e.g., where there
was no information given in the abstract.
D-7

Table D-1

EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY CODING CATEGORIES

Funding Agency, 33-34

Grade Level, 37-38

Type of Activity, 43-44

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

01
02
03
04

01 Research
02 Lit. reyiew

DoD
OE
NIH or PHS
SRS
NSF
dept. of Commerce
Dept. of Labor
ExeCutive Office of President
NASA
Not applicable
Treasury Department
Dept. of Agriculture
Dept. of Interior
HU6\
Dept:. of Justice
0E0
VA
Dept of State
Transporation
States
University
Foundation
Foreign
Congress

Elementary
Secondary
Post-secondary
Elem and sec

05
06 Preschool

C7 General audience
08

09 Misc., comb.
10 Nut applicable

CA/
ETV (videotape)
Film
Programmed Instruction

02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

Handicapped
Mentally Ill
Alcoholics, drug,users ,
Normal
Bilingual
Disadvantaged
Retarded
Misc., comb.
Not applicable

01
02
03
04
05
06

University
Private-profit
State agency
School
Fed. govt.
Private-nonprofit

08

09 Misc., comb.
10 Not applicable

11

12
13
14
15
18
19

09 Misc., comb.
10 Not applicable

Fiscal year, 47-48

07

Tape recorder
Slides, filmstrip
Other
Miscellaneous
Not applicable

08

01

Performer, 41-42

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

04.Development/design/
production
05 nemonstration
06 Evaluation
07 Operations

Target Audience, .40

99 Misc., comb.

Type of Technology, 3536

03

Computer, noninstr.
Radio
Simulation
Multimedia system
Either 15 or 19
Combination
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71
72
73
74

1971
1972
1973
1974

Subject Matter, 49-50

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
19

English
Math
Social science
Medicine
Engineering
Physical & natural science
Foreign language
Arts
Misc., comb.--classical
Not-applicable
Nonclassical in school
Nonclassical out of school
Teaching methods
Attitude change
Combination, including
nonclassical
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Multimedia system: A single coordinated system design in
which several media are employed jointly in the same instructional sequence toward the same instructional goal.
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Combination: Using more than one medium, but not as an inteFor example, a center that will develop ETV for
grated unit.
one group of students, programmed instruction for another, films
for another.

Grade Level

Kindergarten to sixth grade

01

Elementary:

02

Secondary:

03

Post-secondary: Higher education and continuing education.
Postdoctoral study, graduate study, or undergraduate study
at a university, college, or junior college; adult school;
preserVice and inservice training. After high school, Or
after high school age. Basic education for adults (subjects
they should have learned in elementary and secondary school
but did not) is post-secondary. A 15-year-old enrolled in a
college class on,a college campus is in post-secondary education.

04

Elementary and secondary: Programs involving both elementary
and.secondary grades (e.g., music appreciation for third grade,
seventh grade, and tenth grade) or any protect done in a unified
(K-12) school district, where the abstract does not indicate
whether it is for elementary or secondary pupils.

06

Preschool: Children through age 5. Sesame Street, directed to
3-5 year olds, is preschool. A program for kindergarten
children would be elementary.

07

General audience: The public at large; e.g., television programs for home viewing. Also programs that might benefit
several audiences.

Seventh to twelfth grade

Target Audience
01

This code not used.

02

Handicapped: Blind,deaf,--disabled; also physically ill
(g-g,T-peOPIe recovering from heart attacks).
D-10

03

Mentally ill: Neurotics, psychotics, and psychopaths in
mental hospitals, schools for emotionally disturbed children,
institutions for children with behavior problems, and the like.
Individuals threatening suicide.

04

Drug users:

05

normal: Catch-all category for any target group that was not
singled out as being in any other category. Most teachers
(intermediary target audiences) are coded as normal.

06

Bilingual: People whose native language is not English. (They
may or may not speak English.)

07

Disadvantaged: People who come from different cultural backgrounds and so are at an educational disadvantage; e.g., innercity'ghetto residents and Appalachians.

08

Retarded: In general, any target audience_classified in the
abstract as retarded.
Occasionally, we used our own judgment;
e.g, a target group called "retarded" because the students were
one year behind in reading achievement was coded normal.

09

Miscellaneous, combination: An example is "exceptional," which
includes the retarded and the gifted.

Persons who abuse drugs, including alcohol.

Performer
01

University: Any university or college or other institution of
higher learning.

02

Private profit: Any company, corporation, dr other nongovernmental organization for profit.

03

State agency: Any government agency at the state level, including state boards of education.

04

School:

Public and private schools, school districts, and

-Ct.-Linty boards of education.

05

Federal government: Any department or agency of thefederal
government; e.g., Office of Education, Department of the Navy.
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06

Private-nonprofit: Nongovernmental orga_lization not for
profit; e.g., Stanford Research Institute, RAND Corporation,
the Red Cross, Rocky Mountain Satellite Federation.

07

This code not used.

08

This code not used.

Type of Activity
01

Research: Research on the basic variables underlying the use
of educational technology and investigations into the usefulness of certain types of technology.- Also other studies,
frequently using the methodology of the classical experiment,
with subjects kandomly assigned to experimental and control
groups to examine the effects of different types of technology.
The experimental variable may involve technology only incidentally; e.r
research on the effect of discussion groups op
learning in an audio-tutorial course.
,

02

Literature review: State of the art reviews, literature reviews,
and conferences where educational technology is the subject.

03

This code not used.

04

Development/design/production: Development of educational technology at any stage from program design to preliminary testing
and revision.
Development-Mey include some literature feview
or evaluation of the developed system or product.

05

Demonstration: Putting an already developed educational technology system into practice to a limited extent, for the purPoie
of modeling or display, with the interest that others will
follow the example.

06

Evaluation: The critical testing and review of an existing
educational technology program, or the use of educational technology in evaluation; e.g., the use of videotape in "microteaching" for teacher evaluation.
Includes only those projects
whose main purpose is evaluation.
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07

Operations: Financially backing an ongoing educational technology activity; e.g., funding the operation of (and/or the
expansion of) an educational radio station.

08

This code not used.

Fiscal Year
We used fiscal years rather than calendar years.
A project going
on in more than one fiscal year was coded as a separate project for
each year in which at least one-half month was spent on the project.
For example, a project from June 29, 1971, to September 29, 1971, would
be coded once for FY72; a project from June 15, 1971, to September 15,
1971, would be coded once for FY71 and once for FY72.
We coded for the
fiscal year in which the project was done ("start date" and "end date")- not when the money was allocated. We assumed equal amounts Of money were
spent each month of the project.
71:

Part of the project was done in FY71.

72:

Part of the project was done in FY72.

Subject Matter
01

Reading/English/basic: Reading readiness, reading, composition,
literature, grammar, punctuation, journalism, speed reading.
Also projects to teach "the basics"; i.e., very elementary
reading and arithmetic.

02

Math: Arithmetic, algebra, geometry, calculus, trigonometry,
statistics, logic, and the like.

03

Social science: The "soft sciences," history, geography,
anthropology, sociology, psychology, economics, political
science.
Also business education, industrial psychology,
and other courses leading to a master's degree in business
administration.

Medicine: Training in treatment and prevention of disease (for
doctors, nurses', pharmacologists) as well as other topics related
to health care, such as drug abuse.
05

Engineering:
engineering.

Mechanical, civil, electrical, and industrial
D-13
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Combinatfodinpluding nonclassical:

More than one'SnbjeCt
matter, including nonclassical Sand classical subjects,

Determining the Source of Funds

AnforMation on money was obtained from several souces.- For the
6s, funding was obtained'-froM the.P019 Abstract.
In thre0000P:wlibrethis information was not on the-abktracti we-called the' Performerfend
' asked.
MII,checked'the files of the"Sureau'of gducatio0or'the:Handicapped and corrected the dollar amounts for DES funded abstraets.

..

For DoD, money was sometimes on the DDC abstract.
Where there was
no information under the amount of contract or grant, or under-"continuing"
duration of project, we got information from the performers, contracts
and grants offices, and principal investigators.
For NSF we got funding information from. NSF Grants and Awards 1970,
1971, and 1972.
For the few SIE abstracts not shown in NS'.e Grants and
%Awards, we got the funding information from NSFs Contracts and Grants
Office.

When a project overlapped fiscal years, we used the following
formula to prorate the money:

dollars spent in FY
total dollars in project

no. of half-months in that FY
total half-months in project

Where the month but no day of the month was given, we assumed the date
was the first of the month.

Data Reduction and Checks for Accuracy and Completeness
Once we had coded the abstracts, we punched the data.from each
abstract onto cards, and aggregated the data with the aid of a computer.
The analysis of that data appears in Section V of this report.
Once we
had gotten the data, however, 'e felt That we should check its accuracy
and completeness. When we got our first results from the PGIS system,
we noticed large discrepancies between it and the data we got on OE
from the SIE.
At the time, no one was able to explain the discrepancy,
so we accepted the PGIS output as being the better representation of
what actually occurred, and left it at that. However, before publishir;our results, we felt it wise to do some thorough checking.
We checked the accuracy of the information we got from each of the
information services by calling a one -iii -ten sample of the principal

investigators on the projects, and asking them if the information appearing On the abstract was correct.
The results of these accuracy checks
showed that the rata from the information services was better than anyone
connected with the information services had led us to believe.
For the Office of Education, we called the recipient institutiorts-usually a contracts and grants office in a university, ora principal
investigator. We made sure we were talking about the fight project; we
D-l5

asked if dollars and dates were correct.
We verified content of the
abstract when it seemed appropriate. The results of this check are
tabulated below.

Category
Completely correct

Number of
Projects
19

Partially incorrect substance

1

Incorrect dollars

1

Incorrect time

1

Incorrect dollars and time

2

Extension of time only (FY 71-72)

4

Incorrect dollars and extension of time

1

Subtotal

29

Refused to cooperate
Total

5

*

34

For the National science Foundation 4Pcalled either the performer
or NSF Grants and Contracts office to check the accuracy of a sample,ot
SIE abstracts. We verified title, principal investigator, performer,
dollars, and dates. The results are tabulated .below:
,

The reason that we had only 34 abstracts for a one-in-ten sample of 422
prbjects is that often an abstract counts once for FY71 and once for
FY72.
The changes in dollar amount in each fiscal year were tabulated
and found to be insignificant.
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'''CtleCke of vsample:of the entries:th "NSF Grants 'and AWarda Annual!,

that had titles related td-eChiCational technology-shoivecrthat titles
,w_eri a good indication of project content'',
For the Department of Defenies we called severe/ principal itiveatiok
.
gittors and checi5ed:all variables'. The relkults,were:
t.-

Nuinbor

Compi.etely. ootreot

Inco4re4t: type of technolOgy
incorrect

type of OD

Incorrect time and subject matter
:No response
IQ

.Total

_

.

,

completeness of the abstracts on each lagericy:§y
We chethed th4
consulted-tiO:hUrtieue-..
'different means. -; For' the 'Office -Ot
of ,the regearch:PrOje0C,914.:c they
,:a.A'cl'eak04--fOi! 4 de it
looked,-at were
`Y71
and
-F1102:- --'1440'Orealie :th4t
'had ongein _during'`
'Education" 0-tbe Rindicapkci 'end
0.--441116040
the %treat!
-

+

r

and Seci>iiclati14071100'01

in- the Ihireail =of' Education of the 'fondle-spiked, many of 'the-, prop-- f.
t offiC,ers",ieeponsible for overseeing projecta-concerned ,W1.-0

technology (and other areas) were contacted. These peOple were able to
tell us of. nine projects that should have been included in our survey
but were not.
Of these, seven were in PGIS but were not covered by our
list of keywords; the other two had never been entered into PGIS.
The
addition of'the seven that were In PGIS would have caused a 17.5 percent
increase in the number of projects sponsored by BEH; the two not in PGIS
represent a 4 percent increase.
If BEH is one of the best bureaus in the
Office of,Education as far as record-keeping goes (and most of the people
we spoke with both in and out of BEH agreed that it is), this suggests that
the best we can hope is, that we have 80 percent of all the projects in
the Office of Education concerned with educational technology.

Our check of the Bureau of Elementary and Secondary Education showed
that in the Office of Equal Educational Opportunity about one-third of
the grants for FY71 and FY72 contained some educational technology, but
in no case 'was the amount of technology,'arge enough for the project to
be within our scope.
In the remainder of BESE, we found a number of
abstracts that we did not have, confirming the estimate of completeness
we got froth BEH--roughly 80 percent.
We checked the completeness of the abstracts that we had on NSF by
using, their annual publication "NSF Grants and Awards." This publication
lists only the title, principal investigator, and amount of each research
grant.
Judging as best we could by title, the abstracts that we had on.
NSF from SIE represented only about a quarter of the total number of
projects and slightly less than a quarter of the money. This indicated
that the Grants and Awards information was a more complete source of data
In order to verify this we made a check of roughly one-fifth of
than SIE.
the projects listed that had titles indicating that they fell within our
scope.
This chcck was accomplished through telephone contact with the
principal investigators. Although some, of these projects proved to be
out of scope, the majority were in scope, indicating that the data on NSF
from SIE is unreliable in the extreme. As noted elsewhere, we therefore
used the Grants and Awards data for the NSF invento
f R&D.
We checked the completeness of the DDC abstracts by looking in detail
at one organization: the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory. We found
that our key words had failed to get us more than half of the projects with
which this laboratory was concerned; of the ones left out, though, only a
very small number proved to be in our Grupe once we had obtained abstracts
So it looks as though the DDC system gives us somewhat more
on them.
complete information on the Department of Defense than we have on OF.
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We also did a check of the reliability of -.our coding.
We found that
our reliability was about 90 percent; that is, considering all of the
questions that were asked about all of the abstracts, there was over 90
percent chance that a second coding of an abstract mould produce the same
results. -This imperfection of the coding system can be ascribed:to the
lack of sufficient information on all of the abstracts to answer all of
the questions. Where insufficient information was available, we were,
forced to use our judgment.
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Annex to Appendix D
CHARACTERISTICS OF INFORMATION SERVICES

Information Source
SIE (Smithsonian Science Information Exchange)

Location
300 Madison National Bank Building
1730 M Street, N.W.,.Washington, D.C.

206a6

Types of Information
SIE has on file abstracts of research in progress under federal
contracts and grants, and also a few abstracts submitted voluntarily
by other groups.

Methods of Access
SIE offers a computer search that produces a set of abstracts of
research projects that are filed under the key words you specify.

Costs

A computer search costs $50 for the search and the first 100
abtracts, and $50 for each additional 100 or part of 100 abstracts.
It more than one search is done at a time, the initial cost for
succeeding searches is $35 rather than. $50.

Notes

SIE provides excellent data on projects in progress. The only
notable failing of the system is that SIE depends on the individual
agencies to submit data; sometimes these agencies can get a, year or
D-21

two behind in providing SIE with data, and, as a consequence, the
Also, the data for the curusefulness of the system is curtailed.
rent fiscal year comes out in the spring of that fiscal_yearatrAlW777-7:
earliest, which means Ihl.Ithis-eystem cannot be used for -advance

warni-nelaltysi addition to getting information from federal-

e_

agencies, SIE gets information from close to 100 foundations, and
to a lesser extent from universities. SIE has several people assigned
full-time to trying to get int.Irmation f.eom the federal agencies;
all'other contributions are just taken as,,received. SIE takes whatever information is given to it; it does not have a staff to-go out
and bring data in or check the accuracy of the data received. SIE
puts into the system just about everything it receives - -its only
judgments are made about private foundations; it only inputs reseLrch
descriptions, not progress reports or general inforMation--some do it
that.
Contributions
several times a year, and others once a year,
are processed as quickly as possible after they are received (the
time it takes to get in the system depends on the workload at the
Information is kept for close to three fiscal years; SIE has
time).
the two most recent fiscal years and whatever the data bank will hold
of the third. Only administrative data is kept in the computer;
The.main aim. of
subject data.ls stored on microfilm or microfiche.
the system is to keep the information on current projects readily
available; historical data can be accessed, but the research is more
SIE been in 1949 with two women in NIH; it is now funded
expensive.
by Congress'throuh the Smithsonian Institution. Data goes back to
1949, but i§'of 'varying quality because the system has changed. There
is a standard form for input data, but only NIH uses it; for the
Other than
other agencies,/SIE translates data into its own form,
from NIH (whit is vrry reliable) SIE has no idea how good data from
the agencies s.. A has formal contacts with ,NTIS and the. Library'
of Congress.
°

Typical abs racts are shown in Figures D-1 and D-2
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SMITHSONIAN
SCIENCE INFORMATION EXCHANGE, INC.
1730 AI STRUM N.W.

ME-NO.

PHONE 202.311-51111

WASHINGTON. D.C. a00311

OV-...4072 *1

NOTICE OF RESEARCH PROJECT
AGENCY'S NU MS IRMO

SUPPORTING AG ENCY$

HEALTH, EDUCATION 6 WELFARE.
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
NATL. CTR. FOR ED. RES. 6 DEV.

EP011105
CONTRACT
BR -8 -0157

TITLE CA, PROJCCTI

A SYSTEM FOR INDIVIDUALIZING AND OPTIMIZING LEARNING THROUGH COMPUTER
MANAGEMENT Or.THE EDUCAT:.ONAL PROCESS
'...;i.,_

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR. ASSOCIATES AND OE PART MENT/SPECIALIYI

S

BERTRAM

RECIPI IENT INSTITUTE:Me

PERIOD FOR. THIS NRP

NEW YORK INST. OF TECHNOL.
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOL
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10023
SUMMARY

or

7/71 TO

6/72

FY72 -.

PROJECTi

A COMPUTER -BASED INSTRUCTIONAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM WILL BE DEVELOPED
AND TESTED, THE SYSTEM WILL BE ACAPTIVE TO PROVIDE AN OPTIMUM
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS DESIGN. RLEMENTS OF THE SYSTEM MODEL ARE (1)
CURRICULUM BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES, (2) STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS PROFILES
AND SELECTION CRITERIA, (3) INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, OBJECTIVES, A80
CONTENT, (4) INSTRUCTICNAL STRATEGIES, (5) EVALUATION-INSTRUMENTS AND
PROCEDURES, (6.) INSTRUCTIONAL DECISION MAKING, (7) ORGANIZATION AND
FACILITIES, AND (8) FEECBACK AND ,RESTRUCTURE MECHANISMS. THE_ SYSTEM wru
BE USED TO MANAGE INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION AND TRAINING. IT WILL BE
USEFUL AS A DIAGNOSTIC TOOL, FOR PRESCRIBING INSTRUCTIONAL` MATERIALS AND
SEQUENCES,'AND FOR COST - EFFECTIVENESS EVACUATIONS. ADDITIONALLY, IT WILL
PROVIDE AN EMPIRICAL BASE FOR REFINEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT OF CURRICULUM
.ISG
MATERIALS. (WN)
,

,

I

'

,

.

I_.

i

/.--

___
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FIGURE D-I

EXAMPLE Na I OF SIE ABSTRACT
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SMITHSON' AN
SCIENCE INFORMATION EXCHANGE. INC.

SIC NO.

1730 IS STRUM N.W.

PHONt 202.341-51111
WASHINGTON, D.C. 200311

3G1 -120-3 -1

NOTICE OF RESEARCH PROJECT
ACIENCV11 NUIASER(SH

SUPPORTING AGENCY.

HEALTH, EDUCATION 6 WELFARE
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
NATIONA4 INSTITUTES OF HEALTH
NAT/ONiL LIBRARY OF MEDICINE

PE 00040-0351

TITLE OP PROJECT*

COMPUTER ASSISTED INDEPENDENT STUDY - A PILOT PROGRAM
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, ASSOCIATES AND DEPARTMENT /SPECIALTY:

DR JA PRIOR
J1, GRIESEN

RL FOLK
PERIOD FOR THIS NRPt

RECIPIENT INSTITUTION*

OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY
SCHCOL OP MEDICINE
190 N. OVAL DR., 102 ADMINISTRATION BLDG.

6/71 TO
FY71

5/72

SUMMARY OF PROJECT*

The prograe is concerned with the aPplication of independent study
methods in the education of medical students in the pre-clerkship phase
of their curriculum.
We have designed, developed, and are now
implementing and evaluating this method of instruction for thirty-two
medical students under the framework of a separate pilot school within
the College of Medicine. The program includes a verticalized curriculum
with instructional methods applicable to independent study, computerassisted self evaluation programs, computer monitoring of student
progress and a detailed cost analysis program.
The program provides for
independent tracts in the curriculum and allows for independent rates of
advancement. Evaluation will include comparison of student performance
with match control groups in the standard curriculum.
ISG

FIGURE D-2

EXAMPLE NO. 2 OF SIE ABSTRACT
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Informton Source
NTIS (National Technical Information Service)

Location
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia

22151

Type of Information
NTIS has on file the full texts and abstracts of reports resulting
from government sponsored research and development and other government analyses prepared by federal agencies, their contractors, or
grantees.
,

Methods of Access
NTIS offers a computer search that produces a set of abstracts of
papers that are filed by the key words you specify.
NTIS also
publishes abstracts (and indices; to them) in a series-of subscription journals in various areas of interest. NTIS also offers a
variety of other information services.

Costs

A computer search costs $50 for the search and the first 100 abstracts,
and an additional $25 for each 50 or less abstracts.
The cost of
documents depends on,the cost to NTIS of duplicating and handling
them, and ranges from a couple of dollars to over ten dollars.

Notes

NTIS produces essentially a huge annotated bibliography of papers
put out with government money.
It suffers some of the same problems
as ERIC as a source of information for current projects.
Over 225
agencies and private industry input technical and scientific information iLto the NTIS collection. Virtually all federal agencies contribute, especially NASA, the Bureau of Mines, the Department of
Labor, and the Atomic Energy CommisSion. NTIS only handles documents
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that are submitted to it, and it uses everything submitted. Mainly
these are technical reports and journals; few are books. NTIS
prints everything word for word. Document input is irregular, since
the various agencies just send a document along as soon as it is
done.
Because of space limitations, some of the older series have
been transferred to the Library of Congress, but NTIS does lo..ep the
more recent ones. A lot of the publications announced by NTIS are
not sold by them--rather, the Government Printing Office sells:them.
NTIS does make and sell microfiche copies of everything submitted
to it.
NTIS haE an index by title and reference nualber, which also
includes source, author, and price; this is also for sale (at a
fairly high price). NTIS is 90 percent self-sufficient, but is part
of the Department of Commerce and gets some money from Congress.
NTIS began just after World War II (it used to be called the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information), and its cut/off date for material was'1945; there are no records before that.
Typical abstracts are shown in Figures D-3 and D-4.
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Learner Control of Automated Instruction
Florida

State

Univ

Tallahassee Computer-Assisted Instruction Center

(405060)

AUTHOR:
Brown, ,Bobby R., Hansen, Duncan N., Thomas, David B., King,
Arthur D.
Technical rept. (Final)
A2763C1
FLD: 51, 56E
u7119
39p
30 Aug 70

CONTRACT: N61339-68-C-0071
NAVTRADEYCEN -68 -C- 0071 -3

ABSTRACT:
The effects of three variations of learner control and one
instructor control condition mere investigated. The three types of
fearner
control
chosen
for investigation mere:
selection of
media-device,
and
selection of information load; selection of
repetition by branching; and selection of topic sequence.
The results
observed
for
learner control of ;sequence in this study, when
considered in the light of other studies, strongly suggests that the
amount
of infornation presented
to guide student decisions, in
sequencing may be .a critical variable and one which should be
investigated in more detail.
(Author)

DESCRIPTORS:
(4rogrammed
Computer storage devices

instruction, Control),

Training devices,

IDENTIFIERS: *Computer aided instruction
AD-728 429

NTIS Prices: PCS3.00

FIGURE D-3

NFS0.95

EXAMPLE NO. I OF NT IS ABSTRACT
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The

Design
of
an
Abstract
Hierarchical
Computer-Based Instructional Research

Learning

Texas Univ Austin Computer-Assisted Instruction Lab

Task

for

(406689)

AUTHOR: Bunderson, C. Victor, Olivier, Suntan P., Merrill, Paul P.
Technical rept.
A4922F4
PLD: 51, 56E
u7216
Ang 71
20p
REPT NO: TR-2

CONTRACT: 500014-67-A-0126-0006, ARPA Order-1261
PROJECT: NR-154-282
ABSTRACT:
An
instructional
design model inspired by a cross
fertilization between ideas from the different disciplines of/systen
analysis, curriculum design, and computer progressing was developed.
The paper describes a hierarchical learning task which was designed
and developed in accordance with the instructional design model to
study questions concerning task struc*re, sequencing,
and other
instructional design variables.
(Author)

DESCRIPTORS:
Simulation

(*Learning,

Computer
IDENTIFIERS:
processing(Psychology)
AD-745 717

Progressed
aided

Design,

instruction),.

instruction,

Information

NTIS Prices: PCS3.00/BPS0.95

F IGURE D-4

EXAMPLE NO. 2 OF NT IS ABSTRACT
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Information Source
ERIC (Educational Research Information Clearinghouse)

Location
There are regional clearinghouses scattered across the United
States; the address for requesting documefits is:
ERIC Document Reproduction Service
P.O. Drawer 0.
Bethesda, Maryland 20014.

Type of Information'

.

ERIC keeps on file documents and their abstracts.
The documents
are all on education and'closely related topics, and are all
submitted to ERIC by the authors (or others), except for a few
that are commissioned by ERIC itself to fill a recognized need.

Methods of Access
ERIC offers several methods of accessing its files: (1) a computer
search facility (run by Lockheed) will give you abstracts of ERIC
papers that are filed by the key words you specify, (2) ERIC
publishes an indexed monthly list of abstracts of new papers,
and (3) ERIC has yearly indices that list the titles and accession
numbers of documents by key words.

Costs

A computer search costs $35 an hour for computer time plus $0.20
per abstract printed out, so 400-500 copies might cost a few hundred
dollars. The document costs run from $0.65 a copy (for microfiche)
to hardcopy costs of $3.29 per hundred pages.

Notes
ERIC is excellent for providing background, material in any investigation of an educational topic. It includes most of the major
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publications pertaining to education, with the exception (most of
the time) of material published in educational perioidicala,and7books___.
by major publishing houses. As a way to inventory work being conducted in the field, it is less than satisfactory because (1) often
papers are entered'into ERIC years after they are written, (2) coverage is somewhat haphazard because it depends on submission rather
than solicitation, and (3) many of the papers have little or nothing
to do with ongoing research and experimentation.
The ERIC Center for Media and Technology (housed at Stanford
University) says it gathers two-thirds of its information itself
through affiliations with about 25 professional organizations-in
the field of educational media and technology.
It covers conferences
and speeches in the field, and also gets material from state and
county boards of education and other branches of government involved
in education.
It subscribes to about 50 journals and newsletters,
and sends for bibliographies. Also, it looks at Master's and Doctoral
Theses done in the area of educational media and technolOgy.
The
clearinghouse sends an average of 20-25 documents (some'are mere
citations) to Central ERIC each week, where they are put on microfiche and hardcover and microfiche copies are made available.
Each
document is screened for relevance by two or three people--each one
is supposed to be relevant to the concerns of researchers and timely
(produced withia the last year).
Once in the system a document is
in permanently - -no information is ever discarded.
Each document
takes about three months to be listed. Central ERIC determines the
format for inputs to the system; its thesaurus is based on the NTIS
thesaurus.
It automatically screens all documents that go into NTIS,
and puts into ERIC those that are relevant to education (roughly one
percent).
ERIC is funded by the National Institute of Education, and
has been in existence since 1965. The media and technology clearinghouse has been in existence since 1968. Although generally ERIC
only inputs current documents, it has gone as far back as 1949 (to
pick up Pennsylvania State College's research done for the Navy on
flight training films, which was the baSis for all later studies
of film).

Typical abstracts are shown in Figures D-5 and D-6.
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PAGE

221

(ITEM

279 OF

450)

ED055429 EM009276
COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION; A BACKGROUND PAPER ON ITS STATUS,
COST/EFFECTIVENESS AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS REQUIREMENTS.
Singh, Jai P.; Morgan, Robert P.
Washington Univ., St. Louis, Mo.
Spons
Agency-National
Aeronautics
and
Space Administration,
Washington, D.C.
Report No.-IM-71-1
Pub Date 10 Apr 71 Note-40p.
EDRS Price MF-$0.65 HC-$3.29
Descriptors-Communication
Satellites/
*Computer
Assisted
Instruction/ Cost Effectiveness/ *Educationel Technology/ *Program
Evaluation,/ Resource Allocations/ Rural Education/ Telecommunication/.
Telephone Communications Industry
Identifiers-CBI/ Computer Based Instruction
In
the
slightly
over
twelve
,years
since its inception,
computer-based instruction
(CBI) has shown t'e promise of being more
cost-effective than traditional instruction for certain educational
applications. Pilot experiments are underway to evaluate various C3I
systems.
Should these tests prove successful, a major problem
confronting advocates of large-scale-CBI utilization is the conflict
between the organization of .traditional school systems and optimal
methods of utilizing CBI. Large-scale and intensive utilization is the
key to low ex-pupil costs. Some means of low-cost telecommunications
must be found if rural communities and sparsely populated regions are
to benefit. Communication satellites seem to hold distinct advantages
over existing commercial telephone communications for linking rempte
terminal clusters with a central computer where conputer-clu_ster
separation is 150-200 miles or greater. This memorandum -- includes a
discussion at the larger issues
involved in CBIaid a summary of
experiments and costs of a variety of CBI experiments and approaches.

(Author/a)

F IGURE D-5

EXAMPLE NO. I OF ERIC ABSTRACT
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PAGE
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(ITEM

281 OF

450)

ID055427 EN009274
INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION UTILIZATION IN THE UNITED STATES.
DuNolin, James R.
Washington Univ., St. Louis, Mo.
and
Space Administration,
Aeronautics
Spons
Agency-National
Washington, D.C.
Report No.-NN-71-6
Pub Date Oct 71 Note-49pBDRS Price NF-S0.65 HC-$3.29
Communication
SP.tellites/
Cost
Television/
Descriptors-Cable
Effectiveness/ *Educational Television/ *Facility Utilization Research
/
Fixed Service Television/ Instructional Media/ *Instructional
(Broadcast)/ Teacher
Televisionig *Material Development/ Programing
Instruction/ Television
Attitudes/. Teacher
Education/ Televised
Research
Identifiers-Appalachia Educational Laboratory/ Sesame Street
Various aspects of utilizing instructional television (ITV) are
summarized and evaluated, and basic guidelines are developed for
future utilization of.television as an instructional medium. The role
technology in education is discussed, and the capabilities and
of
limitations of television as an instructional media systex are
A
brief review of the state of ITV research is presented.
outlined.
Examples of various ongoing ITV programs are desdribed, and the
stages
The three
possibilities inherent in ITV are summarized.
involved in delivering instructional programing to the student via
and classroom utilization--are
distribution,
television--production,
summary analysis outlines probable trends in future ITV
A
described.
utilization. (Author/JY)

FIGURE D-6

EXAMPLE NO. 2 OF ERIC ABSTRACT
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Information .1111.1:
Source

PGIS (Projects and Grants Information Systems)

Location
In the Office of Education, basement of 400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.,
Washington, D.C.

Type of Information
PGIS keeps on file abstracts of all ongoing projects and all proposals received. Most of the information on the abstract is obtained
from the proposal submitted by the (prospective) perfr:rTer; the
information is not always updated if It is changed during the negotiations and the writing of.the contract.

Method of Access
PGIS used to offer several methods of accessing its data files, but
in the last year or two Sts budget has been cut to the point where
it only offere a key word search. A list of project and'proposal
titles associated with each key word is produced on request; from
A list of
this list those projects or proposals desired are chosen.
accession numbers of the chosen items is then input to the computer
which outputs the abstracts associated with each- number.

Costs

Since PGIS was set up solely for internal use, there was no charge
for our use.
However, any person wishing to access the system who
was not working fairly directly for the Office of Education would
have to make some special arrangement (which might involve payment)
with OE's Office of Public Affairs.

Notes
Information is put into the system continuously; an annual
semiannual purge is done of all outdated information; proposals that
are not funded are dropped4fom the system as soon as they are
D-33

rejected. Although an instruction manual and forms are provided
for people to input data to the system, the'data do not include all
of the items about a contract or grant: PUS is funded almost
entirely by the Office of Education, although a small part of its
budget is (or was) provided by other agencies. It has institutional
ties with ERIC (all reports produced as a result of OE 'contracts are
sent to ERIC); the people we talked to knew of no other formal institutional ties with other information systems.

Typical abstracts are shown in Figures D.7 and D-8.
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TO

START
DATE

05/31/71

END
DATE

405
407
409
411
413
415

EVALUATION
LEARNING THEORIES
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
TESTING

66.862

OBLIGATED
AMOUNT

GONG GIST: 10

FP01165T

F IGURE D-7

ITG--011CATIGN.L LEVEL
ITG ETHNIC CHARACTERISTIC
ITG TYPE
PROGRAM CATEGORY:
PROGRAM BUDGET:
ORGANIZATION:
- LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY:
TARGET GROUP:
PACIAL/ETHNIC:
ACTIVITY CODE:
FINANCE CODE:

ITG SPECIAL' CHAR

ITG EOUC LEVEL -- NOT AVAILABLE
ITG ETHNIC -- NOT AVAILABLE
EDUCATIONAL PERSONNEL IUNSPEGIFICI
J001.
A
'00

2001'

NOT AVAIL ABLE

URBAN AREA (UNSPECIFIC)
UTG INCOME -- NOT AVAILABLE
UTG SPECIAL CHAR -- NOT APPLICABLE
OTHER EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
CROSS-SECTION OF POPULATION
UTG AGE -- NOT AVAILABLE

LEARNING/DEVELOPMENT/BEHAVIOR
ALL OTHER ACTIVITY (SPEC)
ED PSYCHOLOGY 6 LEARNING THEORY
OBJECTIVES -- NOT APPLICABLE

INST OF HIGHER ED (UNSPEC)

TAXONOMY DECODED

C001

H00000
E90000
R52000
A00100
00000

1001

NO400
0100

11000

0200
50610
F10000
1900
m542

(IC

CODE

TAXONOMY AND PPS CODES

TYPE GRANTEE/CONTRACTOR
STATE/CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT,
PROJECT FOCUS
TYPE ACTIVITY
SUBJECT MATTER
PROPOSED OBJECTIVES
UTG NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
UTG oemor,pApsrc CHARACTERISTIC
UTG INCOME
UTG SPECIAL CHARACTERISTIC
`UTG.EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
UTG ETHNIC CHARACTERISTIC
UTG AGE
..ITG NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS
ITG SPECIAL CHARACTERISTIC

,AXONONY CATEGORY

pRito9040L

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION ANO WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
DJH-24-659
PROPOSAL /PROJECT RESUME
02/17/13
HOUSTON. JAMES E.
M01

EXAMPLENO, I OF PGIS ABSTRACT

THIS PROJECT SUBMITS FOR CONSIDERATION A BHREE-YEAR PROGRAM OF
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH DEALING WITH THE GENERAL
TOPIC CF OPTIMIZING THE LEARNING PROCESS. THE PROBLEM CAN BE IN
VESTIGATEO IN MANY WAYS. RUT THE APPROACH ADOPTED HERE IS TO LI
MIT CONSIDERATION PRIMARILY TO SIMPLE LEARNING TAS.(S FOR WHICH
ADEOUATE MATHENA1CAL MODELS NAVE ALREADY BEEN DEVELOPED AND HA
VF REEN SHOWN To E REASONABLY ACCURATE. FOR THESE MODELS, THE
PROJECT WILL DERIVE OPTIMAL OR SUITABLE SUBOPTIMAL INSTRUCTIMA
L STRATEGIES. THE BASIC IDEA IS To SOLVE FOR STRATEGIES
IT El
THER MAXIMIZE THE AMOUNT LEARNED IN S FIXED TIME'PERIQD OR MINI
mIIE 7PE TIME NECESSARY TO ATTAIN A PRESCRIBED LEVEL OF PERFORM
ANTE. ONCE SUCH STRATEGIES HAVE BEEN FORMULATED. EXPERIMENTS WI
LL BE CARRIED OUT TO EVALUATE THEIR RELAW.1 EFFICIENCY. TO THE
416
EXTENT THAT PARTICULAR STRATEGIES PROVE EFFECTIVE, THEY WILL B
417 E INCcFpoRATED INTO COMPUTER BASED .NSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS IN IN
418 ITIAL READING CURRENTLY IN OPERATION AT THE UNIVERSITY. IJLI

403
40,
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415

pRR090401

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EoUtATION AND WELFARE
DJH-24-659
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
02/17/73
PROPOSAL /PROJECT RESUME
M01
HOUSTON. JAMES E.

PROPOSAL DATE:
O.SCRIPTORS:
4G4 COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
406 rISTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
401 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
410 LEARNING PROCESSES
412 TEACHING PROCEDU2ES

69 06/01/69

Ty

94305

04/30/71

BuBFAul
DCO
^IVISION:
OCVR
bAANCH:
PROJECT DIRECTOR: ATKINSO$ RICHARD C
INSTITUTION:
STANFORD UNIV
ADDRESS:
VENTURA HALL
CITY. STATE:
STANFORD
CA
1,24.,ZT OEFICER:
GOEREL L
PROGRAM:
R01010002
GENERAL EDUCATION - OCVR

PL-83-531 COOP RF-S ACT

PROJECT DURATION: 05/01/69
PUBLIC 140/TITLE/SECTION:

PRR094401
EP011657
CONTRACT NumBFRI OEG-0-9-140401-4147
mETH60$ FOR mAXIMILING THE LEARNING PROCESS

3141263031

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION
02/17/73
PROPOSAL /PROJECT RESUME
MO1
HOUSTON. JAMES F.

0)9 -26-659

MICA CY EDUCATION

AwnoRAL/PIOJECT RESUME'

CLAFRI, C:,PILIE A.

OCO
OR

ror. RN ACT

TO

07/30/73

ALAI

START
"ATE

-SiGVI GROUP:
pACIAL/ETHyir,
ec1.114107 CnnE,

.
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AIR lAu:Ht In THE ELEMENTARY - ScHOOL THE mATERIALS WILL V.
III 0313 WITH 13 EIVIVIFIerla GROW OuRING THE JANLIARY -NAY
G IA vFmESTER. ON A OASIS Of THE PESU1TS OF THE
A11 EvAtoATIGi INSTAIPENTS AND STUDENT SUGGESTIONS. THE
ILE mATEAVALS WILL SE PEVISED AND NoRE OPTIONAL ACTIVITIES
oto INCkunFO. ANOTHER FFF r ** NENTAL amp WILL RECEIVE THE
620 TREATMENT WITH REVISED MATERIALS DURING THE SEPT.-DEC. SEMESTER.
121 BAsEn ON PAST EVENTS AM E1FAIN6NTAL GRCUP OE 25-30 IS PREDICTED
172 FON 5ACH SENIST:I. A CONTAOL 00001 DP 40-50 .ILL BE AVAIL.
O 11 AELF. FIN3INGS OF THE STUDY. INCL.OING ANY MATERIALS
D10:101T0', wILL,BE MADE AVAILABLE FOR USE IN THEW,
.125 IHSTITueln4S.ImBBI

413'AS'GIVING AN ADEQUATE CONTENT BACKGROUND FM THE CHF4ICAL Tnnes

IrvERAL 1,%QUIRED 111 CORE AUTO-INSTRUCTInMAL UNITS IN CHEMISTRY
WILL BE 0,NCLOPED. EACH UNIT WILL CONSIST. OF SFKAAL LESSONS
AcconpAYIED RV GLO' MEETS AviCH WILL GINE BERANIOAAL OBJEC-,
TINES, PEoulPEO ACTIVITIES. HEADINGS, PROBLEMS, SCIENTIFIC
1107 1971(190. LAPORATne FAFRCITES, ETC.) AND SUGGESTION; FOR OPFDA TIONAL ACTIVITIES. STUDENTS WILL HAVE .,LARGE ARMPIT OF
Ill rxre,ON AWN IN SELECTING ACTIVITIES WITHIN A UNIT ENO II
610 SELECTING IPTIONAL. WRITS. EmPHAS:S WILL BE PLACED ON DEVELOPING
011 POSITIVE ATTITUDES TOWARD SCIENCE, SCIENTIFic POCCESS SARIS,
112 AND MP ABILITY TO CARR! ON SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING, AS WELL

RAO2C012

OFFICE OF ED,
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UTG DENOCR CNA*
NOT **MARL*
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:U) TO UPDATE AND MODERNIZE THE MATERIALS AND METHODS
OBJECTIVE:
USED IN SIMULATV ll TRAINING FOR NUCLEAR ATTACK. TO PREPARE THE
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